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Executive Summary
The objective of this research is to make recommendations for the sustainable implementation of
PhotoVoltaic (PV) with respect to environmental, financial and technica! resources. The focus area is rural
autonomous applications in the province of Manicaland, Zimbabwe. Data bas been gathered from literature,
11 observation, key-person interview and a household survey on energy related issues.
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Sustainable implementation of PV requires Iooking into three rnain focus areas. First high quality
components are necessary, backed up by a Rural Service Centre, which provides after sales service close to
users. Secondly, a proper financing scheme needs tobeputin place, with which the users are able to pay
for a PV system during for example three years. Another option is the leasing of systems, while the easily
removed parts of the PV system are paid for with a service fee. Wiring, and appliances belong to the user in
this case, who will have an option to buy on the long run. These two outlet modes, tagether with cash sale,
are considered as modes for implementation. Thirdly, for sustainability, a project must consider and
optimise its effects on the living environment.
Earlier implementation projects such as the UN-GEF project have boosted PV sales through the
implementation of a credit scheme. This project can be improved in the field of Iocal capabilities, customer
application periopd and after sales service. For proper functioning of systems, both user and technician
training is necessary. Efforts by the Japanese Co-operation Agency (JICA) have shown that reliable
application of PV is a long-term effort requiring substantial amounts of capita!, time and respect for
existing rural structures.
Only 3% of the rural householcts in Manicaland are connected to the electricity grid. Their main energy
souree is wood, foliowed by paraffin and batteries. PV can provide an econornical alternative to powering
radios, TV s and lights.
Electric lighting has a very high priority in rural families. Of the target group (defined by level of current
energy use), 60% knows what a PV system is. Forty-five percent of the target group says the family intends
to buy a solar system, but only 24% can afford even a small system. Promotion in comrnunity meetings
should increase the detailed awareness, while radio advertisement is recommended to increase the
a warene ss of PV in genera!.
On the middle long term, the implementation of 10,000 PV systems could lead to a yearly ahatement of
1,873 tonnes of co2, the avoidanee of 36,000 kg of annual heavy metal disposal in theecosystem and the
dirninishing battery use by 1,200 per year. Combined with a recycling program, the avoidanee of disposal
of 380 tons of lead per annum can be achieved. This is a, however marginal, contribution to related
environmental problems.
The implementation of PV on credit base is sensitive to inflation, ho wever not critic al if interest rates adapt
as wel!. This requires temporary review of prices. Devaluation of the local currency can however be
disastrous to the financial viability of the project. To be able to reeover the costs of imported parts such as
the PV module, an anticipating price strategy is required.
The expected demand in Manicaland in the corning 10 years for 45WP systems is conservatively estimated
at 17,500 systems, assuming the three outlet modes. For smaller systems, an estimated 4000 could be sold
cash.
An implementation program should be started with a small (18Wp) system and a 45Wp system on cash
basis, in the most prosperous areas. The favourable areas to start a program are the wards Mutanda,
Ngomasha and Mpudzi. Contact should be sought with local authorities about future implementation plans.
The three areas should each be provided with a Rural Service Centre, supplied from Mutare.
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Furthermore, 45 W P systems should be implemented under a credit scheme in the short term, after a period
of about a year for preparations. Prices of the systems should provide in an operational margin including
technica! support and a safety margin.
In order to increase awareness, during community meetings, people should be explained about the
possibilities of PV SHS. The detailed information is best spread by means of this traditional channel.
Moreover, by means of radio advertisement, people should be made aware of an implementation project
itself as wel1 as the broad knowied ge about the operatien of PV.
Apart from the PV modules, al11ocal components are to be used. If PV module assembly of sufficient
quality takes off, these modules should be incorporated in the system. InstaBation should be made available
for al1 PV systems. For credit scheme and feeforservice systems, the instaBation should be compulsory.
Moreover, technica! backup should be made available for Do It Yourself packages.
PV systems should be designed according to GEF standards. Systems sold on credit have to consist of rigid
(and thus relatively expensive) components and be difficult to steal. PV systems implemented under Fee for
Service will be leased as an easy removable supplier part. This part should however again be difficult to
steal. The user part is to be financed by the initia! conneetion fee, while the instaBation costs can be
reeavered through the lease fee. This implies the requirement of a minimum conneetion period.
Technician training should be focussed on properties of 12VDC systems compared to 240V AC in order to
minimise cost and training period. The number of systems to be serviced by one technician should not
exceed 100. Technicians should be stimulated to develop related services next to PV maintenance.
Furthermore, they should be provided with basic tools and a bicycle. Stores and schools should be used as
an extra means of communication between customers and technicians.
User training should be provided during sale and instaBation. A user manual providing accessible for young
as well as illiterate people should back up user training.
The use of PV systems for lighting should be promoted above the use of traditionallighting. PV systems in
the project should include a battery charger to decrease the use of dry ceB batteries. For this, rechargeable
batteries should also be introduced and promoted. The project should include a recycling structure for
Lead-Acid batteries. This requires the co-operation of a battery manufacturer and suppliers. In this way, the
environmental benefits ofPV implerr.entation can be optirnised.
A credit scheme with a flexible laan arrangement will be organised with a commercial bank. In order to
save the project from damage due to fluctuations in the economy, prices for PV SHS should be adjusted
according to rates inflation and devaluation.
To prevent overlap with other implementation efforts, close contact should be kept with the Department of
Energy. In order to increase the willingness to invest, international investors should be informed in more
detail on PV opportunities in Zimbabwe. For cash sales, co-operation should be developed with the
strengest local supplier, instead of startingup a new business. Rural Service Centres should be initiated in
the three most prornising areas. Later on the number of areas can be increased step by step. Close contact
should be kept with ZESA to enhance the possibility of future co-operation.
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PART 1: INTRODUCTION
The first section of this thesis deals with the general background on which the research is built.
General information on Zimbabwe as well as meteorological data, necessary for the application of
solar energy, is given. Furthermore, the relevanee of this research, both in theoretica! and
practical sense. After that, the method with which the research was carried out is highlighted,
under methodological issues. The theory around the subject of technology diffusion, in African
context is treated, and the model used to analyse the results is presented. But frrst some general
background information will be explored.

1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This chapter gives an overview of the background of this research, starting with a description of Zimbabwe. The potential
tor PV is described a/ong the number of hours of sunshine in the country. Economie considerations and lessons leamt in
previous deve/opment efforts lead to a 'trade not aid' approach tor the implementation of PV.

The uplifting of the quality of rural Jives has been an important policy in the country of
Zimbabwe since its independenee in 1980. The solar summit held in capita! Harare in 1995,
highlighted the important role of Photo Voltaic (PV) energy in this process. Given the low
conneetion rate (3%) to the electricity grid in rural areas, the main use of this environmental
friendly electricity souree could provide in power for lighting, radio and television for a large
number of households.
During the past six years, the United Nations GEF PV Project has shown that the introduetion of
a credit scheme can boost the rate of introduetion of this technology significantly. By giving more
time to pay for a system, households are enabled to reserve income according to income
fluctuations throughout the year, while already enjoying the benefits of a PV system.
Implementation with the underlining of local capacity expansion, shorter application procedures
and quick yet reliable after sales service requires a different approach. Eventually, an
infrastructure should be available that is camparabie to PTC or ZESA 1•
To be able to achieve this widespread use and support, a lot of investment is needed in people on
one side, and equipment on the other. Technicians need to be educated but also households need
to be informed on the possibilities and impossibilities of this technology. A lot of equipment is
readily available in Zimbabwe, and probably the only components needed to be imported are the
solar cells, which convert light into electricity. Other components are available or being
developed with an increasing quality. It is the aim of this research to be able to make practical
contribution as to boost the implementation of PV in Sub-Saharan countries, with similar
characteristics as Zimbabwe. Furthermore, it aims to contribute on a theoretica! level to the
general knowledge of technology diffusion in Africa.
ECN Renewable Energy, Division Implementation, has performed a study in Manicaland, the
most eastem province of Zimbabwe. Th is area was indicated by ENW Renewable Energy to be of
specific interest for co-operation along the lines of the city link between Mutare and Haarlem.
Mutare, being the main city in the province of Manicaland, itself is not prone to be electrified by
PV however. It is the rural areas surrounding the city, in which PV can play an important role in
future power supply.
1

PTC: Zimbabwe's Postal and Telecommunications Company; ZESA: Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority
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Solar energy potential
Zimbabwe, with average latitude of 17.5°, is blessed with a favourable irradiation pattem for the
application of solar energy. Thanks to its altitude, the temperatures are rather moderate, which
also favours PV panel output. Figure 1.1 shows some aggregate meteorological data throughout
the year. On average, Manicaland can expect 2900 hours of sun per year at average day
temperatures of 14 to 26° C. The country as a whole had an estimated2 total population of
12.294.000 in 1997 [CSO, 1992]. The total area amounts up to 390.759 square km (comparable to
France), that rises between 600 and 1400 metres above sea level. Figure 1.1 shows a map of
Zimbabwe. The province of Manicaland can be found on the right hand side, with Mutare in the
mountainous area hordering
Mozambique.
Manicaland,
&.nshine ttus
with as main city Mutare, is on
average 1100 metres above sea
~ 15
level and under moderating
influence of the Indian ocean.
~ 10
~
Q.
The
total
surface
of
5
~
Manicaland approaches The
::::s
0 0
Netherlands, but its population
J:
density is about a factor 10
J A S 0 N D J F MA MJ
lower. Zimbabwe's national
Month
economy is mainly built
around agriculture (75% of
Iabour force), secondly mining
Figure 1. 1: Average and maximum amount of sun in Zimbabwe (Source: Atlas
of Zimbabwe
and thirdly manufacturing. lts
GNP/capita of US$1,600
classifies the economy as "lower middle-income". This developing economy indicates some
struggles ahead with high rates of inflation and devaluating of the local currency, the Zimbabwe
dollar. Nevertheless, there is a high potential for sustainable growth of the economy, backed up
by the IMF and a large number of other international institutions and co-operation projects.

"
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Trade, not Aid
A growing number of people involved in the work with and for developing countries, underline
the importance of trading with their counterparts. The development co-operation efforts based on
aid, too often end in a desert of corruption and lack of feeling of involvement of locals. Most
startling is the lasting dependenee on the western world that is re-created and kept in shape. When
people have to pay for a service or good, they feel more responsible, resulting in better efficiency
and a higher degree of satisfaction.
The trade paradigm assumes two equal parties, which is unfortunately often still not the case.
Reasons to oppose the trade paradigm are amongst others related to this inequality. It can
however be argued that it is to be preferred over refraining from taking developing countries as a
serious partner.

2
The Central Statistica! Office carries out a census every ten years, the last one in 1992. Due to Jack of accurate data on birth-and
death rates, emigration and immigration, the govemment uses the growth rate as measured in 1992 only to estimate the size of
population.
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Figure 1.2: Map of Zimbabwe (Source: www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies )
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2. METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
This chapter wil/ deal with the theory on which the research is built, and the way the results are obtained and ana/ysed. First,
the central problem is identified, a theoretica/ framework is sketched, with the relevant variables explained and operationalised.
Subsequently, a conceptual model is sketched. The second part of this chapter elaborates on how the data Is gat/Jered and
analysed. To be able to generalise the results, the popu/ation representation of the sample is checked. The chapter ends with an
outfine of the steps of the research.

2.1 Theoretica! issues
To uplift the quality of the rurallives in Manicaland, the application of PV SHS has been proposed by
both Dutch and Zimbabwean actors. As can be seen in the previous chapter, the sustainable
implementation of such a technology requires substantial market study in the target area. This leads to
the following problem definition.

2.1.1 problem definition
"What are sustainable opportunities for PV implementation projects in Rural Manicaland,
Zimbabwe?"

2.1.2 aim of research
This study willlead to recommendations on:
1) Marketing of PV SHS in rural Manicaland and possibly for the rest of the Zimbabwe;
2) Sustainability aspects of a PV SHS implementation program in Zimbabwe.
3) Organisational structure of an implementation program in Manicaland, Zimbabwe.
4)

2.1.3 research questions
I. How is the present PV SHS market organised?
I.l) Who are the prospective users of PV SHS in rural Manicaland?
!.2) What is the degree of satisfaction of current PV SHS users?
!.3) What is the degree of knowledge about PV in rural households?
I.4) How can PV SHS best be used to provide in current rural energy use?
!.5) What is the potential demand for cash sales, a credit scheme and a Fee for Service?
1.6) How is the present supply side of the PV SHS market functioning?
11. What are prerequisites for sustainable implementation of PV SHS?
II.l) Is the implementation of a credit scheme for PV SHS feasible?
II.2) Is the implementation of a Fee for Service scheme feasible?
II.3) What are technica! requirements?
II.4) What are economical constraints?
II.5) What are important environmental considerations?
111. What is the common interest of parties to contribute to an lmplementation Project?
ill.l) Which parties are required fora successful project?
ill.2) What is the current commitment of these parties?
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2.1.4 Conceptual Definitions and Theoretica! Framework
In order to investigate the viability of disseminating PV SHS in an area, frrst the potential demand has
to be assessed. For this, the ability to pay, the awareness of PV and the alternatives to PV and
willingness to pay for PV of people in the research area have to be considered.

Ability to Pay
The most important factor, especially in Developing Markets, is the Ability to Pay. This depiets the
share of a group of consomers that has the resources to acquire a product. Since, in addition to cash
sales, two different modes of finance are considered in this study, (i.e. credit scheme and fee for
service) the ability to pay changes accordingly.
Indicators: Family assets, Monthly expenditure, Savings
Awareness
Secondly, people have to be sufficiently informed to even be able to consider acquiring a certain
product. The share of consomers that is aware of the product is measured for this purpose, and can
increase by promotion such as advertisements and community meetings. Also during the diffusion
process [Rogers, 1962] itself, the awareness increases as people see the new project being used around
them. After awareness, there is a period where the individual gathers information about the new
technology, if available. Ideally, this typically leads to either adoption or rejection of the technology.
Th is process can last a period of several years.
Indicators: Knowledge on PV in genera/, knowledge o(the possibilities o(PV, knowledge ofthe
price ofPV
Willingness to Pay/Alternatives
Even if the resources are available and people areaware of a certain technology, the individual might
not consicter acquiring a product. Other alternatives (at opportunity cost) to the relevant needs might
be chosen instead of a certain product. In the case of PV systems this might mean that there is grid
electricity, but also the individual might notwant to invest in PV, as an alternative to burning candles.
This factor can also be increased by promotion. However, there is a large part of the apinion that can
not easily be changed, since traditional patterns might favour a certain energy option.
Indicators: Energy expenditure. Energy sources, Acceptable Price ranges, Family Priorities,
Family Attitude towards PV
Demandfor PV SHS
Using contemporary marketing theories [Urban & Hauser, 1993] it can be argued that the total demand
to be expected from a certain number of consomers in a defined area, is a function of Ability to pay,
Awareness and Willingness to pay consiclering alternatives. Consiclering the character of our model, a)
marketing efforts and b) financial structures can increase demand. This demand is subject to change
through the product life cycle, as depicted in figure 2.1.
Intro Growth Rapid Growth

Maturity

Decfine

Time
Figure 2.1 : Product life cycle (Source: Bertuglia 1997)
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Given a new innovation, such as PV SHS to satisfy in certain energy needs, the life-cycle of such a
product can be assessed using theoriesof Schumpeter, [1934] and Rogers, [1983]. Using the theories
of social interaction, the dijfusion of an innovation shows a similar pattem as the potential customers
group as depicted in table 2.1. The shares depicted in the table are not absolute, but indicating a
tendency.
Table 2.1: The Life-Cycle Phase, related Market Segment and Share of the Market (Source: lnnovative Behaviour inSpace
and Time; Bertuglia et al, 1997)

Life-Cycle Phase
Introduetion
Growth
Rapid Growth
Maturity
Decline

Market Segment

Cumulative Share of potential
market [%]

2.5

Innovators
Early adapters
Early Majority
Late Majority
Laggards

16
60

84
100

From developments in other countries, as well as presently implemented systems in Zimbabwe
[Southem Centre, 1996], it can be argued that the lifecycle of PV SHS in Zimbabwe is in the stage of
Growth, with early adapters as the current main customer group. In diffusion studies [Rogers, 1962]
Innovators and early adapters are characterised by: higher capability to bear uncertainties (higher
income, higher social status), more cosmopolitan, younger, and a more extended social network. This
is in line with experiences of the GEF 1 project, where the majority (70%) of the customers is from
urban origin, acquiring a system for their parents in rural areas.

Total
Households

Target
Market

Figure 2.2: Expected Development of PV SHS Sales

In summary, it can be argued that demand for PV is a function of time, shaped by:
• The development of the market segment that can afford the product;
• The households that are a ware of the product
• Number of households that considers the acquiring of the product next to alternatives

Being a developing economy, an important share of the rural households in Zimbabwe can hardly meet
basic needs such as food (Manicaland: 63 %). This implies that an important share of the households
will not be able to acquire a PV system at all (see figure 2.2). lsolating high-income households for
analysis would therefore lead to estimations that are more accurate on awareness and
willingness/altematives, compared to analysing all households.
For two reasons, this has notbeen done. Firstly, the accuracy of poverty level measurement in a rural
survey is doubtful. This might lead to rejection of relevant data. Secondly, it is not a static statefora

1
OEF: Oiobal Environmental Facility of the UN, under which a PV dissemination program with a credit facility bas been running from 1991
to 1998.
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household to belang to the high-income group or not. A communal farmer, whose son finds a paid job
in the city, can easily move from the poor household group into the target market
Isolating households that currently spend a certain amount of their budget on energy needs gives better
results as has been shown in Lasschuit [1995]. Isolating this group of households results in a target
market that can be analysed on the already identified characteristics of ability, awareness and
alternatives.
Indicator: Households in rural Manicaland that have the ability to pay. areaware ofPV and
consider PV above alternatives
Distribution Strategy

Demand on itself does not lead to implementation. The PV systems have to be properly distributed in
the target area, and the prospective acquirers have to be informed of this availability. The restricting
factor between demand and implementation of PV SHS is marked as availability in the conceptual
model. The distribution strategy is to be chosen according to expected demand, to be able to
effectively start dissemination in high-potential areas from an socio-economie point of view.
Indicators.· The logistic structure providing PV systems in the target area. High potential areas
Technica! Strategy

For sustainable implementation, there are also a number of technica! requirements to be identified.
Next to the characteristics of the system itself, especially durability of components, the capacity as
well as component dimensioning are important. Secondly, there is need for an intensive installation
and maintenance program as has been shown in previous PV -implementation studies [Lasschuit,
1996], [Westra, 1997], [Omoteyama, 1998].
In these studies, it has been proposed among others, to establish a Rural Service Centre RSC to
provide in this need. These RSCs are small-scale enterprises that provide spare parts, instaBation and
maintenance for PV systems in a determined area. In practice the number of households to be serviced
with such an RSC ranges from 50-100.
Another dimeosion of technica! structure is the safeguarding of local technica! capability. Especially
important for the sustainability of PV implementation, this dimension is often assumed to be readily
available locally. However, training should be introduced as an integral part of the implementation
program, starting with the people working in an RSC.
Research [GEF, 1997] has shown that the maintenance of systems can be improved significantly,
leading to greater customer satisfaction. Table 2.2 shows the time to repair a fault of a PV system in a
large Zimbabwean implementation (GEF) project.
Table 2.2: Time taken to repair a fault (Source: GEF Annual Report)

Time period

Share of faults [%]
< 1 month
1-3 months
3-6 months
> 6 months

20
50
20
10

The time to fix a faulty system is found to depend largely on the distance between the technicians and
the customer. Eighty percent of the customers having to wait more than one month for their system to
be fixed could jeopardise the paying back of the credit provided. This again highlights the need for an
RSC.
Described by.· Ability to instaU and maintain systems in line with quality targets in order to
safeguard customer satisfaction
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Financing Strategy

A financial organisation is meant to increase the ability to pay. The impact and feasibility of two types
of structures, i.e. a credit scheme for purchasing and a leasing scheme will be assessed. With bath
systems, considerable experience has been gained in both pilotprojectsin Zimbabwe, as wellas large
scale projects in other African countries.
Figure 2.3 below shows a typical income distribution of a developing country, and is also applicable to
Zimbabwe [Financial Gazette, 1997]. The upper class consists of approximately 1o/o of the population
and can be considered very rich. In this section, people usually have abundant supply of everything,
including energy and are generally powered by the electricity grid. Immediately below the upper class,
there is a substantial group (23%) of the population that is called non-poor since they do not encounter
immediate economie problems. Part of this group is powered by the utilities, but the majority is not.
Countrywide, the number of householcts connected to ZESA (Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority)
is just above 7%, but for rural areas, this share goes down to 3% [ZESA, Annual Report 1996].
The next 13% of the population sametimes have problems with the purebase of durable goods, but
under normal circumstances, does not encounter problems with the purebase of food throughout the
year. This leaves the large majority of people (63%), who under normal circumstances sametimes
encounter problems with their food supply as defined by the World Health Organisation.
Up per Class (1 o/o)
Non-Poor (23%)
Poor (13%)
Very Poor (63 o/o)

Figure 2.3: lncome distribution Zimbabwe with economical classes (Source: CSO 1992)

For the implementation of PV SHS, the interesting market consists of consumers in the upper part of
the Non-Poor group, who havenotbeen electrified and will not be electrified in the coming five years.
The majority of these income levels, however, are not sufficient to cash purebase a PV SHS.
Credit scheme
The first option to increase the ability to pay of the upper part of the Non-Poor group is by means of
the provision of a credit with which the PV system can be purchased. With instalments monthly,
quarterly or yearly, the total amount is paid back, including interest, to the credit provider, i.e. a
commercial bank. The share of households, able to supply financial means necessary for a PV system
on credit, is estimated at 5 o/o [ZERO, 1996]. A requirement for setting up a credit scheme is the
participation of a local bank.
Fee for Service
An even larger share of householcts can benefit from PV SHS, if a leasing system is put up. In this
system, the ownership of the system is not transferred to the family, but keeps belonging to a large
institution. This outlet mode is camparabie to the renting of a house and requires a higher degree of
organisation. In the same study of the Zimbabwe Environmental Research Organisation (ZERO), it is
assumed that another 10 o/o of the householcts can partake in such a scheme. A requirement for setting
up a fee for service facility is the participation of a large institute with a widespread rural network.
Indicator: The method with which the ability to pay is facilitated
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Promotion Strategy
To increase product awareness several promotion techniques can be applied. Along with data of
present knowledge about PV, several conceptions and misconceptions about the technology can be
identified. Along with a general programme to increase knowledge of PV as a whole, information can
bè spread to promate PV as an energy option. Marketing efforts should be in line with local African
tradition.
Indicator: The method with which PV awareness is increased
The strategies described above correspond with contemporary marketing theories [Kotler 1997] "four
P' s": Price (Financing), Product (Technica!), Promotion (Promotion) and Place (Distribution).

Macro-Economical Conditions
The economical situation in the country severely influences the project feasibility. Of particular
interest are bath politica! and economical stability. For example during the GEF project, both inflation
and devaluation of the local currency (Z$) caused an erading of the initial revolving fund of up to 50o/c
in 6 years. Another project still operational in Swaziland had very depressed sales during a period of
civil unrest in the country. Since Zimbabwe has some important signs of politica} and economie
instability, these factorsneed consideration.
The inflation, theoretically dependent on politica} decisions 2, is the effect of a general rise in price
level. Put in a different way: inflation causes money to lose its value. The rate at which this happens is
an important indicator in an economy, since, in order to have an equal return for an asset aftera certain
period, prices have to be increased. With increasing rates of inflation, the confidence of economie
actars in the local currency decreases.
The re-discount rate (also: financial discount rate) is set by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe. It is an
important indicator of the confidence that banks have in the local currency. Usually this is just above
the current (annual) inflation, but under special circumstances this re-discount rate can be lower.
The real interest rate can be calculated with both the inflation and the re-discount rate. Formula 2.1
depiets this relationship.
r=(i+ 1)/(d+ 1)-1
[2.1]
In Which:
r- real interest rate;
i - inflation rate;
d - fmancial discount rate.

An increase in the real discount rate indicates that the project needs higher rate of return, if it were to
compete with capita! at the bank. In other words: with a higher real interest rate, the opportunity costs
of the project increase, jeopardising the feasibility. Furthermore, the casts of the credit scheme and
Fee for Service will increase due to a higher cost of capital. This decreases sales and thus decreases
the feasibility of the project.
Devaluation is caused by internationallack of confidence in the local currency, resulting in a loss of
value compared with other currencies. This causes exports to be cheaper and imparts to be more
expensive. When imptementing PV systems devaluation is important because components of the
system need to be imported. Thus, devaluation will have a negative effect on project feasibility. All
these factors form a complex web in which the project is carried out, which we define as the macroeconomie environment. The factors influencing project feasibility and thus sustainability are grouped
as the macro-economical conditions and will be used in a sensitivity analysis.
lndicators: Re-discount rate, Annual inflation, Devaluation

2
Assuming it is caused by the Govemment printing more money and thus increasing the money supply, or by setting interest rates by the
central bank
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Environmental Considerations
A funded dissemination of PV includes attention for its contribution to ecological sustainability. In
this case, the influences of the replacement of traditional ways of lighting and electricity supply by PV
SHS are addressed. The use of candles and paraffin for lighting will be reduced significantly, as has
been shown in other studies [Lasschuit, 1995], diminishing the amount of C02 produced. This, in its
turn will lower the greenhouse effect, albeit a very small amoune compared to the total energy use in
Zimbabwe. Moreover, the use of PV SHS tagether with a battery charger can furthermore diminish the
use of dry-cell batteries. The total amount of avoided dry cell battenes that would otherwise have been
discarded in the environment can be seen as a positive contribution towards sustaining the ecological
environment.
The Lead-Acid battenes that are currently recharged in (electrified) villages [WB/ZESA, 1998] by
20% of the rural householcts have a relatively short lifetime because of transport and rough handling.
The introduetion of a PV system that would keep the battenes in their place would significantly
increase their lifetime. Moreover, iî a recycling system of battenes can be set up next to the PV
project, all battenes in the area can be recycled, leading to less discarded battenes in the environment.
Indicators: Dry cell use. CO, abatement. Lead-acid battery use

Sustainable Application of PV SHS
Having identified a certain demand for PV Systems, this in itself does not lead to the aim of the
research: To make recommendations on sustainable application of PV SHS. One important dimension
of sustainability is the power of an implementation project to generate marginal profit. If this
requirement is not met, the prospective financiers are not likely to invest in the implementation
program. Even though public financiers might not consider marginal profit an important element, most
sustainable efforts need private investors to keep going in the long run.
The other sustainable aspect to be highlighted here, is the need for technica! quality. This is to be
achieved by the high quality components, proper installation and the safeguarding of maintenance.
Finally, the contribution that the project brings to the sustenance of the natura! environment is
considered an important asset of sustainable implementation of PV SHS.
Indicators: The economie feasibility of the project proposal. The degree in which a project is
able to the safeguard proper technica/ functioning o(PV system. The degree in which a project
contributes to a sustainable environment.
The resulting explorative model is depicted on the next page in Figure 2.4.

Conclusion

I

The problem is defined as: "What are sustainable opportunities for PV Implementation projects in
rural Manicaland, Zimbabwe". Emphasis will be laid on marketing and sustainability aspects as well
as on the implementation structure. Determinants for Demand are Awareness, Ability to pay and
Altematives. Demand is expected to be a dynamic factor as described in the technology diffusion
process by Rogers. Rural Zimbabwe being a developing market, the target market is mainly dependent
on family income and current energy use. Sustainable implementation needs, next to demand, a
technica! strategy and a proper distribution strategy. The economie feasibility of a PV implementation
project is very dependent on macro-economie conditions.

3

Estimated is a diminishing of 1.36% oftotal Zimbabwean C<l2 production at 10,000 systems implemented.
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The theoretica} framework is summarised in the conceptual model with relevant chapter indication,
below (Fig. 2.4). The organisation of the four strategies will be discussed in Chapter 9.

Sustainable
Application of PV
Environmental
Considerations (C6)

Macro-Economie
Conditions (C7)

Demand For
PV SHS (C4)

Awareness
(C4)

Ability to
Pay (C4)

Willingness/
Alternatives (C4)

Household Characteristics

Figure 2.4: Conceptual model

Summary of Definitions:
Ability to Pay
Awareness
Demand for PV
Distribution Strategy
Environmental Considerations
Financing Strategy
Macro-Economical Considerations
Promotion Strategy
Sustainable lmplementation of PV
Teehoical Strategy
Willingness/Alternatives

The share of target group that has means to pay fortheuse a PV SHS
The share of target group that has sufficient knowledge of a PV SHS to
be able to consider the acquiring thereof
The total volume of PV SHS being acquired if available in a certain area
Logistic structure aimed at providing rural households with a PV SHS
Sum of ecological effects of the application of PV considering alternative
energy solutions
Aframeworkfor a loan-or leasefacility to acquire a PV SHS
The prevailing economie factors influencing the feasibility of a PV
implementation project
Program aimed at spreading information about PV and its possibilities
compared to alternative energy choices
The durable application of PV technology with respect to used financial,
technicaland ecological resources
An organisational framework to provide quality components, installation
and maintenance of PV SHS
The share of target group that has a positive attitude towards the
acquiring of a PV SHS, considering opportunity casts

For full operationalisations, see Appendix D.
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2.2 Empirica! Issues
2.2.1 Types of Data Colleedon
Table 2.3 below shows the different Items of the conceptual model and the types of data collection
used in this study.
Table 2.3: Types of data colleetien used

Item
Ability To Pay
Awareness
Willingness/Alternatives
De mand
Financing Strategy
Promotion Strategy
Technical Strategy
Distribution Strategy
Macro-Economie Conditions
Ecological Considerations

Type of Collection
Survey, Census
Survey
Survey, Literature
Survey, Literature
Literature, Key-person interview
Literature, Observation
Literature, Observation
Survey, Literature,
Literature, Key-person interview
Literature review, Observation

During the initia] stages of the research, the main type of data collection has been through personal
interviews with key-persons. This has lead to an insight in the hot items of PV in Zimbabwe in
commerce, industry, govemment and the electricity board. The results of these interviews have been
woven into the course of this report, with reference to source.
The main part of the data on households in rural Manicaland has been collected through a survey with
a questionnaire. Nine students from Africa University, Mutare have carried out all interviews in this
survey and have trained for this purpose.
To get a better view on the supply-side of the PV market in Mutare, all suppliers were asked for
quotations on a standard GEF-system. Furthermore, a number of personal interviews have been
conducted to have a more accurate vision of company performance and size.

2.2.2 Sampling
The most reliable way to describe a population is by means of a purely random sample. A random
sample implies that every member of the research population has a known and equal chance of
selection. Random sampling however requires a high-quality sampling frame. Unfortunately, all
efforts to obtain such a frame in the case of the regions in Manicaland have failed. After electoral
registers and telephone hooks proved to be of insufficient quality, the provincial authorities and the
Central Statistica} Office were addressed to advise on this matter. They neither, had a reliable
sampling frame available.
Furthermore, the Map-Grid metbod has been evaluated for this specific case. With this method, a
random sample of households can be selected by selecting a certain sample of areas on a map.
Subsequently, all research units in the selected area are visited. Theoretically, with a sufficiently fine
grid, very high validity can be obtained. In practice, however, it proved to be too difficult to visit a
randomly selected area, ranging from 50 to I 00 km off the nearest gravel road.
From a practical point of view, judgement sampling has been chosenasasampling method, in which
the research units are chosen by enumerators on a quasi-random basis (see table 2.3). No selection
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characteristics have been used to choose the homesteads, however, they will always be in a moderate
walking distance from a gravel road. Looking at the map of Zimbabwe, this could introduce a bias,
realising that a large number of homesteacts are not accessible by gravel roads. During several
impressions while walking through rural areas, the householcts close to a gravel road did not differ
greatly from those at a distance. However, below a check on sample representation is carried out.
In this research, the sampling unit is defined as a household. Notably, householcts cannot be posed
questions, so the real research units are persons, part of that household. The enumerators were
instructed to address, where possible, the head of the househo/d, or his spouse. In other cases, the
oldest son was asked to co-operate with the research. In actual practice, almost everybody present in
the household participated in answering the questions. Traditionally, the male influence tumed out to
be dominant, which does not create an unwanted bias since it is also the male who eventually makes
decisions on purebase of goods.

Table 2.4 shows the main figures of the sampling process. Rural Manicaland cernprises 89% of all
householcts in Manicaland. The three chosen districts represent 37.4% of these rural househol ds. The
chosen 11 wards include 16% of the householcts in the three districts. Eventually, 1.9% of the
householcts in the 11 wards has been interviewed. In total, 0.11% of all householcts in Manicaland
have been interviewed.
Table 2.4: Summary of sampling process

Area
Rural Manicaland
3 Districts
11 Wards
407 Homesteads

#ofHH
350.590
131.120
21.078
407

50

% included
89.0
37.4
16.1
1.9

OwningPV

Type Sampling
(non-probability)
(urban HH excluded)
Judgement

Judgement
Judgement

118

All
Householcts

407

357

No Energy
expenditure

Grid
Connected

Not Owning
PV
223

Energy
Expenditure
(Target Group)

Figure 2.5: The breakdown of households in the sample by PV ownership and energy expenditure

The sample, consisting of 407 households, has been split upon the ownership of a PV system for use
with the conceptual model above (see figure 2.5). The 50 householcts that have been interviewed,
owning a PV system, will be used as baseline for recommendations. The households, not owning a
system, but currently not spending on energy (118) are left out the analysis with the conceptual model,
together with householcts connected to the electricity grid ( 16). Because of the prevalenee of
alternatives (Grid) or the absence of current energy consumption, these householcts are assumed to
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have no interest or no means to acquire PV. The remaining 223 households in the resulting target
group are households, for which PV could be or become an option.
Concluding, the target group fits the following description:
., No PV system;
• No Grid connection;
• Spending on dry cell batteries or battery charging;
• Spending on candles or paraffin.

Population representation of Sample
To be able to make generalisations from the samples to the entire research population, it is necessary
to assess to what degree a bias bas been introduced by not having a full random sample.
Representation of the population will be made plausible by cernparing some key-variables as depicted
in table 2.5 found in the survey with census data.
Tabla 2.5: Data trom Census and Survey compared tor population representation (Source: Survey, Census 1992)

Item
Share currently at school
Share economically active
Share communal farmer
Share active in Services
Average household size Mutasa
Average household size Mutare Rural
Average household size Buhera
Share of households cooking on wood

Census (1992)
37 .0 %
29.0 %
62.8 %
10.0 %
4.60
5.05
5.22
88 %

Survey (1998)
39.9 %
33.8 %
49.2 %
9.9 %
5.09
6.02
5.89
88.4 %

' The share of communal farmers is underestimated, because people do not always perceive communal farming as an economical activity,
since no money is invo!ved.

The distance to the nearest water souree is measured in the census as wellas in the survey. Although
in the survey it has been asked to estimate the minutes to walk there, using an average walking pace of
5 km/hr, the two sets of data are compared in figure 2.6. It can be concluded that, even though there
are variations in the categories between the two sets of data, the general picture is comparable.

lirre to V\Bter SOll'(2
50

40
30
20
10
0
0

1-6 nin 7-12 nin > 12 nin

Figure 2.6: Average time to water souree as tound in Census
(CSO, 1992) and conducted survey (Survey, 1998)
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Area representation
Zimbabwe is divided into provinces,
of which Manicaland is the most
eastward, hordering Mozambique.
Manicaland bas a surface of 36,459
square kilometres, about as big as
The Netherlands (41 ,000 km2). The
province itself is divided up into 7
districts and two urban areas. Figure
2.7 shows the districts of the
province. The surveyed districts have
been chosen to represent rural
Manicaland as a whole. Mutasa,
Mutare and Buhera have been
selected on basis of activity rates,
unemployment levels and sanitary
facilities, as indicators of economie
prosperity. (See table 2.5).

-

The province of Manicaland is found in the eastern part of
Zimbabwe, comprising of some estimated 1,700,000
people, of which 89 % live in rural areas. These, say,
1,500,000 individuals live on a surface of about 36,459
km 2 , slightly smaller than The Netherlands. Spread over
some 350,000 private households, an average of 4.8
persons per househeld live from mainly agricultural
activities. People speak Manica, a dialect of Zimbabwe's
prevailing Shona. Prevailing religions are Methodist,
Protestant, catholic, and Apostolic. This last is a mixture
between traditional African beliefs and early Christianity
and supports polygamy, frequently occurring in the rural
areas of Manicaland.

Figure 2.7: The districts of !he province of
Manicaland (Source: CSO 1992)

Box 2.1: Same demographic Features of Manicaland

Table 2.6: Important socio-economie Variables tor districts in Manicaland with averages tor Selected districts
(Source: CSO 1992)

District
Buhera
Chimanimani
Chipinge
Makani
Mutare
Mutasa
Nyanga
Average Manicaland
Average Selection

Activity Rate [%]
62.6

Unemployment [%]
49.5

No Toilet [%]

72.9

52.0
50.3
58.6

30.6
32.6
30.7

19.3
26.0

53.4
56.1

35.8
28.5

38.1
17.0

67.0
57.5
57.3

25.5
23.6
24.5

46.2

46.2

33.7
43.3
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# of Dependents per househeld
120~------------------------------------------~

100

80
60

Std. Dev= 4.13
Mean = 3.5
......._ __.J N = 407.00
-7.0

-3.0
-5.0

1.0
-1.0

5.0
3.0

9.0
7.0

13.0
11.0

17.0
15.0

19.0

Dependents
Figure 2.8: Number of Dependants per househeld (Source: Survey)

In Figure 2.8, it can be seen that the number of dependants 4 in interviewed families almost has the
shape of a normal distribution 5 • Of a sufficiently large random sample, this will also be the case. Thus,
this gathers evidence that the sample is quasi-random.
From table 2.5 it could be seen that the selected districts show cernparabie rates on important
indicators. The selection of the districts can be seen as the first stage of the sampling process, after
which wards (20-30 per district) are chosen according to the judgement of the district authorities. This
second sampling stage has largely been dependent on govemmental officials, trying to represent their
district as good as possible with three or four wards. The exact figures of households per area with the
respective number of interviewed households can be found in Appendix E.
The geographic nature of the surveyed areas cernprises all types that are available in Manicaland;
Lower dry lands, very fertile valleys, mountainous areas and flatlands. All these types of areas are
represented in the survey sample.
Through a misunderstanding, in a few regions, the people had gathered under a tree, waiting to be
i:J.terviewed. This can potentially introduce a bias, especially on the characteristics of awareness and
willingness to pay. A check has been run on a bias, no significant differences have been found.

2.2.3 Questionnaire Design
From the explained conceptual model, indicators have been chosen, which are assumed to describe the
relevant variables. After that, the indicators are operationalised as depicted in Appendix D. The
emerged operators have been used to forrn a Questionnaire, as depicted in Appendix A. Box 1.1 shows
the sec ti ons of the questionnaire.

4

The total number of dependani family memhers is calculated by the total numher ofpeople that live and eat on the premises, subtracted by
the economically active memhers of a family and the number of family memhers residing in the city
5
SPSS output on this distribution: skewness: .241;kurtosis: .121; implying approach to normal distribution
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1) Characteristics of the family
Consists mainly of questions on socio-economie nature, to get a positioning of the respondent.
Furthermore, the number of school-going children has been included to get a better view of
expenditure patterns. Lastly, the number of cattie is investigated, which is more or less an
addition to the data on assets of a family, which has an indirect effect on the ability to pay.
2) Characteristics of the environment
In order to get a good view of living conditions as well as an indication of housing conditions, a
series of variables concerning the direct living environment has been included. The number of
metres from living structure to kitchen is relevant for the possible voltage-drop when instaHing a
PV-Iight in the kitchen-hut. For this question, the enumerators had been given a measure-rope.
3) Family Enerqy Use
This part of the questionnaire measures the alternative energy choices from the conceptual
model as stated above. Furthermore, some questions have been added because of thematic
releva nee, as to further indicate the family assets.
4l PV Awareness
Awareness, straight from the conceptual model, is measured by checking on the knowledge of a
series of facts on PV systems. If people al ready are in possession of a PV SHS, their satisfaction
is measured, since this will in time have its effect on the awareness of other people.
5) Family Priorities
With family priorities it is aimed te measure the willingness to pay, by means of prioritising
utility of a PV SHS with ether appliances. Further, more directly, the respondent is confronted
with a series of price ranges, to measure this willingness in currency units.
6) Family Living Conditions
The ability to pay is measured in this section. An indication of both savings and monthly
expenditure is asked, as well as the paid tax in 1997, if any. Tagether with data from family
assets, number of school-going children and available appliances, an indication of total annual
family income can be computed.

Box 2.2: Contents of Questionnaire Sections

2.2.4 Enumerator Selection and Training
After a personal interview with students from Africa University, a team of nine enumerators was
selected, experienced with research in rural areas. During two evening sessions, the students got
instructions. First, an outline of basic methodology was given, including reliability, sampling and
biases. The theory on sampling was particularly important since the enumerators were the ones to
'sample'.
Secondly, the students, mainly educated in didactics, got a lecture on PV technology. When
conducting a survey on PV in rural areas, it was considered necessary that the enumerators were able
to answer questions on this technology. Furthermore, after the awareness questions, the enumerators
had been instructed to advise respondents on the correct answers.

Language
People in rural Manicaland mostly have had education in English, but still speak some sort of dialect
of Shona in daily life. After long debate, it was decided with Prof. Bihla from Africa University, not to
translate the questionnaires in the local Shona Language. During previous research on his part, it
tumed out that the understanding in people's minds, especially on teehoical terms, was carried out in
English. For this reason, a different strategy was chosen to tackle the language problem. In the
presence of all enumerators, the questions were translated in Shona and consequently it was decided
by consensus, what was the most appropriate equivalent in the locallanguage. In practice, a mixture of
English and Shona was used, which was translated to English by the enumerators on the spot.
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Finally, the questionnaires were 'tested' in Shona by interviewing each other during an evening
session. Items that were unclear were resolved group-wise.

2.2.5 Pre-test
Each enumerator performed an average of four interviews during a pre-test, conducted in and around a
small urban area. The enumerators were instructed afterwards on misunderstandings and the gatbering
of more detailed information from the respondents. Furthermore, the layout of the questionnaires was
reviewed with suggestions from the enumerators.
It turned out that the response on "What is your total annual income?" was rather inappropriate, and
for this reason, it was decided to focus on an indication of monthly expenditure instead. Lastly, the
'sensitive' question on savings was provided with categories, to facilitate the response. The results of
the pre-test have not been included in the final database.

2.2.6 Techniques of analysis
Quantitative analysis will be carried out with SPSS, using descriptive methods. All sampled
households will be analysed on socio-economie features as well as on current energy use. The target
group will be analysed using the conceptual model to estimate potential demand. Households owning a
PV system will be used as a baseline.
The strategies on promotion, distribution, technology and financing will be analysed using the
experiences of previous PV implementation projects.

2.2. 7 Steps of research
The problem definition will be solved, highlighting the different dimensions sequentially. First, the
PV SHS market will bedescribed (Chapter 3), after which an analysis of target group demand
(Chapter 4) will be carrieà out. The various teehoical requirements that can be identified will be
treated in Chapter 5.
Since this study is partly carried out under the program Technology for Sustainable Development
(TDO in Dutch), the environmental aspects related to PV SHS will be highlighted in chapter 6. This
leads to another aspect of sustainability, namely in the economical sphere. Thus in chapter 7, the
various aspects of the economical feasibility will be discussed. Using data from chapters 2-7, chapter
8 will elaborate on an appropriate marketing strategy. The main findings will be summarised in
chapter 9 foliowed by recommendations in chapter 10.

Condusion
Using data of economie, geographic and social characteristics for verification, there is no reason to
assume that there is a bias in the conducted survey sample to represent the households of rural
Manicaland on features relating to the use of PV SHS as defined in the conceptual model. In the
survey, data has been gathered by means of a questionnaire on all sampled units. Nine trained
Zimbabwean students have conducted the interviews for the survey. Results obtained will be analysed
using descriptive methods, potential demand will be estimated using socio-economie data from the
target group.
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PART 11: RESULTS
During the second section of this report the actual results of the research will be presented. First, a
broad impression of the PV market will be given. The supply side, demand side, and the PV systems
already installed. Furthermore, using the conceptual model as presented in chapter 2, the demand for
PV will be assessed. The teehoical requirements of a sustainable PV project will be summarised, as
well as the environmental considerations connected to the project. The economical aspects of a PV
venture, with its marketing aspects and organisatory issues will end this section. All results lead to
conclusions that will be given after each sub section. First, the market will be focused upon.

3. MARKET ANALYSIS
This chapter wil/ give a description of the two sides of the PV SHS market; supp/y and demand. On the supp/y side the
entrepreneurs and current implementation projects wil/ be identified. Also the interaction between these groups wil/ be
highlighted. System prices, mainly determined by the supply side wil/ be treated in the end of this section. On the demand side
the rural households are described, with their housing charaderistics and energy use. Furthermore the ownership of appliances
is related to the energy use. In the final section, the PV systems a/ready implemented wil/ be considered, as wel/ as the
satisfaction of the users. Finally, a caretul forecast ofsa/es levels that can be expected up to 2010 is presented.

3.1 Supply Side
The current supply side of the PV market can roughly be divided into entrepreneurs and projects.
There has been a strong interaction between the ongoing projects and the entrepreneurs, mainly
because the projects create a favourable investment elimate for PV related activities and often make
use of the services of present PV companies.

3.1.1 Projects
JIC.4 Solar Project in co-operation with DoE
First, the Japanese International Co-operation Agency (JICA) is active (100 SHS in Kadoma area, 10
clinics and 2 schools), as a pilot project. This Non-Govemmental Organisation (NGO) has been
performing a study called 11 Household Income, Expenditure and Energy Consumption Survey for
Assessing The feasibility of Solar Rural Electrification in Zimbabwe 11 • The Solar Home Systems,
implemented by JICA have shown that PV implementation is a long-term effort, not to be carried out
ovemight. The FeeforService outlet mode that this Japanese organisation is piloting, tums out not to
be cost-effective in terms of recovery of invested funds, but shows the feasibility in terms of
organisation.
JICA has plans for widespread implementation of Solar Home Systems on the short- and medium term,
in close interaction with the Department of Energy; Ministry of Transport, Energy and Minerals. This
implies that JICA can be considered a serious player in the field of PV SHS implementation in
Zimbabwe.
OtherNGOs
Next are organisations such as STECA from Germany and ITDG (British) that have implemented a
small amount of systems under an aid program. Furthermore, a Chinese development organisation has
been conducting a feasibility study on a central PV system. Unfortunately, with the settling pattem
found in rural Zimbabwe, this was found to be not feasible.
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Governmental organisations
The University of Zimbabwe (UZ) has a renewable energy program, a two-year master course for
electrical- and mechanica! engineers. Currently these faculties are jointly producing asolar vehicle for
the solar race in 1999, startingin Zimbabwe. Tagether with the Standards Organisation of Zimbabwe,
the UZ is developing a test facility for PV systems. These tests will be according standards set tagether
with the GEF-technicians.
Finally, the Department ofEnergy (DoE) is involved in the development of aPVpump in industry and
tagether with GTZ (German) the possibilities for PV pumping in the country are being studied. But the
most important influence up to now has been the GEF-project initiated by the United Nations
Development Programme.

Global Environmental Facility (UNDP & DoE)
The general objective of the GEF Solar Project is given as " Uplift rural lives through solar lighting,
and simultaneously address the global warming problem". This is carried out through the following
sub-objectives:
Q
Provide access to foreign exchange for PV -components importation;
o
The delivery of 9000 45 W -equivalent PV Sol ar Home Systems;
• The upgrading of local solar industry/develop standards and specs/institute training;
• The establishment of a viabie !ow-interest finance scheme;
• The engagement in public PV -awareness;
• The use solar lighting to replace polluting candles and paraffin lamps;
• The mobilisation of resource mobilisation of institutes to incorporate ZESA, NGOs and district
councils, co-operatives and donors.
The GEF project has lead to the installation of about 10,000 systems 1 throughout the country. It has
also favoured the emergence of a large number of entrepreneurs, since the implementation of the credit
scheme created a new market, as can be seen in the next sub-paragraph. The credit scheme
implemented under GEF was organised with the Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC), a privatising
state bank. ZESA installed over 500 systems nation-wide under the GEF project, with a Fee for Service
as outlet mode. The interest for this outlet mode exceeded supply by far [ZESA, 1998].
During the period of January to June 1998, the project had its wind-down phase and currently the
follow-up of the project is being identified. One important drawback of the pilot project has been the
erading of the 'revolving fund ' through inflation and depreciation of the local currency. The
Department of Energy has shown interest in a number of international initiatives on the field of PV
implementation as part of a follow-up of the GEF project. Possible improvements compared to the
GEF project include:
•
•
•
•
•

1

The lowering of overhead to decrease system prices;
The easing of loans to people without a payslip but with sufficient income;
The decrease of application time for a loan;
The impravement of maintenance close to user;
The commercialisation of the implementation efforts.

OEF, Annual Report 1997
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3.1.2 Entrepreneurs
In Zimbabwe, a total number of 58 companies [OEF, 1997] were registered as a PV installer. This
relatively high number is a direct cause of the earlier mentioned OEF-project, realising there were only
10 solar companies in 1993. As aresult of favourable elimate for new ventures (through the credit
scheme and other stimuli), PV companies emerged like mushrooms.
For the province of Manicaland, the amount of suppliers adds up to 7, which have been asked to quote
a 4-light PV system. 6 suppliers responded with the results depicted in Appendix J. It can be
concluded that there is not much price difference; the main cause for differences is the choice of
panels with different peak power. This similarity is mainly caused by the OEF Quality standards, to
which the suppliers have to obey, if systems should be financed by the AFC. The market leader in
Mutare, Solar Electric Engineering commented that 95% of their systems were installed under the
OEF scheme.

In June 1998, the OEF project bas officially winded down and it is expected that business in PV will
decrease. Especially the small suppliers will suffer from the disappearing of the credit scheme and
might get into financial trouble. Thus, the number of solar companies is expected to decrease, and PV
might stay a side-business for established electrotechnical companies.
The development
PV System prlce development
of the PV system
pnce 'sold' by
the
companies
300
has been depicted
in Figure 3.1. It
250
can be seen that
the price per
Watt has been
=
. 200
increasing. The
~ 150
average
price
increase bas been
100
pegged at 12%
annually.
Th is
50
rate is lower than
the
average
consumer
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
product inflation.
This implies that
Figure 3.1: PV SHS price developments 1993-1997 (Source: GEF Annual Report)
the systems have
been subsidised
by the OEF-project, again not leading to a feasible implementation effort in the long term. Table 3.1
shows the composition of the price of a typical PV system in Zimbabwe. It shows the large influence
of Sales tax2 on the product price as well as substantial amount for system components.

2

There are signals that sales tax on PV systems is to be removed in the near future.
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Table 3.1: Price composition typical PV system

Share of Price [%]
71

Item

System components
Labour
Transport
Sales Tax

6
8
15

The system price can thus be lowered enormously by decreasing the price of components. Producing
components locally3 (module assembly, controllers, and deep-cycle battery production) could lower
component price and also decrease the necessary foreign exchange for PV systems.

Conclusion
There are several actors in the field of PV implementation projects in Zimbabwe. The market has been
dominated by the GEF project, which boosted implementation mainly through a credit scheme.
Through the GEF Quality Standards, a good measure of technica} capability has been introduced. JICA
is an important player in the near future, in the field of PV SHS implementation. The number of PV
companies is large, however the base of the majority of these companies is weak. Since there is about
ten companies countrywide that are relatively large, there is a form of liberal competition. PV SHS
prices have been rising with an average of 12% per annum and are assumed to do so in the near future.
Price decrease can be achieved mainly through the lowering of the price of the components.

3.2 Demand Side
3.2.1 Area ldentification
Zimbabwe can roughly be described with 7 different kinds of settiement Apart from urban centres,
there are communal lands, resettiement areas, high density areas, low density areas and commercial
farms. Box 3.1 on the next page gives a description of the areas other than urban centre. In Manicaland,
all types of settiement do occur, but for this study, only communal lands, resettiement areas and
growth points have been surveyed, since they provide the most proruising growth market for PV4• Box
3.2 depiets some general facts of the people living in Manicaland.
Firstly, growth points comprise the main commercial activity in the rural areas. It is here, where the
most basic groceries are sold and the presence of a take-away or bottie store prevails. At least once
every two weeks, most people visit such growth points. The commercial establishments in the growth
points themselves farm an interesting market Lighting, radio and TV as well as remgeration are
considered viabie applications since they can be considered generating income. Same growth points
will be subject to grid electrification in the coming 5 - 10 years.
Moreover, Resettiement areas, are probably the most proruising areas as they feature smali-scale
commercial farmers with seasonal incomes. Living on areas ranging from 2 to 8 hectares, these
families live of growing tobacco, fruit and maize.

3

See also Chapter 5.
Urban areas (i.e. Low/High density suburbs) have nol been targeted since on the time-scale of ten years, most areas will be subject to
electrification, if not electrified already. Only cash sales of small systems such as Solar Lantems are expected in these areas and are not
subject to this study.
4
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Then thirdly, the communallands camprise of a large range of incomes, but all homesteads are very
widespread and rarely viabie to be electrifled by grid. The level of incomes, however, is generally low
through a traditional (non-commercial) attitude towards farming, poor soil quality and small farming
areas. Usually these areas provide only food for the rural family, necessitating an urban incaroe for
acquiring a PV system.
1) Communallands
The major economie activity in these areas is agriculture, although most households exerdse subsistenee
agriculture. The range of energy sourees available is limited to wood, paraffin and electridty in the respective
Growth Points and Rural Service Centres.
2) Resettiement areas
These are land areas carved out of fonner commercial fanns and then opened up to communal area migrants in
the early 1980s, after independence. These locations did inherit, by virtue of their locations, infrastructure for
electricity and water. Conneetion to these services, however, has been limited due to a lack of funds from the
inhabitants. They however do have a severe potential for growth on a strong agricultural base.
3) Growth ooints
Growth points are, by definition, points in the communal areas, designated for rapid industrial growth, thus leading
to development of the surrounding areas. These areas were, in the 19805, a target for the Rural Electrification
Project. These areas provide a typical centre of transmission, where people continue to use wood in spite of, in
theory, having access to electricity [Southern Centre, 1993].
4) Hiqh-density suburbs
Residential areas in the major urban eentres often called townships, in which a househeld occupies less than 70
square meters. Mostfy general workers and the poor live in high-density areas. The inhabitants use mainly wood,
paraffin or have electricity with load limiters, but the main souree of energy still is wood, caused by low income.
5) Low-density suburbs
Area, surrounding a city, where households are not farming while occupying a total surface of 70-2500 square
meters. Occupied by the middle-income earners and the rich. The dwellings in these areas predominantly use
electricity as an energy source.
6) Commercial fanns
There are still, despite earlier land refonns, a severe number of freehold lands varying from 80-2,000 ha. Most are
well wooded, but camprise of a dual energy system. The owners typically have energy consumption patterns such
as the low-density suburbs, while the large number of workers use mainly fuel wood. These fanns are currently
under discussion of a major land reform. A total number of 1500 fanns are possible subject to become resettiement
;:trp;:t_

Box 3.1: Types of Settlements in Zimbabwe

3.2.2 Rural families
Family size
Family sizes, strongly determined by the number of wives, differ greatly in rural Zimbabwe. Figure 3.2
shows the frequency table for the total number of family merobers found in the survey. Just for the
record, a few high extremes have been omitted from the picture, featuring a maximum of 38 members.
The average family size was 6.49 members. Table 3.2 presents more averages found on family
structure, to conclude with the average number of people on a homestead.
Table 3.2: Expected number of people on homeslead (Source: Survey)

Variabie

Average

Total number of family membars
Membars usually eating on premises
Non-family membars eating on premises
Membars usually residing in the city
Expected number of people on homestead

6.49

5.65
+.82

-.74

5.73
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Figure 3.2: Frequency distribution of family size (Source: Survey)

Dependants
In the census of 1992, it was found that 48.73% of the population is younger than 15 years. This
implies a large number of dependent children per household. In the survey, an average of 2.59 children
per household obtained formal education. Furthermore, the population older than 605 has to be added
fortotal number oi dependants. The total number of dependants per household averages 3.51.

H ousing characteristics
Traditionally, the Zimbabwean families live in thatched huts with walls and floors of clay. Considered
more modem, the colonists introduced stone houses, comprising of bricks with cement, concrete floors
and roofing of tiles, asbestos, or corrugated iron. The most prevailing type of settiement these days, is
the mixed type: one or two buildings of the modem type, with a number of huts in the vicinity. As a
rule, the kitchen is still a traditional hut.
During community meetings, the prevailing idea tumed up that PV panels can not be used on thatched
roofs. Probably through the fact that most people with thatched roofs can not afford a PV panel (See
tigure 3.3), this has been interpreted as not being possible. Though the type of roofing does affect the
construction metbod to be used to attach the PV panel, all types of roofing can carry a module. Figure
3.3 shows the types of roofing found on the (main-) sleeping structure offamilies6, as a function ofthe
wealth indicator7, which measures family assets. It is clear that families living in thatched huts are
generally poorer. More than 70 o/o of the roofing tums out to be asbestos, which is extracted in
Zimbabwe itself.
The number of huts on a homestearl averages 1.69 in the survey, with a maximum of 11. The number
of modem buildings per household was found to be 1.35, with a maximum of 8. Further, the number of
5

Life expectancy at binh: 53 years [World Development Repon, 1996]; Only 5.8 o/o ofthe current popuiatien is older than 60 [CSO, 1992]
The sleeping structure is mostly used to fit the PV panel, because of theft. Also, this building will camprise the battery and if available, TV
or radio.
7
The WI is an indicator for rural wealth, constructed with data from the survey; For full description of the Wealth Indicator: See Appendix F.
6
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rooms per modern building averages 2.04, with a maximum 5. Only 12% of the homesteacts did not
include a modern building.
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Figure 3.3: Type of roofing as a tunetion of Confidence Intervals of wealth (Source: SuNey)

3.2.3 Rural Energy use
From
other
studies
Ru ral Energy Sourees
[Southern Centre, 1996;
CSO, 1992] it ean be seen
that the major souree of
energy used in rural areas is
~!JWOod
fuel wood. Figure 3.4
shows the share of energy
• Paraffin
sourees in rural Zimbabwe.
o Electricity
It
shows
that
wood
oOther
eonstitutes around 95 % of
the total energy use. From
the survey, it ean be seen
that
88.4%
of
the
Figure 3.4: Share of rural energy sourees (Source: Southem Centre, 1996)
householcts mainly use
wood to eook on, and 3%
somelimes use woodtoeook on. 10% of the householcts use paraffin sometimes, another 7.4% uses a
paraffin stove all the time. Over 96% of the householcts indieate they use wood for heating, either
espeeially for this purpose, or just as a side-effeet beeause of the eooking fire. A wood fire is not
pereeived to be a souree of lighting, and will thus only be eonsidered a souree of heat, mainly for
eooking.
From the above, it ean be seen that PV ean only play a marginal role in the total energy eonsumption of
the rural household. The main energy souree will remain to be wood for eooking purposes. However,
for purposes of lighting, TV and radio powering, PV ean be used eeonomieally. Table 3.3 gives a
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summary of the sourees used for Lighting, TV, radio and refrigerators 8 as found in the survey. For
lighting, all the householcts add up to the percentages, whereas for the appliances, only householcts who
own one are included. To get an idea of rural wealth, figure 3.5 shows the presence of appliances.
Table 3.3: Sourees of energy lor different purposes (Source: SuNey)
Purpose

Light, mostly
Light, sametimes
Radio
TV
Refrigerator

Pa raffin
[%]

Candles
[%]

69
27

17
68

Dry Cell
battery
[%]

61
56

Car
Grid
PV
Battery Electricity [%]
[%]
[%]

23
49

4

7

6

10
28

17

30

Other
[%]

2
4
6
14

From the table it can be seen that the souree of lighting still is based on oil derivatives and that grid
eleetrieity serves only a minor share ( 4%) of the households 9 • For other applianees, the rate goes up,
sinee the prevalenee of such items is lower in non-electrified areas. Furthermore it is clear that
disposable batteries power the majority of radios. TV s mainly use (reehargeable) car batteries, and
bere, PV is already powering a substantial share.
The prevalenee of radio, as can be
Share of Households [%]
seen from Figure 3.5 is quite high;
more than three quarters of the
80
householcts at least have one.
60
Roughly one quarter of the rural
householcts
owns
a
TV.
40
Refrigerators are usually found
20
with shop owners and in sub-urban
0
areas where there is Grid Electricity
Radio
1V
Fridge
Car
available. In the medium term,
refrigerators can also be powered
Figure 3.5: Shares of households, owning Radio, TV, Fridge and, Car
economically by PV, as research in
in rural Manicaland (Source: SuNey)
this field is improving. Currently
however, PV cooling is still too
expensive and thus beyond the scope of this report. In another study 10 it is found that 20% of the rural
householcts charges batteries once in a while for various uses, which fits in the survey findings.
As a comparison, only 6% of the householcts own a car, which indeed is a rare asset in rural
Manicaland. The energy use of cars is beyond the scope of this report. The household expenditures on
energy will be treated in paragraph 4.2.

8

Refrigeration is expected to become a viabie application of PV as research into high-efficiency refrigeration improves at ECN.
This follows the assumption that if people have grid electricity, they at least u se electricity for Iighting; the countrywide share of rural
households electrified is also 4%.
10
Ru ral electrification study, World Bank with Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority (1998)

9
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Conclusion
Resettiement areas, growth points and communal lands provide the most interesting markets for PV
SHS. Of these, resettiement areas are the most promising because of the relatively high involvement in
the money economy and the prevalenee of cash crops. The PV market in rural Manicaland can be
characterised by a small, slowly growing market
The expected number of inhabitants of a homestearl is approximately 6, i.e. the probable number of
users of a PV system. About half of these inhabitants will be below the age of 15 years. The carrying
structure for PV modules on a roof should thus be optimised for asbestos and corrugated iron.
The main energy souree in rural areas is wood. The main energy souree for radios is disposable
batteries, the majority of TV s is powered by car batteries. For Iighting, paraffin and candles are used by
the large majority of househol ds. For the powering of radios, TV s, and for electric lighting, PV can
forrn an economical option.

3.3 Present PV Systems
3.3.1 N urnher of systems
The share of households owning a PV system in the survey is not assumed to be representative for the
area. Rather, the share will be higher than in reality because the homesteads had a relatively easy
accessibility. A total of 50
households with a PV system
have been interviewed. Even
though the number of systems
is not representative for the
area, still, using the year of
purchase, a view is obtained
on the d~fjusion rate of PV
SHS. Figure 3.6 shows the
number of systems found,
extrapolated
countrywide
(excluding 1998). The found
numbers gathers evidence for ~
the assumption that the
product has just left the
innovation
stage
bebind,
entering the early adapters,
with an increasing rate. Also
can be seen the increasing
application of small systems
1!&1
1006
1006
1007
2010
(<18W). The forecast (2000Y811'
2010) is basedon a number of
Figure 3.6: lmplemented PV systems found in Survey with forecast (Sources:
20,000
present
systems
Survey, Southern Centre 1993)
countrywide and a constant
growth rate. This is a safe
assumption because the market is far from saturation of 100,000 systems 11 •

11

Soulhem Centre estimates market saturation in 2050 with I 00,000 systems.
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The average power (W p) of the modules found in the survey was just below 30W. The average price
paid for the systems was just below Z$ 7,500, with a maximum of Z$ 20,000 12 • Of only 10% of the
systems, it was indicated they were financed by the GEF project. It is however possible that more
systems were bought under a credit scheme through supplier' s credit or because the people did not
know the name GEF as well as assumed by the researcher.

3.3.2 U ser Satisfaction
Over 80 % cf the householcts said to be satisfied with their own system. In another part of the survey,
householcts were asked whether they thought other people were satisfied with their system. The scores
on this question added up to 95% satisfaction. Expectedly, it tums out that owners have a more
detailed opinion about PV systems than non-owners do.
Most householcts that were not fully satisfied with their system (8) indicate that they would like more
power coming from the panel. This goes for owners of both small and large systems. Another 2
householcts would wish a battery regulator (owning large panels), 5 stated other reasoos (mainly
owners of small panels).

Conclusion
The survey gathers evidence that an increase of growth in sales is to be expected in the coming years.
n increasing share of the PV SHS market will probably consist of small systems. 80% of the present
ers indicates to be satisfied with the system. The main part of the unsatisfied householcts indicates
ey would wish more power coming from the system.

~

3.4 Conclusions
There are several acters in the field of PV implementation projects in Zimbabwe. The market has been
dominated by the GEF project, which boosted implementation mainly through a credit scheme.
Through the GEF Quality Standards, a good measure of teehoical capability has been introduced. JICA
is an important player in the near future, in the field of PV SHS implementation. The number of PV
companies is large, however the base of the majority of these companies is weak. PV SHS prices have
been rising with an average of 12% per annum and are assumed to do so in the near future. Price
decrease can be achieved mainly through the lowering of the price of the components.
The most interesting regions for the PV SHS market are Growth Points, after that Resettiement Areas
and lastly Communal Lands. The expected number of inhabitants of a homestead, thus the probable
number of users of a PV system is 6. About half of these inhabitants will be below the age of 15 years.
The main energy souree in rural areas is wood. The main energy souree for radios is disposable
batteries, the majority ofTVs is powered by car batteries. For lighting, paraffin and caodies are used by
the large majority of househol ds. In the fields of lighting, radio and TV, PV SHS can be an economical
option. The survey gathers evidence that an increase of growth in sales is to be expected in the coming
years. An increasing share of the PV SHS market will probably consist of small systems. 80% of the
present users indicates to be satisfied with the system. The main part of the unsatisfied householcts
indicates they would wish more power coming from the system.

12

For current exchange rate, see Appendix G
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4. EXPECTED DEMAND OF TARGET GROUP
In this chapter the expected demand of PV SHS is ca/culated based on cash sa/es, a credit scheme and a Fee forService outlet
for the province of Manicaland. First the share of househo/ds which can afford a system wil/ be estimated, alter that the
awareness of PV and the willingness to pay considering alternatives is considered. These data wil/ be combined to forecast
demand for PV SHS in Manicaland.

4.1 Target group
Not everybody living in rural areas in Manicaland is a potential acquirer of a PV system. First, some
households are connected to the electricity grid 1• These are usually households in the vicinity of a large
growth point or urban centre. Secondly, there are people who already have a PV system; these
households will also oot he considered as part of the potential market, although they might expand
their current system. The last group consists of households which currently have no significant energy
expenditures, usually through lack of resources (poverty) but also because of the wish to live
traditionally (elderly people). The remaining households (table 4.1) are targeted for PV implementation
and will he analysed further in this chapter.
Table 4.1: Determination of Target Group Size (Source: Survey, Census)

Criteria
Connected to ZESA
Have a PV system
No energy expenditures2
Resulting:

Share of rural Households
3% [ZESA, 1996]
3% [Southern Centre, 1996]
31% [Survey]
65%

Target Group:

227,610 Households

The conceptual model cao now he used to analyse the characteristics related to the demand of PV.

Conclusion
The target group in Manicaland consistsof about 225,000 households, corresponding with 65% of the
rural households.

4.2 Ability to pay

~r-----------------------------------~
~~----------------------------------~

In the conceptual model, the ability to pay
was defined as the share of households that
has means to compensate the costs related
to the use of a PV SHS. In other words:
Who cao afford PV? To he able to answer
this question, the Wealth Indicator (WI) bas
been constructed. This WI is a weighted
sum of family assets and indicates the
accumulated wealth of a family. Figure 4.1
reveals the character of iocome distribution
and shows the shape as discussed in the
theoretica! framework. There are many
households with little wealth and a small
proportion that is relatively rich. An
important indicator of rural wealth is found
1
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Figure 4.1: Wealth Indicator distribution lor Target group (Source:
Survevl

Three households however, had a small solar system, claiming that ZESA was unreliable
No energy expenditures: I) no expenditures on dry cell batterieslbattery charging or: 2) no expenditures on candles/paraffin.
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in the number of cattle3, the most important asset adding up to the indicator. Figure 4.1 depiets the
wealth indicator for the target group. For a detailed description of the WI, be referred to Appendix F.

4.2.1 Cash Sales
The outlet mode for most products takes place on basis of cash sales, although also the exchange of
4
5
goods in rural areas still is widely spread • As a start, the share of householcts that have the means to
pay cash for a PV system will be identified.
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Figure 4.2: 95% Confidence intervals of Wea!th Indicator for owners of small and large PV systems (Source: Survey)

Figure 4.2 shows the wealth ofhouseholds with respectively no PV system, a small (<18W) PV system
and a large PV system. The confidence of the data is relatively low (i.e. the confidence interval is
relatively large) for people with a PV system, because of a small number of interviews. (For N, see
figure 4.2).
Confronting these ranges of wealth with the total number of householcts in the target group, the ranges
as depicted in Table 4.2 emerge6 • In other words: the data on wealth of the people who have a PV
system is used as a pointer for householcts in the target group that can pay cash for a PV system. The
obtained values give an indication of the possible market for PV SHS on a cash basis. Since some (2
out of 20) systems found in rural Manicaland were acquired on a credit scheme, the estimate has been
adjusted down 10%. Still, for safety reasons 7 , the low side of the intervals will be used in this report.

3

During the paying of the bride price (Shona: ' Labola'), an average of five cows must be paid tot the in-laws by the bridegroom. This is a
traditional way of transferring wealth as to compensate fora) the lossof a family member as working force and b) the education the bride bas
enjoyed. In urban areas this bride price is translated into a sum of money and can even be paid in terms.
• 90% of food requirements are derived straight from the rural areas; Furthermore there is a Shona saying: "Staying in town costs money", in
contrast with rural areas.
5
Capable, not consiclering their interest in the product as such
6
See Appendix I for statistica) calculations
7
During earlier studies in Swaziland, the initia) potential market was estimated too high, resulting in severe Ioss during the start-up of the
project
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Table 4.2: Estimated shares of ability to pay cash (Source: Survey)

PV system
Small (<18W)
Large

Share of Households (high)
24%
10%

Share of Households (low)
11%

4%

4.2.2 Credit scheme
An important way to increase the ability to pay, is the introduetion of a Credit Scheme. This is widely
used in Zimbabwe to finance large family assets such as cars and furniture. To qualify for such credit
schemes, people usually need proof of regular income. To be able to widely introduce a credit scheme
in rural areas, proof, other than payslips, should be used since many corporations and farmers operate
without them. Still, it is of course necessary to ensure households have regular income befare installing
a PV system on a credit base, to proteet both the financial institution and the customer.
Another problem with a credit scheme in Zimbabwe these days, is the high inflation. Official rates
averaged 29.4% in 1997, with interest rates starting from 32% [Reserve Bank, 1998]. Appendix G
gives an indication of relative price levels for the past 10 years. It can be assumed on basis of expert
predictions that this rate of inflation will continue to exist in the coming years. Therefore, it should be
emphasised that the share of financinga PV SHS should be limited as much as possible8• On the other
hand, because of inflation, the ease at which the instalments are paid will increase through the years, as
wages go up, while disbursements stay equal 9•
To be able to partake in a credit scheme, a household needs a) sufficient savings and b) sufficient
income. As an indicator for family income, the current family expenditure will be used. From the
survey, it can be seen that 30.6% have sufficient savings, although this might be a low estimate
10
because of seasonal variation [JICA, 1997]. Furthermore, of this share of households, another 13.6%
have sufficient expenditure, to pay instalments. Combined, this leaves 8.1% of households with
11
sufficient resourcesfora credit scheme •

4.2.3 FeeforService
Outlet mode for the larger masses, Fee for Service provides systems to households without transferring
the ownership to that household. This system requires a high degree of organisation versus for example
cash sales or a credit scheme. Consequently, a large local institution is neerled as a framework to
provide bath a network of technica} and financial support, as well as a sustainable organisation and
willingness to in vest over a long period of time. To join a Fee for Service scheme, people have to pay a
conneetion fee once, to compensate for the casts of installation, transport and used equipment. After
that, there is only a regular service fee (monthly or seasonally).
The ability to partake in such a scheme can be measured by the share of households who a) have
sufficient savings to pay the conneetion fee and b) have regular income 12• The share of families with
sufficient savings is found to be 47%, while 67% of the households in the target group bas a regular
income. The share of families that can meet both these requirements adds up to 35%.
8

In the GEF PV project, an interest ra te of 15% was used, causing the ' revolving fund' to erode with a ra te of over 15% per year, ju st through
inflation.
This is in a situation where no price correction is incorporated; it is also possib1e to cover inflation risk by incorporating a clause in the
credit contract that prices will be adapted by an inflation indicator
10
Irnmediate1y after the harvest (once or sometimes twice a year) househo1ds have highest savings, and usually spend it soon thereafter; the
survey was held just before the harvest
11
For assumptions and calculations on these estimates, be referred to Appendix I.
12
For assumptions and calculations on these estimates, be referred to Appendix I.
9
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The shares of households that can afford a PV system under the three different outlet modes is depicted
in figure 4.3.

IEl Share rt'lll
Cash

Credit

Servlee Fee

Figure 4.3: Ability to pay for different outlet modes (Source: SuNey)

!1

Conclusion

Of the target group, between 11 - 24% of the households are considered to be able to afford cash a
smallsolar system (<18Wp). For larger systems (>18Wp) this range is 4- 10%. Under a credit scheme,
an estimated 8.5% of the families would be able to obey to the related financial obligations, whereas
under a Fee for Service scheme, 35% can partake.

4.3 Awareness
In contemporary marketing theories, the awareness has been defined as "Sufficient knowledge to be
able to consider buying a product". This is however a difficult concept to measure. The knowledge
about systems is considered sufficient in this research if respondents claim to know what a PV system
is, and are aware that it is nat possible to cook with a system. To have an impression of the amount of
k•1owledge people have about solar systems, a number of questions on the awareness of PV have been
added. The first was formulated: "Do you know what aSolar System is?" A share of 61% responded
·yes' to this question 13 •
Of the people who know what PV systems are, 89% knows a family with a PV system and indicates
that 95% of these families are satisfied with the system. After this, it was checked how people perceive
the price of a PV system. Surprisingly, the average price was higher than the price people say they are
prepared to pay as found in the paragraph 4.3. The price averaged Z$7,573 with a minimum of Z$600
and a maximum of Z$20,000. Only 17% indicated that the price depends on the power, which is very
important in the awareness of the product.
The knowledge on the abilities of PV systems was tested with a series of applications. The respondent
was asked to reply whether or nat this was possible with a PV system. The Question was formulated:

"Solar Systems supply less electricity than a conneetion with ZESA. What do you think a Solar System
can be used for?'' The results to this question are depicted in Table 4.3.
13
If the response was 'no', the rest of the awareness questions were skipped; now the enumerators gave people instruction on the working of
a PV system with possibilities and prices.
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Table 4.3: Knowledge on possibilities of a PV system (Source: Survey)

Application
Lighting
Refrigeration
Heating water with geyser
lroning
Cooking

Yes
97.3
61.5
47.1
53.1
54.2

No
2.7
38.5
52.9
46.9
45.8

As for one thing, the households seem to be quite sure about the lighting possibility. On all the other
applications households are more or less divided. Although it is scientifically not impossible to cook
with a solar system, for the applications we are considering, it is at least very uneconomical. In
practice, it can be considered impossible. The same goes for heating water and ironing. The problem to
be highlighted here is, that a large share of people interviewed which say to intend to buy a PV system
(56.6%) think they can cook with the system. This indicates the need for more information
dissemination on the possibilities of PV in rural areas.
Only 27.5% of the people who intend to buy a PV system have the correct knowledge about its
possibilities. There is no proof that knowledge of PV is dependent on the highest education. Women
tend to know more about the possibilities of PV than men.

Condusion
. 60% knows what a PV system is. Of these people, over 90% know a family with a PV system and
I claim that almast 95 % are satisfied with the system. Only 16% areaware that the price of a PV system
depends on power. Of the households that intend to buy a PV system, over 56% think they can cook
1 with the system. There is a great need for the dissemination of information on PV systems in rural
areas.

I

4.4 Willingness / Alternatives
4.4.1 Priorities
After it has been shown that a substantial part of the households is able to afford a PV system, it is
necessary to look into the probability these households indeed will acquire a PV system. First, a check
on family priorities will be given, camparing seven different appliances. Table 4.4 shows the results
found in the survey.
Table 4.4: priorities of families in rural Manicaland (Source: Survey)

Appliance
Light
Television
Radio
Refrigeration
Telephone
Clock
Fan

Priority [average]
1.7
3.0
3.3
3.7
4.8
5.6
5.9

Share of HH in first 3 [%]

89
72

57
44

23
10
5
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The table shows that for example 89% of the households gives light first, second or third priority. Light
gains the highest priority by far. This indicates a strong need for an alternative next to candles and
paraffin lighting. Almost equally valued, radio and TV indicate the desire for communication.
Refrigeration is valued below 50% but is still considered a valuable item. Telephone, together with
clock and fan, is not considered as having a high priority for the majority.

4.4.2 Alternatives
Remarking that lighting is such a valued item in rural areas in Manicaland, also necessitates to look into
how, and against what cost this needis currently fulfilled. In chapter 3 we already found that about 75%
of lighting needs are fulfilled by paraffin and around 20% of lighting needs by candles. The
expenditures of the families are shown in table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Household energy exoenditures (Source: Survey)

Rural Energy Souree
Candles

Dry Ce!l Batteries

Paraffin

Wood

Price Range
Z$0

Share of households [%]
49.8

Z$ 1-10
Z$ 11-20
Z$>20
Z$0
Z$ 1-25

18.7
12.3

43.0

Z$>25

46.8

Z$0

3.8

19.1
10.2

Z$ 1·10

41.0

Z$ 11-20
Z$ 21-40
Z$ 41-80
Z$>80

30.8
13.7

Z$0
Z$ 1-50
Z$>50

5.6
5.5
86.0
8.1

6.0

The bold price ranges highlight the mode of the categories 14• For comparison, fuel wood has been
added, rarely paid for in rural areas. If suîficiently available, the women of the family gather this wood
from the immediate surroundings of the homestead.

14
Care must be used with the mode since the variabie does not describe a normal distribution. Moreover, some categones do not differ
significantly from the mode. Still, the mode depiets the most frequent observation.
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Candles can be considered as a less economical lighting souree than a paraffm light. Also, candles are
considered a souree of lighting
for rhe poor 15 • The use of candles
14aDr---------------------------------------~
keeps pace with the Wealth
Indicator.
Paraffin is an energy souree that
is used for lighting, but also to
power
refrigerators
and
sometimes to cook on. This is an
explanation why expenditures
for paraffin are higher. The
maJonty of the householcts
(71.8%) spend up to $ 20 per
month on paraffin.

4.4.3 Intention to buy
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lrientioo to ruy PV
During the survey, people were
Figure 4.4: Share of households intending to buy a PV system with
posed the question: "Do you
corresponding Wealth Indicator intervals (Source: Survey)
intend to buy a solar system?"
From researches intheUS [Urban 1993], it can be concluded that this is a (weak) predietor of actual
buying. In African context however, this predietor might even be of less value. Still it indicates the
perceived utility of a PV system. 54% of the householcts indicated they were intending to buy a solar
system. Compared to our in di cation of market size (maximum 24%) this seems strange; a lot of the
intending families will not be able to afford that system. To check on the relation between intention to
buy and ability to buy, figure 4.4 depiets the share of householcts versus the wealth indicator, i.e. the
ability to pay. As can be
concluded from this figure,
'Would you preter a Credit scheme or Monthly rates?"
there is a relation, with an
interesting conneetion to the
'maybe' respondents, whoeven
score lower than the 'no'
respondents. Still, the incomes
of the 'yes' respondents are
much lower than have been used
1!!1 Fee tor Service
for minimum market share.
• Qedit Scherne
Resuming, a lot of people (54%)
would like to buy a PV system,
while in the near future they
will not be able to afford it.
The 'no' respondents were
further asked why they were not
intending to buy a PV system.
Figure 4.5: Preferenee tor outlet mode (Source: Survey)
Out of 53 respondents, 37
(69.8%)
indicated
financial
reasons, 5 (9.4%) said they were planning, 8 (15.1 %) said they just did notwant a PV system. Earlier in
15
During the survey, the respondents got a pencil, a pen and a candle as thanks for !heir co-operation. Still, the enumerators said to be
embarrassed to give relatively wealthy people a candle, since 'richer people don't light !heir houses with candles'.
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''Why don't you own a PV system?"

11J Financial
•Aanning

I0 Other priorities

the questionnaire, the question: "If you have
heard of PV, why don't you own one?'' was
posed. (Figure 4.6). To this question, 74.4%
said it was because of financial reasons,
3.9% claimed to have other priorities, 14.7%
indicated they were planning to buy one,
3.1% were expecting ZESA or a generator
soon. These results show that financial
reasons are the main reason not to own or
intending to buy a PV system.

0 Expecting ZESA

Furthermore, the respondents indicated
wanting to pay an average amount of
Z$6,840 (N= 166) for a PV system, about
half the actual price. Finally, as shown in
figure 4.5, the respondents were asked
Figure 4.6: Reasons lor not having a PV system (Source:
whether they preferred to buy or rent a PV
SurvevJ
system. 85% said they were preferring to
buy (on credit), while 15% indicated to
prefer monthly rates. In other research
[Lasschuit, ECN 1998] this bas been explained by the fact that people like sol ar since they don 't have to
pay monthly electricity bills, making PV the cheapest option in the long run, compared to a conneetion
with ZESA.

4.4.4 Price ranges credit scheme
From the above, it can be seen that financial constraints aften form the barrier to a PV
system. The respondents were asked to indicate what they considered to be a 'too high
instalment' and an 'acceptable instalment'. In table 4.6, the results to these questions are
shown.
Table 4.6: Price ranges instalments credit scheme (Source: Survey)

Acce table
Z$>500
Z$401·500
Z$301·400
Z$201·300
Z$100-200
Z$<100

Toa High
Z$>500
6
35
17
14
3

Z$401·500

Z$301·400

7
18
18
9
3

2
23
10
1

Z$201·300

Z$100-200

Z$<100

1
1
17

1
4
14

The results above show that 20.4% consider the actual necessary instalments 16 (> Z$400) acceptable.
This is a higher share than what bas been found in the ability to pay (13.6% with sufficient
expenditure). This might indicate that either the respondents are prepared to pay a largershare of their
income to PV, or that measurements on expenditure were inaccurate. Most householcts (14.9%)
responded that instalments >Z$500 would be too high, but a range between Z$401-500 acceptable. The

16
Assuming $15,000 system price (4 lights, 50 Wp) a."ld an interest rate of 32% without any service or overhead. Rates forsmaller (thus
cheaper) systems are not included, since the relative share of interest in the total cost would become too high. For cheaper systems, the pay
back period also needs to be diminished.
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results of this investigation should not be used as an absolute measure, but more as a tendency of
preparedness to pay.

4.4.5 Price range FeeforService
It almost Iooked like the world upside down for some respondents: "Can I determine what price I am
going to pay for a solar system?" Unfortunately, this is not the case, but the indication they gave is
depicted in the following table, table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Price ranges Fee tor Service

Fair Monthly Rate
$ >200
$ 151-200
$ 126-150
$101-125
$76-100
$ 51-75
$<50

Share [%]

13
18
17
13
11
22
7

Too high Conneetion Fee
$>2000
$ 1001-2000
501-1000
$<500

s

Share[%]

23
23
30

24

Forthefair monthly rate, the mode tums out to be the range Z$ 51-75; this is close to what currently is
being asked for the ZESA-mode under GEF, an example of a Fee for Service in Zimbabwe on a small
scale (200 systems). However, for an economically viabie project, only the upper two ranges are
interesting, adding up to 30.5%. For the conneetion fee, to be paid lump sum at the moment of
installation, the mode is found to be $ 501-1000. Th is again is too low to operate a project, since the
instaBation cost largely have to be covered for by the customer immediately. The probable cost will be
above $2000, indicated by 23% ofthe respondents 17 •
This preparedness of respectively 30.5 and 23.3% is much lower than the 35% of the households that
were tagged to be able to pay under a Fee for Service scheme. An explanation might lie in the small
share of households preferring to partake in a Fee for Service scheme, so that even though they can
partake, they do not want to partake.

Conclusion
Electric lighting bas a very high priority in rural families. Currently the majority uses paraffin lamps
and spends up to Z$20 per month on this fuel. Above that, most households spend more than Z$25 on
batteries. 54% of the target group say the family intends to buy a solar system, but only an estimated
24% can afford even a small system. Over 20% of the households indicate that the instalment for PV
under a credit scheme is not too much to partake, indicating that more households might partake in a
credit scheme as calculated from the ability to pay. For the Fee for Service, the share of households
that is prepared to pay the actual cost of the service fee is just over 30%, for the conneetion fee 23% is
found. An explanation might lie in the general aversion towards monthly rates.

17

The non-response to this question was quite high; 19% of !he respondents said they only wanted to buy and not rent, and refused to answer.
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4.5 PV SHS Demand in Manicaland
From marketing theory, the available market is defined as the total set of customers that have access,
interest, and income for a particular market offer [Kotler, 1997]. From the available market, the
entrepreneur starts concentrating on certain market segments. In this case, the market segments are to be
distinguished by different products, in:
1. 18WP cash system;
2. 45WP cash system;
3. 45Wp system under credit scheme;
4. 45W P system under fee for service.
Table 4.8: The determination of demand for Manicaland (Source: Survey)

Type of system
Able to pay
Awareness
Alternatives
Project demand
Resulting

18Wo cash
25,037 (11%)
(60%)
(54%)
(50%)
4,055

45Wo cash
9,104 (4%)
(60%)
(54%)
(50%)
1,475

45W 0 credit
18,208 (8%)
(60%)
(40%)
(90%)
3,932

45Wo service fee
79,663 (35%)
(60%)
(25%)
(100%)
11,949

Table 4.8 depiets the forecasting technique to find the demand in Manicaland for the four specified
18
productsin the coming ten years • The figures in the tables arebasedon the following assumptions:
" The awareness is going to be increased by marketing efforts such as community meetings. The
current awareness can be calculated by people knowing PV and are aware that it is not possible to
cook with a system. This is as low as 33% of the target group. Through information dissemination it
is assumed the awareness reaches the level of the people that currently know what a system is. This
awareness has been kept constant for all outlet modes, albeit that different kinds of awareness is
necessary (for example, people have to be aware that it is possible to rent a system).
• For the cash systems, the people that currently say they intend to buy a system are used for the share
that considers buying a PV system. (54% of target group)
o
The share that considers acquiring a system under credit is estimated lower (40%) due to the
aversion of having debt.
• The share consirlering partaking in a Fee for Service program, consirlering alternatives has been
estimated at 25%, due to the strong aversion of such a scheme. It is however higher than the 15%
that would prefer a service fee above a credit scheme, since it is considerably cheaper per month.
• Since the implementation project would not be the only actor on the PV market, the demand for the
project (as any other commercial actor) has been estimated by using a 'market share'. For the cash
sales, this has been chosen rather high, assuming co-operation with entrepreneurs currently present
in Manicaland.
• For the credit scheme, the 'market share' has been chosen slightly higher (90% ), assuming there
will be other customers that can buy on credit, be it not many.
• If a fee for service is implemented, it is assumed to be the only actor in this segment (since it
requires a large-scale effort) and therefore will have a 'market share' of 100%.

18
For demand estimation, a time frame is necessary; in this forecast, a period of I 0 years was chosen to be able to calculate the paying back
of a the credit scheme systems.
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Conclusion
During the following ten years an estimated 4000 small and 1,500 large systems can be sold cash in
Manicaland. A further 4000 large systems could be implemented under a credit scheme, while a fee for
service could lead to the implementation of an estimated 12,000 systems.

4.6 Conclusions
The target group in Manicaland consistsof 64.9% or, an estimated 227,610 households. Of the target
group, between 11 - 24% of the households are considered to be able to afford cash a small solar
system (<18Wp). For larger systems (>18Wp) this range is 4 - 10%. Under a credit scheme, an
estimated 8.5% of the families would be able to obey to the related financial obligations, whereas
under a FeeforService scheme, 35% can partake.
Of the households in the target group, 60% knows what a PV system is. Of these people, over 90%
know a family with a PV system and claim that almost 95% are satisfied with the system. Only 16%
areaware that the price of a PV system depends on power. Of the households that intend to buy a PV
system, over 56% think they can cook with the system. There is a great need for the dissemination of
infonnation on PV system in rural areas.
Electric lighting has a very high priority in rural families. Currently the majority uses paraffin lamps
and spends up to Z$20 per month on this fuel. Above that, most households spend more than Z$25 on
batteries. 54% of the target group says the family intends to buy asolar system, but only an estimated
24% can afford even a small system. Over 20% of the households indicate that the instalment for PV
under a credit scheme is not too much to partake, indicating that more households might partake than
the 8.5% calculated above. For the Fee for Service, the share of households that is prepared to pay the
actual cost of the service fee is just over 30%, for the conneetion fee 23% is found. An explanation
might lie in the general aversion towards the payment of monthly rates.
During the following ten years an estimated 4000 small and I ,500 large systems can be sold cash in
Manicaland. A further 4000 large systems could be implemented under a credit scheme, while a fee for
service could lead to the implementation of an estimated 12,000 systems.
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5. TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT
This chapter reveals the technica/ working of a PV system and the fundions of its components. The available altemaöves tor the
components are described after which a choice is made for opömal functioning in Zimbabwe, using as many local components
as possible. Moreover, the broad design of a PV system under Zimbabwean drmmstances is being considered. Further technica/
requirements can be found in the field of training for both users and technicians.

5.1 System contiguration
Basically, a Photo-Voltaic Solar Home System consists of a PV panel; a rechargeable battery for
energy storage; a battery charge controller and several lights. Furthermore, interconnecting wires,
switches and mounting hardware are needed for proper functioning. When there is sufficient power
available, the system can be extended with small power appliances such as a radio and TV. Figure 5.1
depiets a typical Solar Home System.

PV Module

Battery
Control Unit
Switch
PL-Light

PL-Light

PL-Light

T
Radio
Battery
Black/White TV
12V- Outlet
Figure 5.1: Typical Solar Home System

5.1.1 PV Module
The standard PV Module generates Direct Current at 15-18V, from (sun-) light as a function of
temperature and irradiation. The overall efficiency of modules range from 6% for Amorphous Silicon,
to 15% for Polycrystalline. The power of a panel is described 1 in Wp, the maximum output at lkW/m2•
Amorphous panels are relatively cheap at Z$ 65 per WP ,On the other hand, this type has relatively
short life time of about 7 years. This is caused by irreversible degradation of the cells through the
impact of sunrays. Amorphous panels are usually made of a glass or plastic sheet on which treated

1

2
As defined in European Community JRC 503 or equivalent, 25° C, I kW/m , AM1.5
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Silicium is evaporated in lines. One line makes up fora cell, all cells in series make up fora complete
panel. Long Term Price: 9.6 Z$/YearWate.
Crystalline panels are more expensive than amorphous panels (Z$ 150 per W p) but also have a greater
lifetime of an estimated 20 years. This type of panel is built up of separate cells, round or square,
soldered in series. The cells are usually sealed in laminate, being glass or plastic. The long term price
for this type is about 5 Z$/YearWatt.
The choice for modules seems obvious in favour of crystalline modules. However, with the current
economie conditions in Zimbabwe, the lower investment cost of amorphous modules often favours the
choice for this type. Above 9% social discount rate, the present value of investment for amorphous
modules is cheaper3•
There is no manufacturer of cells in Africa. In Zimbabwe, there is one laminating plant and one
assembler of polycrystalline panels. All cells for these factories are imported from Europe. The
majority of panels is imported from Europe, USA and Japan. Efforts are being put into the increasing
of local assembly and laminating, but quality control is a recurring problem. Local production of cells
is not expected to happen in the middle-long term because of the high-tech industries involved.
For optima! performance in Zimbabwe, modules must face North within 20° and must be inclined from
the horizontal between 18-25°.

5.1.2 Batterv Control Unit
The Battery Control Unit has two basic functions:
1) To proteet the battery from undercharge;
2) To prevent the battery from overcharge.
Other features, often found on a BCU are:
3) Charge indication;
4) Audible alarm at undercharge;
5) Short-circuit protection;
6) Status indication;
7) Reverse polarity protection;
8) Temperature compensation.

Overcharge

12.6V
············.... Ondercharge

Time
Figure 5.2: Over- and undercharge proteetion of a BCU

The controller keeps the voltage of the battery between two extremes. At the upper extreme, the BCU
disconnects the panel from the battery, prohibiting further charging of the battery (GEF: 14.4-14.6V).
At the lower extreme, the load is disconnected from the battery, stopping further emptying of the
battery (GEF: 11.9-12.0V). Figure 5.2 shows the battery voltage fluctuation while charging and
discharging through a controller. The set points differ for each type of battery and are also a function of
the temperature of the battery. The charge state of the battery can be approximated by the voltage of
the battery, but is highly inaccurate as the voltage is not a linear function of the charge state. This
usually results in two- or three- state of charge indication, sufficient according to GEF standards.
Research at ECN is currently put in improving the indication of charge state.

2

This unit is introducee! to be able to compare different type of panels on the long term; equals purchase price divided by expected lifetime
times output power.
3
Assuming Crystalline module bought under a credit scheme with a lifetime of 21 years, interest 30% p.a.; and an Amorphous module,
renewed three times with a totallifetime of 21 years, paid cash. Above that, the old Amorphous modules will still generate some output.
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5.1.3 Lights
A principal reason for most households to acquire a SHS is generally that it provides light safer,
cleaner and more convenient than paraffin light or candles. For electric lights several different options
exist, with varying price, lifetime, amount of lumen, radio frequency interference (RFI), and energy
consumption.
Since the power generated by asolar panel is restricted, iocandescent light should be ruled out as an
option. The efficiency4 of these types of lights is very low, compared to other options such as TL
(Tubular fluorescent Light) and CFL (Compact Fluorescent Light). The local industry in Zimbabwe
currently produces TL lights. Even though the CFL lights have a slightly higher efficiency and a longer
lifetime, still TL lights are favoured, because of local availability.
TL lights require an inverter, which converts the 12 V DC into alternating current. This part of the light
is often referred to as 'ballast', and is locally available. During fieldwork it occurred that the ballasts
were not properly designed for eertaio types of tubes. This requires some standardisation as well as
some caution of technicians. Furthermore, sufficient supply of tubes should be available in outiets near
to users.
The technica! standards developed during GEF require lights to operate properly from 11.5V to 15V
without damage to the circuit. Furthermore, the maximum RFI is pegged5, with recommendations to
the manufacturer to minimise this interference.
Finally, lighting attracts a lot of insects at night. These insects should not be able to penetrate the
housing of the TL, eventually causing the electtonics to fail. This is also a requirement from GEF
standards.

5.1.4 Batteties
The most frequently applied type of battery is the Lead-Acid battery. Basically, there are two types,
namely Automotive and Deep Cycle Lead-Acid batteries. The frrst one is most commonly used, and is
also found in cars. Through a difference in construction, Deep Cycle batteries are more appropriate to
be used over a large area of charge states. At the same time, these batteries are especially designed to
supply a small load for a relatively long time. Automotive batteries on the other hand, are constructed
to supply a large load (starter motor) for a relatively short period. In PV SHS applications, automotive
batteries last between 2-3 years whereas a deep cycle battery is expected to last between 3 and 5 years.
When implementing a credit scheme, customer satisfaction is a very important asset, since the
willingness to pay the instalments must not be affected by system quality. This implies the choice for
deep cycle batteries, to guarantee proper functioning during the pay back period. However, in recent
history this meant the importing of high quality deep cycle batteries. Local industry bas been putting
effort in setting up a production facility for deep cycle batteries. These batteries are accepted by GEF
standards. These locally produced deep cycle batteries are preferred over imported ones, even though
the quality might be slightly lower.

4

Defined as Lumen/Watt
Maximum interference: a 20% increase in the RMS voltage on the speaker of a radio tuned to ZBC FM Radio 3 when the light is switched
on in an actual system installation.

5
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5.1.5 Wiring and Switches
Because of relatively high currents at 12 V, the diameter of wires is an important way to avoid power
loss in the wires themselves. Generally, the wires have sufficient diameter from 2.5 mm 6 [Hankins,
1991].
During the survey, the distance from the sleeping structure to the kitchen was measured. Because of
voltage drop, it is important to have knowledge of the distance to be expected. The voltage drop is
calculated as follows:
[5.1]
In which:
Vloss- Voltage Drop
Iloact - Current to Load
Rw;,. - Resi stance wire (Resistance factor

* length)

The resistance of the wire again is dependent on the length and the resistance factor, as depicted in
Table 5.1. By multiplying the length of cable with the resistance factor, the total resistance of the wire
is obtained.
Table 5.1: Resistance factors torsome capper cables (Source: Hankins, 1991)

Wire Area [mm 2]

Resistance Factor, [ohms/meter]

1.5
2.5
4

0.014
0.008
0.005

In the technica! regulations set up by GEF, the maximum cabling voltage drop is 2%, i.e. 0.24V.
Assuming a light and a radio in the kitchen, drawing a maximum current of 2 A, the maximum
distance fora 2.5 mm2 cable amounts 7.5 metres. The average distance found in the survey was 5.54,
wit.h a maximum of 25 metre. Assuming two extra metres for connecting the appliances, 46.1 % of
2
kitchens to be electrified will require 4.0mm • For very low power appliances, (I1oad is low) a copper
2
diameter of 1.5 mm can be used.
All wiring must be placed in PVC or metal conduit, according to GEF requirements. This leads to the
more serious consideration of the user towards the PV system, however, it also leads to higher system
cost. Outlets and switches may be of the 240V AC type, since the types used in Zimbabwe, are not
reversible in polarity. These supplies must however be marked belonging to a 12VDC installation.
Special 12VDC soekets are currently being developed in Zimbabwe. When becoming available, these
will be required in the future. Switches, moreover, must have a clear marking "on" and "off'. Cabling
underground must be 0.6 cm below the surface and overhead wires must be supported at a height of 2.7
metres.

5.1.6 Appliances
If the generated energy of a system is sufficient, small power appliances such as Black/White TV and
Radio or small HiFi sets can be connected and powered by the system. Some technica} problems that
were found during fieldwork are:

6

For high power applications, a Iarger diameter is necessary.
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•
•

•

Radio reception can be disturbed by RFI from the light ballast. Usually moving of the radio away
from the lights can solve this.
TV reception is also vulnerable to RFI and the same solution applies for TVs. Furthermore, the
reception of TV channels of ZBC is not optimal in all rural areas of Zimbabwe. Proper reception
must be checked, since, people expect to have access to TV channels when they apply for a PV
system. It is not the responsibility of a solar project to guarantee TV reception, but to supply
households with proper information.
HiFi sets are often used in many beer halls along the gravel roads of Zimbabwe. Usually not grid
electrified, these establishments employ recharged batteries for supply of their music. The problem
with many of these HiFi-sets is that they operate on 16 or 18V. For proper functioning, a DC-DC
step-up converter should be incorporated, since otherwise the customer is bound to conneet his set
to 12V, which will not lead to proper functioning. In order to reach optimal customer satisfaction,
an advice to acquire a step-up converter is needed. These converters are locally available.

Condusion
A typical PV Solar Home System consists of a PV module, a controller, a battery, a number of lights
and outlet for 12V appliances. The PV module generates DC electricity from light. Crystalline modules
are more expensive than amorphous modules but have a Jonger lifetime than the latter. Above a
discount rate of 9% however, the present value of renewing amorphous modules becomes cheaper than
buying a crystalline module on credit. The controller is neerled for the proteetion of the battery and
could be significantly improved by incorporating a reliable charge state indication.
Lights should be of the locally available TL type that is locally available. Insect penetration should not
be possible in order to safeguard long operation. Locally available deep cycle lead acid batteries
deserve preferenee of application, however, for low-cost systems automotive batteries can be used.
Wiring must be of sufficient diameter to avoid power loss in the wiring itself. The electrifying of the
kitchen on the homestearl requires a larger than 2.5 mm2 in 46% of the households. Switches and
outiets in the PV system may be of the 240 VAC type as long as these are clearly marked.

5.2 Extra technica! requirements for outlet modes
Realising the three different outlet modes (cash, credit, fee for service) imply a different degree of
responsibility of both the customer and the imptementing organisation, different technica! requirements
can be drawn up. Central themes in all outlet modes are customer satisfaction and cost optimisation.

5.2.1 Cash Sale
For a cash system, customer satisfaction in the short term is very important. The system should be
functioning according to specifications. This requires the proper installation of the system. Therefore,
in order to safeguard optimal output and long life of components, instaBation should be an option for
all systems. For larger systems (>18W), instaBation is highly recommendable since during fieldworkit
was found that many systems were not properly installed. Another option could be that the rural
service centre assists with the installation, if carried out by the user. It is not an art to sell a panel, but it
is an art to satisfy households with proper PV technology.
Lastly, there is a need for user serviceable parts to be supplied with the system, i.e. spare tubes, fuses
and possibly some plugs. A user manual including basic maintenance should be supplied, as well as an
address where the user can enquire in case of problems. Guarantee cases should be transferred to the
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respective manufacturers. Rural Service Centres should be able to supply all components in case of
failure after the guarantee period has expired.

5.2.2 Credit Scheme
During the payback period of a PV SHS bought under a credit scheme, the system should generate as
little expenditure to the user as possible. Furthennore, it should function very well, since the user may
default in payment if this is not the case. In practice, this means that a guarantee of three years must be
provided for the whole payback period.
In previous projects [Philippines; BTG, 1996] a high-quality deep-cycle battery was imported to
increase system reliability for this purpose. However, when the family has paid the last instalment after
three years (assuming they spend their full energy budget to the PV SHS), they have no means to
finance a new battery. In most cases, the family will be likely to buy a cheap battery, which is more
expensive in the long run. Thus, either a battery should be incorporated in the system that will last for
more than three years, or a new battery should be financed during the payback period.

Since in essence a guarantee of three years is provided, rigid components are necessary for this outlet
mode. This includes the armature of lights, case of controller, battery box construction, but also a
reliable module support. Theft of modules should be difficult, by using special bolts, cages and/or
electronic devices triggering alarm on disconnection of the module.
Consumables such as lights and fuses will be the customer' s responsibility, as well as the functioning
of appliances such as radio and TV. This divide in responsibility must be made clear to the customer at
the time of agreement.

5.2.3 Fee for Service
Since in a FeeforService outlet the customer will never own the system fully, first a distinction must
be made between the property of the implementing organisation and the customer. The part of the
system that is most difficult to remove in case of problems (default payment, end of contract) should
belong to the customer. This includes the wiring, the switches and the outlets. The user also must own
the lights as well as the appliances, but the use of appliances in general should be defined since the
system has a restricted output power. Furthermore, the installation of the system should be financed
partly by the customer, to cover for Iabour and material expenses.
The implementing organisation has the responsibility for the Module, Battery and Regulator. These
must be protected against theft and damage and inaccessible to the user. During fieldwork it tumed out
that especially with Fee for Supply systems, people where charging alien batteries with their system or
where simply stealing parts of the system. The module should be mounted firmly, preferably with a
cage around against theft. The battery and controller could be incorporated in an iron battery box with
a loek, only accessible to maintenance personnel. High quality components should be chosen, since it
involves a long-term investment for the implementing organisation.
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Conclusion
For all cash sales, instaBation should be an option. Proper information is required on possibilities and
limits of the system, furthermore, some basic spare parts must be delivered with the system.
Credit systems need to be very reliable during the payback period in order to diminish defaulting in
payment. Therefore, components must be rigid and difficult to steal.
Fee for Service systems should be divided in a customer part and an implementing organisation part:
the most difficult to remove (wiring, switches, outlet) should beleng to the customer. Battery boxes
should be incorporated with the controller and be inaccessible to the user. Modules need to be rigidly
fastened on poles with a cage around to proteet against theft.

5.3 System Design
During system design, the optima! balance between lead demand and available power must be made.
To simplify design, the GEF standards introduce the "Standard Daily Available Battery Charge"
SDABC, computed from the peak power of the module. For the whole of Zimbabwe, this SDABC is
calculated as in formula 5.2.
SDABC = 4.5

* lp

[5.2]

In Which:
SDABC- Standard Daily Available Battery Charge
Ir - Peak current of module

The unit of the SDABC is [Ah], which determines the quantity of charge available for utilisation in
system leads each day. This factor should beseen as a rule ofthumb and comprises:
• Battery efficiency; A battery loses power by intemal resistance and chemica! reactions that do not
contribute to the charge, typically the efficiency is 80% and decreases with the ageing of the
battery. Higher temperature decreases the efficiency of the battery.
• Deviations from maximum power point; The module has an optima! voltage at which it supplies
its peak current. As explained in paragraph 5.1, this point is dependent on irradiation and
temperature of the panel. Higher irradiation generally increases the current at a given voltage,
while a rise in temperature decreases this current.
• Seasonal irradiation variations; As can be seen in paragraph 3.1, the average number of sunshine
hours varles from 6 to 9.5 per day throughout the year. The minimum of these hours should be
taken for the most reliable system design.
• Geographical differences; It tums out that the altitude has a negative influence on the number of
hours of sunshine per year. For Manicaland this varles between 2500 for the mountainous areas, to
2900 hours per year for the lower settlements.
The basic thought behind the design according to the SDABC is the levelling of charge in and out of
the battery. Figure 5.3 visualises this concept; as long as the daily amount of power out does not
exceed the daily amount of power in, the system will be available.
Daily
amountof
power in

.

_

Storage with
efficiency = 100%

....

Figure 5.3: Charge balance lor a PV system
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Now, with a peak current of the module given, the maximum daily amount can be calculated. All
appliances with rated current multiplied by the average daily use are summed, resulting in the planned
utilisation. This planned utilisation must nat exceed this daily amount available. Table 5.2 below
shows an example of a four light system with radio and TV according to this method.
Table 5.2: Example of Planned Daily System Utilisation (Adapted trom GEF technica/ standards, 1997)

Load Type
Light Sitting room
Kitchen light
Bedroom 1 light
Bedroom 2 light
Radio
TV

Load Current [A]
1
1
1

1
0.1
1.7

Time Used [h/day]

Charge [Ah]

3
3

3
3

1
1

1
1
1

10
4

6.8
Total:

Available SDABC (45W0 }

15.8
16.88

All planned daily loads are summed and are less than the available charge, leading to an acceptable
system design. The capacity of the batter/ should be able to carry a multitude of the SDABC. In the
GEF technica} standards, a factor of 6.7 is proposed. Since the SDABC was already related to the peak
current lp. we obtain a factor 6.7 * 4.5 = 30 between the peak current and the battery capacity. This
factor is based on experience in Zimbabwe, no theoretica} background is given. In formula:
[5.3]
In Which:

.. - Capacity of Battery [Ah]
lp- Peak current of module [A]

c~

For the system used in the example of table 5.2, the capacity would be 3.75
nearest available battery would be a 110 Ah battery.

* 30 =

112.5 Ah. The

Conclusion
The SDABC is suggested by the GEF technica} standards an aid in designing a PV system. This
metbod pegs the minimum average amount of charge available form the system, thus limiting the
planned daily demand. Por Zimbabwean circumstances, the SDABC is proposed to be 4.5 * the peak
current of the module, while the battery should have a capacity of 30 * the peak current.

7

Battery capacity, at 20 hours rate discharged to 1.75 V/cell (total: 10.5V) at a temperature of 25° C.
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5.4 Training
5.4.1 User training
The user should be capable of carrying out basic maintenance to the system, independent of the outlet
mode. Furthermore, the user must feel confident and responsible to actually maintain the system, since
the successful application of PV largely depends on this. The GEF requires the instalier to provide
information with the installation, to at least two people in the household on:
o
ability to properly maintain the battery;
• ability to clean the module;
• ability to change the fluorescent tubes;
o
basic understanding of the operation of the system;
• understanding of the controls and indicators on the controller;
• knowledge of when assistance is required to repair the system ;
• knowledge where to go for assistance or spare parts.
Moreover, a well illustrated 8 user manual with some suggestions for troubleshooting should be
included with the system.
There is an important drawback on user maintenance that has been found during implementation
programs in Kenya and the Philippines. This involves the worsening of problems due to trials by the
user to repair a faulty system. This may be caused by the idea that "12V is not dangerous", impatience
for the arrival of a technician, or the fear for a high maintenance bill. Especially with systems that are
not fully owned by the user, the emphasis on user maintenance must be on what is user serviceable and
what is not. For problems not to be solved by the user, it must be clear to the user that the technician
co mes soon and against clear conditions.

5.4.2 Technician training
For a start, a technician should have a general background in electricity and the performing of regular
electrical installations. Above that, the technician needs to have an understanding of the difference
between 240V AC installations and 12VDC ones. Next to installing a PV system, the technician needs
to be able to:
o
detect faulty components;
• perfarm basic repairs on system components;
• inform the user properly;
• communicate to project management on problems;
• formulate a clear question in case of doubt.
Technicians need to be provided with transport (see section 5.5), basic tools, a voltlamp meter and
spare parts for the systems (50-1 00) under his/her responsibility.

8

20% of the rural popuiatien is illiterate.
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I

Condusion

I
Î

User training should lead to the confidence and responsible attitude towards the functioning and
maintenance of the PV system. A user manual should be provided to back up this effort. Technician
training should be focussed on the difference between 240V AC and 12VDC installations, be able to
detect faulty components and have sufficient knowledge to carry out basic repairs.

5.5 Rural Service Centre
A rural service centre (RSC) is a place from which after sales service is provided to the customers. It is
here where the technicians are based and operate. Furthermore, spare parts should be available at the
RSC. The technicians should be close to the customers to be able to provide quick service. The
accessibility of homesteads is the most important factor determining quick service, but also the means
of communication from the user to the service centre and the available manpower in the RSC.

Accessibility of homestead
Usually the path toa homestead cannot be accessed with a regular car, but requires either a motorbike
or a 4x4 vehicle. In genera!, the quality of gravel roads is sufficient to reach a speed of 60-80 km/h in a
regular car. However, in poorer areas and immediately after the rainy season, this speed can come
down to 20 krnlhr, while a major part of the areas will not be accessible by regular car at all. This is
why the regular car will not be considered a reliable transport option for a Rural Service Centre.
Almast all homesteads can be accessed by motorbike, bicycle and foot, during the year. However,
transport by bicycle and by foot strongly diminishes the service radius. (See Table 5.3)
Table 5.3: Tvpe of transport with related service radius of a rural service centre

Type of Transport
Car (4x4)
Motorbike
Bicycle
Foot 9

Speed [km/h]

Travel Time [h]

60

4

40
15
5

3
2
2

Service Radius [km]
240
120

30
10

To keep costs low, the technician should be supplied with the most economical means of transport.
Since the customers are usually widely spread in a ward, a bicycle is necessary to reach all customers.
Going by foot is notanoption when for example the technician has to replace a battery. The service
radius is assumed to be sufficient for 50 to 100 customers.
A motorbike or car can be used as a means of supplying the RSC with components and providing
installations from the urban centre.

Means of communication

In case of system failure, the user should be able to notify the RSC quickly. In rural Zimbabwe there
are however very little telephones, faxes or e-mail facilities. As a solution, a number of stores and

9

Assumed is an average walking pace of 5 km!hr. Th is will be a high estimate for old people, implying the distances are overrated. General
walking pace for young people is higher, but still significantly lower than the European pace. It is however not intended to be very exact bere,
but more to have an indication of distance.
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schools could be used as a 'post office 10 ' for messages between customers and the technician. The
technician can visit these 'post offices' once every week and act on customers' needs.

Manpower
For a start the RSC should camprise of one technician. Since a sustainable implementation is wished,
the RSC should be able to be self sufficient after the credit scheme bas ended. A number of 50-100
customers per centre is considered feasible through experiences with other projects. It is however
sound to stimulate the technician also to provide related services next to PV services. Paying on
cammission basis could do this, i.e. by providing in a salary influenced by the number of calamities
solved.

Conclusion
. The accessibility of a homestead, the means of communication and the available manpower determine
1
the speed of after sales service. Consiclering service area radius and transport option properties, each
technician needs a bicycle. The provision of components as well as installations necessitates a
motorbike or a 4X4 vehicle. Using stores and schools as 'post office' can enhance the communication
between customers and the technician. A RSC should be servicing 50-100 households while the
technician should be stimulated to develop related services next to PV maintenance.

5.6 Conclusions
A typical PV Solar Home System consistsof a PV module, a controller, a battery, a number of lights
and outlet for 12V appliances. The PV module generates DC electricity from light. Crystalline modules
are more expensive than amorphous modules but have a langer lifetime than the latter. Above a
discount rate of 9% however, the present value of renewing amorphous modules becomes cheaper than
buying a crystalline module on credit. The controller is needed for the proteetion of the battery and
could be significantly improved by incorporating a reliable charge state indication.

Lights should be of the locally available TL type that is locally available. Insect penetratien should nat
be possible in order to safeguard long operation. Locally available deep cycle lead acid batteries
deserve preferenee of application, however, for low-cost systems automotive batteries can be used.
Wiring must be of sufficient diameter to avoid power loss in the wiring itself. The electrifying of the
kitchen on the homestearl requires a larger than 2.5 mm2 in 46% of the households. Switches and
outiets in the PV system may be of the 240 V AC type as long as these are clearly marked.
For all cash sales, instaBation should be an option. Proper information is required on possibilities and
limits of the system, furthermore, some basic spare parts must be delivered with the system.
Credit systems need to be very reliable during the payback period in order to diminish defaulting in
payment. Therefore, components must be rigid and difficult to steal.
Fee for Service systems should be divided in a customer part and an implementing organisation part:
the most difficult to remave (wiring, switches, outlet) should belang to the customer. Battery boxes
should be incorporated with the controller and be inaccessible to the user. Modules need to be rigidly
fastened on poles with a cage around to proteet against theft.
The SDABC is suggested by the GEF technica! standards an aid in designing a PV system. This
methad pegs the minimum average amount of charge available farm the system, thus limiting the

°Currently, most stores and schools are used as an address for many rural families, through a Jack of an own address.

1
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planned daily demand. For Zimbabwean circumstances, the SDABC is proposed to be 4.5 * the peak
current of the module, while the battery should have a capacity of 30 * the peak current. User training
should lead to the confidence and responsible attitude towards the functioning and maintenance of the
PV system. A user manual should be provided to back up this effort. Technician training should be
focussed on the difference between 240V AC and 12VDC installations, be able to detect faulty
components and have sufficient knowledge to carry out basic repairs.
The accessibility of a homestead, the means of communication and the available manpower determine
the speed of after sales service. Consirlering service area radius and transport option properties, each
technician needs a bicycle. The provision of components as well as installations necessitates a
motorbike or a 4X4 vehicle. Using stores and schools as 'post office' can enhance the communication
between customers and the technician. A RSC should be servicing 50-1 00 households while the
technician should be stimulated to develop related services next to PV maintenance.
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6. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this chapter, the environmental benefits of the implementafion of PV SHS wil/ be high/ighted. Rrst the potential abatement of
carbondioxide is ca/culated, after that the probable reduction in dry cel/ use and lastly the expected diminishing need for leadacid batteries.

The proposed PV project enhances the use of a sustainable and environment friendly technology,
replacing the fossil fuels that are bumed in the off-grid energy sources, currently in use. Possible
environmental and health effects of PV technology could occur only during manufacturing, the impacts
depending on the applied cell type. Fora regular panel, only 15% of the fossil equivalent of energy is
necessary tbraughout its lifecycle 1, compared to electricity generated solely with fossil fuels.
Without the benefits of the implementation of PV to the environment, the effort would lose its
sustainability in the long run.

6.1 C02 Rednetion
The energy needs for cooking, as we found in the survey, are mainly the burning of firewood. These
needs are not considered here, since PV cannot provide an alternative for this. The second most
important energy use on the dornestic market is home illumination. As found in the survey, the main
sourees of lighting are paraffin lights and candles.
Table 6.1: C02 abatement through the substitution of solar power for lighting for paraffin (Sources: Survey, BTG 1996)

Category
Paraffin use2
0
0-1 0
11-20
21-30
1otal

Paraffin
use
[lt./HH*yr]
0
24
48
72

C0 2
emission
[kg/HH*yr]
0
59
118
177

Number
of Saved
Households with PV3 emission
[tonnes/yr]
839
0
9,061
534.6
6,807
803.2
3,028
535.9
18,896
1,873.7

C02

From Table 6.1 we can see that substitution of paraffin as a fuel for lighting for over 18,000
households, as estimated in the market analysis. This will result in reducing the emission of C02 with
I ,873 tonnes by avoiding the buming of an estimated 726 m3 of paraffin per year.

Conclusion
The substitution of kerosene by PV lighting will result in a C02 ahatement of an estimated 1,873
tonnes per year. This is a marginal contribution to the diminishing of C02 production and the related
potential hazard of global warming.

1

IV AM Environmental Research, Amsterdam 1995
Assumed here is that the 1ower categones for paraffin use are all bumed for lighting purposes. This is a good assumption since the higher
categones correspond with remgeration purposes and cooking on paraffm.
3
Assumed is a penetration rate of 10%, just be1ow the sales forecast as found in paragraph 4.5
2
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6.2 Dry Cell use reduction
The avoidanee of the use of dry cells can be estimated with use of the PV direct to power radios.
However, if the use of rechargeable batterles is incorporated in the project, the reduction of the use of
dry cell batterles can be 100%4• The incorporation of rechargeable batterles has been highlighted
already in Chapter 5.
Table 6.2: Reduction of dry cell consumption (and disoosal) through !heir substitution for PV and rechargeable batteries

0
1-25
>25

Battery
[#/HH/yr]
0
50
100

use #of HH with PV

Avoided Dry Cell Use
[*1 000/yr]

0

2,254
9,503
10,343

475.2
1,034.3

Total

1,509.5

For radios and radio-cassette players, disposable dry cell batterles are used. Actual battery
consumption depends on radio type and efficiency, as well as on the combined use of a tape recorder
and the amount of hours used per day. Estimated battery consumption is depicted in table 6.2 with
calculated, avoided dry cell use in thousands per year.
Table 6.3: Dry cell (carbon-zinc) composition (Source: Baumann, W: Abfallverhalten neuartiger batterien;
Umweltbundesamt, 1993

Zinc
Mercury
Manganese dioxide
Other

Housing
Electrolyte

Metal
Zinc-oxide
Carbon
Tin
Additives
Iron
Plastic, paper, etc
Dissolved NH4CI & ZnCI2

16.4-28.6%
.3-.4%
0.01%
22-30%
7-9%

.05-.07%
0-.1%
14-21%
4-10%
14-23%

Consirlering the composition of batterles (Table 6.3), the avoidanee of dry cell use is an impravement
to the environment. Since, in Zimbabwe, there is no controlled way of disposing batterles as is
currently the case in most European countries, and dry cells end up in the rural waste pile, usually a
hole in the ground. The total number of batterles avoided as calculated in Table 6.2 adds up to
1,509,500 (approximately 75 tons). This implies the avoidanee of 36 tons of heavy metals (mostly Zinc
and Manganate), disposedof uncontrollably.
Of course rechargeable batterles also pose a potential threat to the environment, with NickeVCadmium,
or less dangerous NickeVMetalhydrid as main components. The amount of material however, can be
up to 1,000 times 5 less through the re-use of the same batteries. The investment needed for a charger is
about 8 times that of a disposable dry cell battery and can be easily incorporated in a package deal with
a PV system. Effort ho wever, should be put in the diffusion of rechargeable batterles in Zimbabwe.

• In rural areas in Zimbabwe it was found very popular to walk along the streets with a radio in the hand. This is not possible if the radio is
powered immediately from the PV system, but with the use of rechargeable batterles it is possible.
5
Assuming the batterles can be recharged up to a I ,000 times, as claimed by manufacturers
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!The

Conclusion

introduetion of PV Sol ar Home Systems with a battery charger in households could result in
avoiding all dry ce11 batteries currently used by these households. This wi11 result in avoiding 36,000
kg of heavy metal disposal per year in theecosystem and eventua11y in the human body. The effects on
human health will however be low due to the spreading on a large surface.

6.3 Battery recycling
Currently, Lead-Acid batteries are mainly used for the powering of radio and TV. The majority of the
households now reeharges the battery in a nearby Growth Point or urban centre. The transport of a
battery severely diminishes its lifetime. Furthermore, the batteries are usua11y very deeply discharged,
as to avoid a quick recharge. These factors shorten the expected lifetime of a battery from 3-4 years to
1-1.5 years. From the survey, we found that 18.7% ofthe households in the target group owns a battery
to power their TV6 • Introducing PV systems can diminish the number of discarded batteries by over
I ,200 pieces a year. More importantly, if there is a rural network for this purpose, other battery users
(over 41,000) can partake and dispose off their battery in an environmental responsible manner.
Together, this could result in an avoidanee of some 379 tons or lead dumped in the living environment.
It is relatively easy to set up such a system in combination with the establishment of rural service
centres. An incentive system should include some price reduction of the new battery, also some
awareness on the recycling system is necessary. The manufacturers are assumed to be interested in this
system as it can lead to fewer brand switching of customers.

Conclusion

IBy introducing PV systems, the use of car batteries can be diminished by over 1,200 per year.
IFurthermore the putting up of a recycling structure, easily related to the setting up of a technica}
structure for the maintenance of PV systems, can decrease the uncontro11ed disposal of over 379 tons
of lead in the ecosystem.

6

This corresponds with the results of a World Bank study in Zimbabwe[WP/ZESA, 1998], where 20% of the households owned a lead-acid
battery, which was recharged periodically.
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6.4 Rural Health
The decrease in frequency of respiratory diseases through the replacement of candles and paraffm
lights by PV Solar Home Systems is difficult to quantify because of the many factors influencing
human health. Still, apart from the smoky circumstances that people usually cook under, it can be
stated that the gases coming from fossil fuel buming for illumination are avoided by replacing them by
high efficiency electric lights [Ballard-Tremeer, 1995]. The impact by the introduetion of PV SHS,
although nat quantified, will have a positive impact on respiratory diseases.

Conclusion
The introduetion of PV SHS will have a positive effect on the amount of respiratory diseases in rural
areas.

6.5 Conclusions
The substitution of kerosene by PV lighting will result in a C02 ahatement of an estimated 1,873
tonnes per year. This is a, however little, contribution to the diminishing of co2 production and the
related problem of global warming. The introduetion of PV Solar Home Systems with a battery charger
in householcts could result in avoiding all dry cell batteries, currently used by these households. This
will result in an avoidanee of 36,000 kg of heavy metal disposal per year in the ecosystem of
Manicaland. By introducing PV systems, the use of car batteries can be diminished by over 1,200 per
year. Purthermare the putting up of a recycling structure, easily related to the setting up of a technica}
structure for the maintenance of PV systems, can decrease the uncontrolled disposal of over 379 tons
of lead in the ecosystem of Manicaland. The introduetion of PV SHS will have a positive effect on the
amount of respiratory diseases in rural areas.
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7. ECONOMICALASSESSMENT
This chapter wil! deal with several economical issues of a possible PV implementation project First, the project feasibility under
current macro-economie conditions wil/ be assessed. After that, the role of respectively the innation, the exchange rate and the
commercial interest rate wil! be assessed in a sensitivity analysis.

7.1 Project feasibility
7.1.1 Assumptions
The economie feasibility of the proposed PV implementation project has been calculated for a project
duration of I 0 years, in current prices. The XL-sheets of this study can be found in Appendix E. The
assumptions made in the study are based on information from Zimbabwean institutions, local
entrepreneurs and experiences from similar projects in other countries. Table 7 .I shows some
important economie assumptions.
Table 7.1: Important economie assumptions for project feasibility (Source: Feasibility Study)

Variabie
Default rate
Provision rate
Financial discount rate
Intlation rate
Real interest rate
Sales Tax rate
Tools/Labour
Dividend Rate

Assumption
2%
3%
35%
30%
3.8%

17.5%
5%

12%

Firstly, the dividend to stockholders, which starts in year 3 of the project, amounts up to I2% of the net
operating surplus. The financial discountrateis pegged at 35%, with a corresponding inflation of 30%.
These extremely high figures are assumed to prevail in the country for the duration of the project. In
the theoretica} framework we already found that the real interest rate can be calculated with the
formula:
r=(i+ 1)/( d+ I )-I

[7.I]

In Which:
r - real interest rate;
i - intlation rate;
d - financial discount rate.

The resulting real discount rate in this case is found to be 3.8%. For simplification, the Feasibility
Study is calculated with constant prices, which is a good assumption if the ratio between inflation and
the discount rate remains equal.
The current Sales Tax rate is not assumed to decrease in the near future and is held constant at 17.5% 1•
From other projects [GEF, I997], it is found that the default rate, that is the share of households which
will not pay their instalments, is about 2% 2 • Finally, a financial reservation for tools has been made, as

1
Current debateis on lowering the Sales Tax back to 15% but the cash-strapped govemment of Zimbabwe is unlikely to have sufficient
politica) will to do this.
2
Th is low tigure again is an indication for the relative high willingness to pay for an owned PV system.
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a constant share the Iabour costs in each year. A share of 5% is assumed reasonable for basic tooi
needs.

7.1.2 Sales Forecast
The expected sales have been constructed, using data from the demand analysis. Three different
products are considered to be incorporated in the project. Table 7.2 depiets the product packages with
related price levels
Table 7.2: Types of systems as assumed in the Feasibility Study (Source: Feasibility Study)

Type System
Panel
Battery
Controller
Battery Charger
Lights
Spare tubes
Battery Box
Module Mounting
Electric Accesseries
lnstallation
Guarantee

Small
2 * 9 WP Amorphous
45 Ah
6A
No
2

2
Yes
No
Small
Optional
Suppliers

Large
45 W P Crystalline
1OOAh
6A
Yes
4
4
Yes
Yes
Large
Yes
Suppliers

Large/Credit
45 WP Crystalline
100Ah
6A
Yes
4
4
Yes
Yes
Large
Yes
Suppliers·

' During the payback period. small maintenance is also carried out by the fee collector/technician.

The forecast of these systems is depicted in figure 7.1 below. Assumed is a preparatien period during
the year 1998. In the second year, the sales of smalland large systems (cash) take off, foliowed in the
third year by systems on credit. The development of sales is critica! for the feasibility in the sense that
sufficient turnover is needed to cover for overhead and personnel. The exact development however is
not such a critica! factor. It is not assumed that the total market has been addressed in ten years.
However, for the feasibility study this period is taken to compare different scenarios.
Sales Forecast
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Figure 7.1: Sales Forecast as used in Feasibility Study (Source: Feasibility Study)
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7.1.3 Cash Flow
The Cash Flow of the project has been depicted in Figure 6.2. It can be seen that there are critica!
points in the second year and the seventh year. However, there is still a margin of over Z$500,000
before measures have to be taken. One of the possible measures could be the extension of short term
credit for an extra year, which is probably not be a problem, consirlering sufficient revenue in the last
Projected cash Flow
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Figure 7.2: The projected Cash Flow of the PV implementation with credit scheme (Source: Feasibility Study)

two years. The resulting cumulative cash flow exceeds Z$ 34 million. Discounted with a rate of 8% the
Net Present Value of the project is justover Z$19 million. With suppressed sales levels of 50%, the
NPV of the investment hardly reaches Z$ 9 million, but the venture will not run in trouble because of
the flexible loan system. The resulting company capita! can be split up proportionally between the
stockholders after project wind-down or invested in a new PV implementation effort. However, the
Zimbabwean govemment does not allow for substantial export of capita! without restrictions.
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7.1.4 Project Financing
It is assumed the stockholders put in Z$2,000,000 initially, as starting equity. From year 3 (see table
6.1) the stockholders obtain 12% dividend on invested cap ital. Furthermore, to finance the credit
scheme, for each system, an amount of Z$8,000 is borrowed at a local rate, compensating the cost of
the panel, battery, controller and some supplies. Figure 6.3 shows the totalloans per year, projected for
the credit scheme. This option is cheaper than arranging a large loan for the whole project period.
Another option would be the distancing of credit provision of the project itself. This would mean the
Credit Schema Loan Projection
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Figure 7.3: Credit Scheme Loan Projection (Source: Feasibility Study)

applicants for a credit would be referred to a bank first, the financial institution being responsible for
all fmancial worries. This will probably increase the rates asked by the bank, since all the financial risk
will be at their side, consiclering defaulters and the wages to collect fees.

Conclusion
Using a flexible loan with a financial institution, the financing of PV systems under a credit scheme is
feasible. Assuming a ten year project with sales as estimated in chapter 4, the necessary loans can be
paid back as early as year 7. The implementing of a credit scheme for PV under current economie
conditions in Zimbabwe is economically feasible. In case sales level are suppressed by 50% the return
on investment decreases but the feasibility is not endangered.
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7.2 Intlation
During the past eighteen years since independence, Zimbabwe has known a high rate of inflation3• In
appendix G, a summary of this process has been added. The rate of inflation has been particularly high
in the last five years, with 29.7% in 1997 [Reserve Bank, 1998]. The process of inflation requires a
periodical review of price levels. It would make no sense with current price levels, to sustain the level
of instalments for three years. This would require a customer to cover for an almost doubling of the
prices in this period.
A possible solution to this fmancial problem is a coupling of the instalment prices to inflation. This
requires a contract where the customers agree to review prices seasonally or yearly, according to the
increased price level of the commoditl. In case the inflation does not keep pace with the financial
discount rate, a situation emerges where the real interest rate goes up, as can be concluded from
formula (1). Figure 6.4 reveals the cash flow of the project for two scenarios where the real interest
rate goes up to 7% and 10% respectively. This sensitivity analysis is basedon the possibility that the
ratio between the inflation and the financial discount rate worsens.
Figure 6.4 shows that 7% real interest rate does affect the cash flow negatively, but not to such extend
that the project would have to be ended with debt. However, would the real interest rate go up to 10%,
the total cash flow wi11 become negative, making the project not viable.
Cash flow as tunetion of raai interest rate
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Figure 7.4: Cash flow in case of 7% and 10% realinterest rates (Source: Feasibility Study)

3

Inflation: A sustained increase in the overall price level. Usually this is regarded as an economical malady; even though it is sametimes
promoled to moderate degrees as a boost for economie growth.
4
The coupling of prices to inflation must be specifically explained to the customer, since the level of wages havenotbeen following the level
of in flation in the past years; i.e. purchasing power will diminish over the years.
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Conclusion
With arealinterest rate of up to 10%, the cash flow of the credit scheme remains positive, be it that
profit is suppressed. This indicates that the economical feasibility is not endangered by a temporary
difference in inflation and re-discount rate.

7.3 Devaluation
The Zimbabwe Dollar, especially during the last five years, has been affected by devaluation against
major currencies. When initiating a PV project in Zimbabwe, local currency must be used for the
repayment scheme. On the other hand, foreign currency must be bought when paying dividend to
foreign partners. Furthermore PV panels must be imported, for which foreign currency is necessary as
wei I.
Projected cash flow as tunetion of Z$ Devaluation
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$2,000,000

$1 ,000,000

s$-1,000,000

Figure 7.5: Cash Flow for 5% and 10% devaluation per annum (Source: Feasibility Study)

In figure 7.5, this situation is calculated for a devaluation of 5% and 10% per year. An annual
devaluation of 5% would not lead to negative cash flows, but 10% devaluation5 per year would lead to
some negative cash flow during the project.

5

During November 1997, a 30% crash of the Zimbabwe dollar against the US$ occurred. Such hyper devaluation requires the total review of
prices and must be incorporated in new contracts. This will lead to stagnation in Sales. For old (still disbursing) customers, the (imported)
modules are already acquired, so the project is oot affected this way.
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Conclusion
The feasibility of the implementation of a credit scheme is endangered in case of devaluation of the
Zimbabwe dollar of 10% or more.

7.4 Conclusions
Using a flexible laan with a financial institution, the financing of PV systems under a credit scheme is
feasible. Assuming a ten year project with sales as estimated in chapter 4, the necessary loans can be
paid back as early as year 7. The implementing of a credit scheme for PV under current economie
conditions in Zimbabwe is economically feasible. In case sales level are suppressed by 50% the return
on investment decreases but the feasibility is nat endangered.
With arealinterest rate of up to 10%, the cash flow of the credit scheme remains positive, be it that
profit is suppressed. This indicates that the economical feasibility is nat endangered by a temporary
difference in inflation and re-discount rate.
The feasibility of the implementation of a credit scheme is endangered in case of devaluation of the
Zimbabwe dollar of 10% or more.
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8. MARKETING ASSESSMENT
T77is chapter studies the ''four p's" of marketing Price, Product, Place, Promotion. In the field of PV SHS implementation, this
means an enquiry into the distribution strategy as mentioned in the conceptual model by finding where to start trom the most
promising areas. On promotion efforts, the most important channels are studied with the contents of the message to the
households addressed. Furthermore, a practical and safe price margin is discussed, foliowed by an assessment of the produels
to be implementeel during an implementation project

8.1 Distribution
The logistics involved with the spreading of PV systems should start in areas that are most promising
from socio-economie point of view and easy to reach from urban areas. The rural service eentres
proposed, being able to supply spare parts and maintenance tools should be part of already existing
hardware stores in urban eentres or growth points throughout the province.
On the other hand, more systems could be sold by targeting the whole province with a promotion
program. However, the quality of after sales service would be insufficient during the start up period of
the project. Therefore, a step by step approach is preferred.
Figure 8.1 shows a bubble representation of the wards studied in the survey. Each bubble represents a
ward, the height of the bubble along the y-axis is determined by the average relative wealth. The share

Figure 8.1: Bubble representation of the areas studied with indication of relative wealth, while the diameter is determined by
share belonging to the target group (Source: Survey)

of the sample betonging to the target group determines the diameter in its turn.
If implementation efforts are concentrated in one area, it is much easier to set up a viabie rural service
centre RSC. This makes it easier to provide quality after sales service. Furthermore, in the initial
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stages, a lot of promotion can also be targeted on specific areas. To select the areas from those
surveyed, the following criteria will be used:
1. Share of sample belonging to the target group;
2. Relative average wealth of target group;
3. Accessibility of the area.
The accessibility is not considered as important as the frrst two criteria and thus will get less weight in
the decision making process. Table 8.1 below shows the eleven wards with their share of target group
(1-11), the average Wealth (1-11) and the accessibility of the area (1-3). It can be concluded from this
table that Mutanda, Ngomasha and Mpudzi prove to be the most interesting areas to start an
implementation project.
Table 8.1: Analysis of most interesting ward

Ward
Chiadzwa
Dorowa
Gonde
Mandeya
Mpudzi
Murambinda
Mutanda
Nechavava
Ngomasha
Penhalonga
Sarnaringa

% Target group
4
3
9
6
8
2
10
1
11
5
7

Average Wl

Close to City

Total

1

1

6

8
3

1

12
15
12
21
10

5
10
6
11
7
9
2

4

3
1

3
2
2
2
2

3
1

23
10
22
10
12

Conclusion
In order to provide a properafter sales service, a step by step approach is preferred over targeting many
areas simultaneously. The wards Mutanda, Ngomasha and Mpudzi in Mutare Rural District provide the
most promising areas to start with an implementation program.

8.2 Promotion
To raise the awareness, several media exist in Zimbabwe. With the choice of promotion media, the
following criteria are important. First, the illiterate population should have widely access to the
information. As has been found during the fieldwork, even though many people may be able to read
and write, many still do not usually do so. Secondly, the diffusion rate of the promotion medium in
rural areas is important since it is intended to reach as many people as possible. Thirdly, the possible
content of the message is an important issue, especially since it was concluded that the awareness lacks
on basic knowledge of possibilities of PV. Lastly, the costs related to the use of the medium are
considered, and must be kept as low as possible not to jeopardise project viability.
All factors are considered equally important, resulting in the scores depicted in table 8.2.
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Table 8.2: Analysis promotion media

Medium

llliterate
Accessible

Radio
TV
Newspaper
Community Meeting
Billboard

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No

Ditfusion rate
rural areas
High
Low
Low
High
Low

Detailed
Message
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Costs

Low
High
Low
Low
Low

Total
Score
111
11
11
IV
I

From the table it can be see that Community meetings are the most appropriate metbod to increase the
awareness on details of PV. Secondly, radio is found very appropriate to reach a large number of
people for general awareness. Regional radio is preferred since only a few areas are targeted at a time.

Conclusion
To raise the awareness and the willingness to pay, it is preferred to inform people in detail during
community meetings, backed up by radio advertisement on a regional radio station.

8.3 Price
As concluded in the feasibility study, the
5%
prices of the PV systems should retlect market
value plus a margin. This margin is necessary
Profit
for commercialisation of the implementation
3%
Safe
project and thus its sustainability, as we
concluded in chapter 7. From the survey, we
Risk
Total
can learn that the price that people are
Demand
prepared to pay is below the commercialleveL
Loss
If these indications are used as a guideline for
-< Price >+
price ranges, the project will not be
commercially viable. Figure 8.2 visualises this
concept. When the price goes down (to the
Figure 8.2: The price positioning (Source: Feasibility Study)
left), the market share goes up, but the profit
moves to the 'risk' range. If the price is
decreased even further, demand will increase further, but the revenues of the project become less than
the costs, leading the project to a loss. From previous experiences it has been found that a safe margin
is 10%.
On the other hand, through macro-economie fluctuatioos, the costs of the project will be subject to
change. Through intlation and devaluation of the local currency, as can be concluded from chapter 7,
the cash flow of the project can run into serious deficits. Therefore, periodic intlation adjustment as
welt as foreign exchange rate adjustment is necessary.

A positive side effect of such a periodic adjustment is that the instalments of the credit scheme can be
adjusted along a clause in the credit arrangement, to follow the inflation rate. An important drawback is
the instability of the prices towards the customers. Therefore, the rates should only be adapted
monthly, the rates of the credit scheme yearly. The customers must also be well informed on a
coupling of prices with the inflation rate.
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Conclusion
Outlet prices need to take into account an operational margin of at least 10% and be adjusted
periodically to forces of intlation and devaluation.

8.4 Product
During Chapter 4, the demand for four different system configurations was assessed. lt was concluded
that the service fee outlet mode would lead to highest demand in number of systems. As mentioned in
the theoretica} framework, the different outlet modes require a different level of organisation. Above
that, not all parties possibly involved in an implementation program show equal levels of interest.
Therefore, it is suggested to wait with the service fee outlet mode until the credit facility bas been
proven viable. Then there will probably be more commitment from Zimbabwean counterparts (see also
paragraph 9.2). Table 8.3 summarises the different product needs and opportunities.
Table 8.3: Product need and opportunity analysis

System
18Wp cash
45Wp cash
45Wpcredit
45W P service fee

Organisation Level
Low
Low
Medium
High

Expected Demand Parties Needed
4,055
1,475
3,932
11,949

Solar company
Solar company
+Bank
+ Large Energy Institute

During fieldwork it tumed out that local banks are interested in partaking in the organisation of a credit
scheme after the submitting of a viabie business plan. This plan should be set up in the period of a year
after cashsaleshave taken off. In the period to follow, the service fee preparations can take off.

Conclusion
The market can most easily be targeted with cash systems. After a period of a year, the credit facility
can take off. For the service fee, an even greater preparation period is needed.

8.5 Conclusions
In order to provide a proper after sales service, a step by step approach is preferred over targeting many
areas simultaneously. The wards Mutanda, Ngomasha and Mpudzi in Mutare Rural District provide the
most promising areas to start with an implementation program.
To raise the awareness and the willingness to pay, it is preferred to inform people in detail during
community meetings, backed up by radio advertisement on a regional radio station.
Outlet prices need to take into account an operational margin of at least 10%. Above that, they need to
be adjusted periodically to forces of intlation and devaluation.
The market can most easily be targeted with cash systems. After a period of a year, the credit facility
can take off. For the service fee, an even greater preparation period is needed.
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9. MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
T77is chapter determines the needed parties for an implementation effort, with the strodure of organisation, induding the spread
of responsibilities. Some organisations were identified as possible candidates and are named as such. Finally, the current
commitment of these parties is listed, to get an indication of realistic value of this assessment

9.1 Neerled Parties
For the implementation of PV in Zimbabwe, a number of functions have to be carried out. Table 9.1
lists these functions 1 with related needs and with suggestions for possible candidates.
Table 9.1: lnventory of functions, needs and possible candidates lor PV implementation

Function
Establishing of Co-operation

Selection of Components

Purchasing of Components

Dalivering Components
Storage of Components
Promotion of Systems
Selling Systems
lnstalling Systems
Providing After-Sales Service
Organising Credit Scheme

Providing Credit
Organising Fee tor Service
Collecting Fees

Needed
LocaiParty
lnvestor
Organiser
Technica!
knowledge,
Awareness of (inter) national
available components
Economie
knowledge,
Awareness of (inter) national
suppliers
Supplier

Possible candidates

Impact Solar Systems, SEE
ENW, ECN
ECN
Joint Venture
Joint Venture

She/1 So/ar, Naps, Local
suppliers
To be identified
PV To be identified

Storage space
Rural
Network,
knowledge
Rural Network, Outlet
Skilied Technicians
Skilied T echnicians
Knowledge of (inter) national
banking, Access to green
funds
LocaiSank
Large Energy lnstitution
Rural Network

Joint Venture
Joint Venture
Joint Venture
ECN
To be identified
ZESA
Rural District Council, Bank

Figure 9.1 on the next page shows a possible organisation layout of the implementation project. First,
for the establishment of a Joint Venture, alocal party and an investor are required. In this case there
has also been an investigator, i.e. organiser, ECN Implementation Renewable Energy, under which
umbrella this research was carried out. The Joint Venture is a corporate body under locallegislation for
PV systems and a credit facility.

1

Adapted from: "Solar International Botswana, Step by step approach" Edwin Schoon, ECN 1998
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The partners invest in working capita] for the Joint Venture. Local and international manufacturers
supply the Joint Venture with PV components according to quality standards set by the GEF. The
creàit is provided possibly from Green Funds and channelled through to a local bank. This bank
provides the customer with a credit to finance part of the PV system, which is paid back in regular
instalments to the bank. It is also possible to imagine a system where the borrowed money is recovered
by the joint venture, which will result in lower rates from the bank. This system is not preferred since it
is the purpose ofthe project to implement PV, not to be involved in local financial issues too much.
The Rural ServiceCentreis paid by the Joint Venture for maintenance andrepairs until the expiry of
Guarantee. After that, the customer pays the RSC for its services. The RSC also provides technica]
backup, installation and the providing of spare parts, as has been described in chapter 5.
Figure 9.1 shows the order in which the proposed project should be organised. With dotted lines, it is
indicated where a Large Energy Institution would come in for the provision of a Fee for Service. The
Ins ti tution would become part of the Joint V enture and attach its name to the PV product. The parts of
the system that are easily removed (Panel, Battery, Regulator) are leased out on a FeeforService basis.
The RSC would still be providing Service and Maintenance, paid on a contract basis by the PV leasing
facility. Green Funds or locally available capital could provide the capital needed for such a venture.
The collection of the service fees might be carried out by the local bank or a RDC.

Conclusion
For the implementation of cash sales, there is a need for a retailer and a rural service centre. For
systems sold on credit, there is an additional need for a bank. The bank will be responsible for recovery
of the loaned capital. When a fee for service is put in place, a Large Energy Institution is necessary to
provide a rural network and strong technica! foundation.
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9.2 Current commitment of parties
For an implementation project to be successful, the parties involved need to be committed to their
functions and responsibilities. In this stage of development, the current commitment of parties is an
important indicator of the chances of success. Table 9.2 gives an overview of the impression of the
researcher2•
Table 9.2: Parties with current commitment

Party
Department of Energy
ECN IRE
ENW Renewable Energy
Impact Solar Systems
Suppliers
Banks
ZESA

NeededinStage
Preparatiens
Preparatiens
Preparatiens
Preparatiens
Cash Sale
Credit Scheme
Fee for Service

Commitment
High
High
Medium
High
Medium

Low
Low'l

First in Table 9.2, a distinction is made between preparations, implementation, credit scheme and fee
for service. Currently the preparations are still ongoing and the implementation is not expected to start
until early 1999.
The Department of Energy is needed for general support in legislation procedures and possibly foreign
currency permits. ECN will take care of the organisation and might he an investor. ENW bas shown
interest in investing in a solar project in the region, he it preferably in co-operation with ZESA. Impact
Solar Systems is a local party that is highly interested in future co-operation. The suppliers have not
been involved in the preparatory stage. Nevertheless, they are not assumed to create a bottleneck.
Banks need to he convineed with a viabie business plan before any commitment is shown to the
project, but in principle local banks are already financing durable goods to people with regular income.
ZESA has shown interest in PV as a technology but bas indicated to focus on current (grid) activities at
this moment. However in later stages, as the GEF systems have proven to he successful, an increase in
interest is expected.

Conclusion
Given the current commitment of part ies, cash sales can take off by the beginning of 1999. The setting
up of a credit scheme requires more interest from International investors and local banks. The
implementation of a service fee is currently not an option.

9.3 Conclusions
Given the current commitment of parties, cash sales can take off by the beginning of 1999. The setting
up of a credit scheme requires more interest from Dutch investors and local banks. The implementation
of a service fee is currently not an option. For the implementation of cash sales, there is a need for a
retailer and a rural service centre. For systems sold on credit, there is an additional need for a bank.
The bank will he responsible for recovery of the loaned capital. When a fee for service is put in place, a
Large Energy Institution is necessary to provide a rural network and strong technical foundation.
2
3

Impressions through personal inteJViews and documents.
During the preparatory stage, while carrying out this research however, ZESA Eastem Area office has been more than helpful in assistance.
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PART 111: IMPLICATIONS
During the final section, the results will be reconsidered recollecting the main conclusions of the
report. The summary of conclusions will lead to recommendations on how to imptement will be
summarised, and according to scenarios and priorities, recommendations will be made.

10. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
The final chapter is a summary of the conclusions made throughout the chapters of this report From these condusions,
recommendations follow tor future efforts on implementation of PV. Using dedsion criteria tor the priorities of aims of the
project, these recommendations are ordered Furthermore, using a set of scenarios, tor the most important developments
related to the project, a realistic view is derived. T17e recommendations are ordered in the same way as the initia/ research
questions were posed.

10.1 Priorities and scenarios
The aim of PV implementation is the impravement of living conditions in rural areas. This needs to be
carried out with limited offers, i.e. it should not be fully based on aid. This implies the requirement of
commercial viability. Furthermore, the local capability should be employed and increased as much as
possible. However, this should not lead to a decrease in commercial viability. Thirdly, the
environmental gains as an effect of the use of PV are important, but considered inferior to the increase
in local capabilities. Summarising the above:
1) commercial viability
2) local capability;
3) environmental gains.
These priorities are used to classify the importance of recommendations further on.
In order to make recommendations for the future implementation of PV SHS in Manicaland, it is also
necessary to sketch a realistic scenario in terms of economie, institutional and technica] subjects. Table
10.1 summarises a historica} scenario, starting with business as usual. Secondly an optimistic view is
given with respect to the three subjects. Lastly, a realistic view is obtained by finding an intermediary
between these two scenarios.
From Table 10.1 the most probable 'realistic' scenario is drawn for the three main fields. The economy
is expected to reeover slowly from the troubled waters it is currently in. Therefore, the inflation,
devaluation and the level of real incomes are estimated rather conservatively. Most optimistic would be
0% intlation and no devaluation, however, in a developing country like Zimbabwe this will not occur
in the coming years.
The parties committing themselves to a PV implementation project have been included in the
institutional field. The co-operativeness of ZESA, banks, Dutch investors and Dutch development aid
for purposes of promotion are described again along a historica! profile, an optimistic view on cooperation and the expected situation. lt is clear that ZESA is not expected to be involved in a PV
project and that banks will be moderate in enthusiasm. Moreover, the preparedness to invest shall only
slowly increase when information on opportunities spreads, and a small commitment from the Dutch
Government is expected on the short term.
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Table 10.1: Determination of realistic scenario

Historica!

O~timistic

Realistic

5%
10%
10%

15%
25%
0%

Economie
Intlation
Devaluation
Real incames

30%
40%
-5%

lnstitutional
ZESA
Bankrates
Promotion funds
Dutch investors

No involvement

High involvement

lnvolvement after 3 years

Discount rate +5%

< Discount rate

Discount rate

No

Large campaign

Small campaign after 1 year

No dedicaticn

High dedication

Low dedication

Low quality

High quality

Medium quality

Only car batteries

Deep cycle

Low quality deep cycle

Slow rate

Stop

Slow rate

No reeharging

lncorporated in system

lntroduced after 2 years

No recycling

Large scheme after 1 year

Small marginal scheme in 3 years

Technica/
Local module production
Local battery production
Rural grid
Dry cell charging
Battery recycling

In the teehoical field, an estimation of the increase in technological capabilities cao be found as well as
developments with rechargeable batteries and the development of the rural electricity grid. On the part
of local capabilities, it is oot expected that high-quality components will be produced in the near
future. Still, the components will be of sufficient quality to be applied in a PV project. The expansion
of the electricity grid is oot expected to have any significant impact on the use of PV. The rate at which
it will expand shall be lower thao planned by the government, which is currently oot really affecting ao
implementation project.
The above leads to the observation that PV implementation in rural Manicaland is going to be a
complicated matter, although oot impossible. The economical elimate will not be optima} aod cooperation with local partners will require severe efforts on the part of the orgaoisers. Technological
capability will increase, but backup with imported components will continue to be necessary.

10.2 Marketing Strategy
Product
Next to wood, the major energy souree in rural areas, the main energy souree for radiosis disposable
batteries. The majority of TVs is powered by car batteries. For lighting, paraffin aod caodies are used
by the large majority ofhouseholds. In the fields oflighting, radio and TV, a PV SHS is ao economical
option.
Of the identified target group (65% of rural households), between 11 - 24% of the households are
considered able to afford cash a small sol ar system. For larger systems (> 18Wp) this range is 4 - 10%.
An estimated 8.5% of the families would be able to pay the instalments of a credit scheme, whereas
under a Fee for Service scheme, 35% have sufficient income.
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The smvey gathers evidence that an increase of growth in sales is to be expected in the coming years.
An increasing share of the PV SHS market is expected to consist of small (amorphous) systems. For
the following ten years, careful estimates of cash sales indicate 4000 small and 1,500 large systems to
be sold in Manicaland. A further 4000 large systems could be implemented under a credit scheme,
while a fee for service could lead to the implementation of an estimated 12,000 systems.

Price
PV SHS prices have been rising with an average of 12% per annum, while general intlation has been
averaging 25%. This means a decrease of price for PV systems in real terms. Further price decrease
can be achieved mainly through the lowering of the price of components. Local production could be of
great help in lowering these prices.
Electric lighting has a very high priority in rural families. Forty-five percent of the target group says
the family intends to buy a solar system, but only an estimated 24% can afford even a small system.
Over 20% of the households indicate that the instalment for PV under a credit scheme is not too much
to join. This indicates that more than the 8.5% of the households, as basedon the ability to pay, will be
interested. For the Fee for Service, the share of households that is prepared to pay the actual cost of the
service fee is justover 30%.

Distribution
The most interesting regions as PV SHS market are Resettiement Areas, Growth Points and lastly
Communal Lands. In order to provide a proper after sales service, a step by step approach is preferred
over targeting many areas simultaneously. The wards Mutanda, Ngomasha and Mpudzi in Mutare
Rural District provide the most promising areas to start with an implementation program.

Promotion
Of the households in the target group, 60% know what a PV system is. Of these people, over 90%
know a family with a PV system and claim that almost 95% are satisfied with the system. Only 16%
are aware that the price of a PV system depends on power. Of the households that intend to buy a PV
system, over 56% think they can cook with the system. There is a great need for the dissemination of
information on PV system in rural areas.
Eighty percent of the present users indicate to be satisfied with the system. The main part of the
unsatisfied households indicates they would wish more power coming from the system. To raise the
awareness and the willingness to pay, people should be informed in detail during community meetings,
backed up by radio advertisement on a regional radio station.

It is therefore recommended that:

An implementation program is started with a small (18Wp) system and a 45WP system on cash
basis, in the most prosperous areas. The favourable areas to start a program are the wards
Mutanda, Ngomasha and Mpudzi. Contact should be sought with local authorities about future
implementation plans. The three areas should each be provided with a Rural Service Centre,
supplied from Mutare.
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Furthermore, 45 WP systems should be implemenled onder a credit scheme in the short term,
after a period of a year for preparations. Prices of the systems should provide in an operational
margin indoding teehoical support and a safety margin.
In order to increase awareness, during community meetings, people should be explained about
the possibilities of PV SHS. The detailed information is best spread by means of this traditional
channel. Moreover, by means of radio advertisement, people should be made a ware of an
implementation project itself as wellas the broad knowledge about PV.

10.3 Sustainability Aspects -Technica!
Components
A typical PV Solar Home System consistsof a PV module, a controller, a battery, a number of lights
and outiets for 12V appliances. The PV module generates DC electricity from light. Crystalline
modules are more expensive than amorphous modules but have a Jonger lifetime than the Jatter. Above
a discount rate of 9% however, the present value of renewing amorphous modules becomes cheaper
than buying a crystalline module on credit. The controller is necessary for the proteetion of the battery.
An important impravement would be the incorporation of a reliable charge state indication.
Lights should be of the locally available TL type. Insect penetration should not be possible in order to
safeguard long operation. Locally available deep cycle batteries deserve preferenee of application,
however, for low-cost systems automotive battenes are preferred. Wiring must be of sufficient
diameter to avoid power loss in the wiring itself. The use of 12VDC in the kitchen for purposes of
lighting requires a diameter larger than 2.5 mm2 in 46% of the households. Switches and outiets in the
PV system are allowed to be of the 240 VAC type as long as these are clearly marked of carrying
12VDC.
For all cash sales, installation should be an option. Proper information is required on possibilities and
limits of the system, furthermore, some basic spare parts must be delivered with the system. Systems
sold under a credit scheme need to be very reliable during the payback period in order to diminish
defaulting in payment. Therefore, components must be rigid and difficult to steal.
Fee for Service systems should be divided in a customer part and an imptementing party part: the most
difficult to remove (wiring, switches, outlet) should belong to the customer. This is can also be referred
to as a division in a supplying part and a using part of the solar installation. Battery boxes should be
incorporated with the controller and be inaccessible to the user. Modules need to be rigidly fastened on
poles or with a cage around to proteet against theft.
Through the GEF Quality Standards, a good measure of technica! capability has been introduced. The
Standard Daily Average Battery Charge is suggested in these standards as an aid in designing a PV
system. This metbod pegs the minimum average amount of charge available form the system, thus
limiting the planned daily demand. For Zimbabwean circumstances, the SDABC is proposed to be
4.5*Ip, while the battery should have a capacity of 30* lp.
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User training
User training should lead to the confidence and responsible attitude towards the functioning and
maintenance of the PV system. The expected number of homestead residents and thus the probable
number of users of a PV system is 6. About half of these inhabitants will be below the age of 15 years.
The provided user manual should be accessible for the majority of the family, in order to back up this
effort.
Rural Service Centre
Technician training should be focussed on the difference between 240VAC and 12VDC installations.
Technicians should be able to detect faulty components and have sufficient knowledge to carry out
basic repairs.
The accessibility of a homestead, the means of communication and the available manpower determine
the speed of after sales service. Considering service area radius and transport option properties, each
technician needs a bicycle. The provision of components as well as installations necessitates a
motorbike or a 4X4 vehicle. Using stores and schools as 'post office' , the communication between
customers and the technician can be greatly enhanced. A RSC should be servicing 50-100 households
while the technician should be stimulated to develop related services next to PV maintenance.
ft is therefore recommended that:

Apart from the PV modules, all local components are to be used. If PV module assembly of
sufficient quality takes off, these should be incorporated in the system. Installation should be
made available for all PV systems. For credit scheme and fee for service systems, the instanation
should be compulsory. Moreover, technical backup should be made available for Do It Yourself
packages.
PV systems should be designed according to GEF standards. Systems sold on credit have to
consist of rigid (and thus relatively expensive) components and difficult to steal. PV systems
implemented under Fee for Service will be leased as an easy removable supplier part. This part
should however again be difficult to steal. The user part is to be financed by the initial
conneetion fee, while the instanation costs can be recovered through the lease fee. This implies a
minimum conneetion period.
Technician training should be focussed on properties of 12VDC systems compared to 240VAC in
order to minimise cost and training period. The number of systems to be serviced by one
technician should not exceed 100. Technicians should be stimulated to develop related services
next to PV maintenance. Furthermore, they should be provided with basic tools and a bicycle.
Stores and schools should be used as an extra means of communication between costomers and
technicians.
User training should be provided during sale and installation. A user manual providing
accessible for young as well as illiterate people should back up user training.
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10.4 Sustainability Aspects - Environmental
The substitution of paraffin by PV lighting will result in a C02 ahatement of an estimated 1,873 tonnes
per year. This is a, however little, contribution to the diminishing of C02 production and the related
problem of global warming.
The introduetion of PV SHS will have a positive effect on the amount of respiratory diseases in rural
areas.
The introduetion of PV Solar Home Systems with a battery charger in households could result in
avoiding all dry cell batteries currently used by these households. This will result in an avoidanee of
36,000 kg of heavy metal disposal per year in the ecosystem of Manicaland.
By introducing PV systems, the use of car batteries can be diminished by over 1,200 per year.
Furthermore the putting up of a recycling structure, easily related to the setting up of a technica!
structure for the maintenance of PV systems, can decrease the uncontrolled disposal of about 380 tons
of lead in the ecosystem of Manicaland.
ft is therefore recommended that:

The use of PV systems for lighting should be promoted above the use of traditionallighting. PV
systems in the project should include a battery charger to decrease the use of dry eeD batteries.
For this, rechargeable batterles should also be introduced and promoted. The project should
include a recycling structure for Lead-Acid batteries. This requires the co-operation of a battery
manufacturer and suppliers. In this way, the environmental benefits of PV implementation cao
be optimised.

10.5 Sustainability Aspects - Economical
Using a flexible loan with a financial institution, the financing of PV systems under a credit scheme is
feasible. Assuming a ten-year project with sales as estimated in this study, the necessary loans can be
paid back as early as year 7. The implementation of a credit scheme for PV under current economie
conditions in Zimbabwe is economically feasible. In case sales levels are suppressed by 50% the return
on investment decreases but the feasibility is not endangered.
With arealinterest rate of up to 10%, the cash flow of the credit scheme remains positive, albeit that
profit is suppressed. This indicates that the economical feasibility is not endangered by a temporary
difference in inflation and re-discount rate. The feasibility of the implementation of a credit scheme is
endangered in case of devaluation of the Zimbabwe dollar with 10% per annum or more.
ft is therefore recommended that:

A credit scheme with a flexible loan arrangement will be organised with a commercial bank. In
order to save the project from damage due to fluctuations in the economy, prices for PV SHS
should be adjusted according to rates inflation and devaluation.
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10.6 Organisational Structure
There are several actors in the field of PV implementation projects in Zimbabwe. The market has been
dominared by the GEF project, which boosted implementation mainly through a credit scheme. In the
field of PV SHS implementation, JICA is an important player in the near future. The number of PV
companies is large, ho wever the base of the majority of these companies is weak.
For the implementation of cash sales, there is a need for a retailer and a rural service centre. For
systems sold on credit, there is an additional need for a bank. The bank will be responsible for recovery
of the loaned capital. When a fee for service is put in place, a Large Energy Institution is necessary to
provide a rural network and strong teehoical foundation.
Given the current commitment of parties, cash sales can take off by the beginning of 1999. The setting
up of a credit scheme requires more interest from Dutch investors and local banks. The implementation
of a service fee is currently not an option.
It is therefore recommended that:

To prevent overlap with other implementation efforts, close contact should be kept with the
Department of Energy. In order to increase the willingness to invest, international investors
should be informed in more detail on PV opportunities in Zimbabwe. For cash sales, cooperation should be developed with the strongest local supplier, instead of starting up a new
business. Rural Service Centres should be initiated in the three most promising areas. Later on
the number of areas cao be increased step by step. Close contact should be kept with ZESA to
enhance the possibility of future co-operation.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire
REV 4 (19 Feb.)

D

Confidential PV Implementation Questionnaire
1b) Name of Ward : ................................................................
1c) Name of District : .............................................................
1d) Name of Interviewer : ......................................................
1e) Date of interview: ............................................................
Please fi/1 out these data before the actual inteNiew starts

Please explain who you are, why you are conducting a survey and who you are representing.
Characterlstics of the famlly
OMale

2a) Sex of respondent:
Please tick.
2b) What is your age?
Please tick.

0 Female

0 younger than 20 Years
0 21-40 Years
0 41-60 Years
0 older than 60 Years
0 Head
0 Spouse
0 Son I Daughter
0 Other, namely: •..•.....•..•...

2c) What is your position in your family?
Please tick.

2d) What is the highest education you have enjoyed?
2e} How many people does your famlly count in total?
•.•.•...... people.
lncluding Head of the family, all wives and their children (if applicable).
2f) How many of these family members live and aat on your premises?
......•.... people.
2g) How many non-family members live and aat on your premises?
........... people.
2h) How many people of your family are currently economlcally active?
(i.e. have a job, employed, workon own land
........... people. ( lf 0, Go to 2k).
2i)What is the job category of these employed people?
(Piease state number behind relevant category).
Agriculture for others
Communal Farmer
Stock farmino for others
Services
Mining & Construction
Manufacturing
Education
Business & Finance
Machine operators
Law & Security
Transport
Clerks & Secretanes
Government
Director & Manager
Others, namely: .............................................................................................................

2D How many of the employed family membars usually reside in the city?
........... people.
2k) Famlly membars aHending education:

Type:

I

I

Pre
Primary
Number:
21) How many caHie do you have? (lf no, state 0) ........... caHie.

I

Secondary

Characterlstlcs of the environment
3a) How long does it take you to walk to the naarest tarred road?
........... minutes.
3b) How long does it take you to walk to the naarest gravel road?
........... minutes.
3c) How long does it take you to walk to the naarest shops?
(at least a general store)

........... minutes.

Univarsity

3d) How long does it take you to walk to the naarest water source?
0 •.•.••..•.. minutes.
0 Tappad water
3e) How many huts are on your premises?
........... huts.
lneluding kitehen, store hut, sleeping hut, if applicable
3f) How many modern type {> 1 room) of bulldings are built on your premises?
Write 0.5 if brick structure is not finished yet
........... modern buildings.
3g) How many rooms are in this modern type of building{s), if finished?
........... rooms; ............. rooms.
3h) What kind of roofing is found on the sleeping/living structure?
Please tick.
0 Thatch
0 Asbestos
0 Corrugated Iron
OWood
0 Other, namely: ..............
3i) What is the approximate dlstanee between the sleeping/living and kitchen?
Please use your measure-rope tor this; lf all in one building, please state 0.
........... metre{s).
Famlly Energy Use

4a) What kind of energy souree do you generally use for cooklng?
lf more sourees are used, tick Mostly; Sametimes
Mostly
Somatimes
Wood
0
0
0
0
Parallin
Gas
0
0
0
Electricity
0
Other: ..............
0
0
4b) What kind of energy souree do you generally use for llghting?
/f more sourees are used, tick Mostly; Sametimes
Mostly
Sometlmes
Wood
0
0
Candles
0
0
Parallin
0
0
Gas
0
0
Dry cell batteries
0
0
(Car) Battery
0
0
Solar
0
0
ZESA-Grid
0
0
Other:..................
0
4b) What kind of energy souree do you generally use for spaee heating?
lf more sourees are used, tick Mostly, Sametimes
Mostly
Somatimes
Wood
0
0
Gas
0
0
ZESA-Grid
0
0
Other:...................
0
0
4c) Do you own a refrigerator?
OYes
lf No, go to 4e
ONo
4d) How is your refrigerator powered?
0 Parallin
OGas
0 Solar
OZESAGrid
0 Other, namely: ............
4e) Do you own a radio?
OYes
lf No, go to 4g
ONo
4f) How is your radio powered?
0 Dry cell batteries
0 (Car) Battery
0 ZESAGrid
0 Other, namely: ............
4g) Do you own a TV?
OYes
lf No, go to 4i
ONo
4h) How is your TV powered?
0 (Car) Battery
OZESAGrid
0 Other, namely: ...........

c

4i) Do you own and use any of the following appliances?
Multiple answers possible

D Eiectric clock
D Electric Fan
D Sewing machine
D Battery charger
D Video recorder
D Other electrical equipment,
namely: ........................................

4j) How much do you spend weekly/monthly on firewood?
Weekly
Monthly
DO$
DOS
D0 - 10$
00-50$
D more than 10 $ D more than 50 $
4k) How much do you spend weeklylmonthly on Dry cell batteries?
Weekly
Monthly
DO$
DOS
D0-5$
D0-25S
D more than 5 $
D more than 25 S
0 Don't know, but I use:
••••..••..• batterles of type: •.••...• /month
41) How many candles do you use per weeklmonth?
Weekly
Monthly
D 0 candles
D Ocandles
D 1 - 2 candles
D 1 - 6 candles
D 3 - 4 candles
D 7- 12 candles
D more than 12 candles
D morethan 4
4m) How much do you spend monthiy on paraffin?
Weekly
Monthly
DO$
00$
D 1 -5$
D 1-10$
D 6- 10$
D 11-20$
D 11-15$
D 21-40$
D 16-20$
D 41-80 S
D more than 20 $ 0 more than 80 $
4n) In case you are connected to ZESA, could I see your electriclty bliJ?
(Write monthly amount paid for electricity)
............................... $
4o) Do you spend money on the following other sourees of energy?
lf yes, please state a monthly average expenditure
D Diesel ••••••••••••••••• $
D Petrol for car ..•••••...••••••• $
D Petrol other .......•..•...•.. $
OOi!
•..•...•...••...• $
D Karosene .•.••••.•••..•..•.$
D Gas
...••••.•..••••.• $
PV Awareness

5a) Do you haveaSolar System?
(observation)
lf Yes, go to 5h
5b) Do you know what a Solar Systems is?
lf No, refer to short explanation of PV SHS
andgoto6a

DYes

DNo

DYes
DNo

5c) Solar Systems supply less electrlclty than a conneetion to ZESA. What do you thlnk a Solar System can be
used for?
Lighting
DYes
DNo
Refrigeration
DYes
DNo
Heating water with a geyser
DNo
DYes
lroning
DNo
DYes
Cooking
DYes
DNo
Other, namely: •••••••••••••••••••••
5d) What do you think is the price of a Solar system?
Ask respondent for an estimate
0 ...................... $
D Depends on power: •.•.•...••.••..•
D Don'tknow
5e) Do you know a family who owns a Solar System?
DYes
D No (Go to 5g)

5f) Is the family which owns the solar system generally satlsfied with the system?
OYes
ONo
(lf people have ZESA, go to 6a)
5g) lf you heard of Solar Systems, why don't you own one?
(Go to 6a)
Reason: ..................................
0 .................. $
5h) What did you pay for the Solar System?
(lf bought under GEF, please tick)
GEF:
0 Yes
0 No
Si) What is the power of the panel?
..•............ Wp
Don't Know, but originally .... lights.
5k)ln which year dld you purchase the system?
19 ....
51) Are you Generally satlsfied with the system?
0 Yes
ONo
Sm) What could, according to you, be improvements to your system?

Family priorities

6a) What is the importance of the following items for you, to have in your house?
Use your drawings tor this question, Let respondent indicate a hierarchy (1 .. 7)
PI ace:
Refrigeration
Teievision
Radio
Fan
Lighting
Clock
Telephone

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0
0
0
D
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
D
D
0
D
0
0

0
0
0
0
D
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
D
0

D
0
0
0
0
0
D

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6b) Let us assume that you would buy a Solar System. What would be the application you would be the most
interesteel in?
Let respondent indicate a hierarchy (1 .. 3)
Place:
Lighting
Refrigeration

w

1

2

3

0
D
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

(/f supplied by ZESA or owning a PV Solar Home System, go to la)
Let us assume now, that you would have the option to buy a 4-/ight system with power fora TV and Radio under a credit
scheme. /nstalments would be monthly, quarterly of yearly, over a period of 3 years. The total value of the equipment
would amount up to

$18,000.
6c) What would be a too expensive monthly lnstalment, that you would choose not to partake In the credit
schema?
0 more than 500 $/month
Explain that the instalments cou/d also be made
0 401 - 500 $/month
seasonal, but the amount is still given per month
0 301 - 400 $/month
D 201 - 300 $/month
D 101 -200 $/month
D even 100 $ $/month is too much
6d) What would be an acceptable level of monthly Instalment that you would agree upon?
0 even more than 500 $/month
0 401 - 500 $/month
0 301 - 400 $/month
0 201 -300 $/month
0 101 -200 $/month
0 even 100$ $/month is too much
6e) What would be a price level of instalments that you would start doubting the guallty of the system?
D •..••...•..... $/month
0 Don't know

6f) What would, accordlng to you, be an acceptable deposit, to pay for the wirlng, and installatlon?
D more than 5000 $ not to much
D 4001 - 5000 $
D 3001 - 4000 $
D 2001 - 3000 $
D 1001-2000$
D less than 1000 $

Let us assume now, that you have the option to acquire a 4-/ight solar system with power for TV and Radio, for which you
would have to pay a conneetion fee and afterwards a monthlv 'electricitv bil/'. The system however, would not be yours but
v1ould belang to ZESA. You would have to keep on paying the same bil/ every month, whi/e ZESA would take care of
maintenance.
6g) What would you conslder a too high conneetion fee (deposlt), causlng you to not partake in such a scheme?
D more than 2000 $
D 1001-2000$
D 500-1000$
D less than 500 $
6h) What would you conslder a fair monthly rate to pay for the provlded service?
D more than 200 $/month
D 151 -200 $/month
D 126- 150 $/month
D 101- 125 $/month
D 76 - 100 $/month
D 50 - 75 $/month
D less than 50 $/month
6i) Now, for Solar Systems there could be two optlons, one Is a credit scheme, where you pay for a system In
three years, after which the system is your own • Another option would be to hire a Solar System with monthly
lnstalments (like an 'electricity bill'), while the system would belong to ZESA. What would you prefer?
(Explain that a ZESA system requires endless
D Prefer buying
payments)
D Prefer monthly rates
5j) Do you intend to buy a Solar System during next year?
DYes
D Maybe
D No Because:
........................................................................................................................ (Go to la)
6k) How much would you be prepared to pay cash for a tour-light system, lf it was to be installed In your house?
....................... $

Family living condit/ons
Finally, to be able to analyse your answers, could we ask you some personaf questions about your fami/y?
7a) Do you grow your own food?
DYes
(!f No, go to 7d)
7b) Dld you sell part of theerop in 1997?
DYes
7c) Did you borrow malze under the Government loan scheme last year?
DYes
7d) Could you glve us an indication of your monthly expendlture?
.................. $/month
7e) How much savlngs do you have at this moment?
Ask respondent tor an indication
D No savings
D iess than 1000 $
D 1000-2000$
D 2001 - 3000 $
D 3001 - 5000 $
D 5001 - 8000 $
D more than 8000 $
7f) How much, if any, tax did you pay last year?
.................... $

0

No

D No
DNo

Now we are running to the end of the questionnaire.
Is there anything you would like to add or comment on this survey?
Comments:

We would 1/ke to thank you very much for your co-operatlon and want to lnform you that all responses wlll be
treated confidentially and wlth the greatest care.

Appendix B: Non-response with stated reasons
(Buhera District):
1. Only children at home
2. Interviewee called away
3. Rusband does the talking, afraid of getting into trouble if the woman did speak, since
he was absent
4. Refused to talk, she doesn't know anything
5. Only children at home
6. Nobody home
7. Memhers family of the apostolic sect; gone to church
8. Nobody home
9. Interviewee called away; had to kill a snake
IO.Nobody home
11.0nly crulelren at home
12.0nly a visitor to the family present
13.0nly children at home
14.Nobody home (went toa funeral)
15.House locked; nobody home

93 Questionnaires, with a total of 108 aimed homesteads, leads to a non-response of 14%.
Classified reasons:

Classified reason
Considered non-authorised
Nobody found present
Other priorities
Interview aversion

Frequency
6
6
2
1

Percenta~e

40%
40%
13%
7%

of total non-response

Appendix C: Comment of Respondents
At the end of the survey, all respondents got a chance of co romenting on the research. Below, the
literal comment given is shown, to get an indication of how the research was interpreted by
respondents.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

I am sure the owner of the shop would want a solar system installed; GEF farms available
We are tired of this solar business; toe many people come and ask us
18000$ sounds toe expensive; especially since it costs less in RSA lor example
1don't want anything from you and I don't want headache. I want things that pump in money and net out.
We like the idea but we have no money lor a solar system
We have got our solar panel, is it possible te have all appliances connected lor us?
The researchers should get more access te the people; by advertising on the radio and in churches
What you are talkingabout of supplying PV systems is a goed development; we would like it. Hurry up. GEF farms
available
Sametimes the solar systems are stolen
I think that se lar energy is best si nee it saves our forestry
I have learnt a lot about the solar power and I wish I can have ene si nee it seems more economical than ZESA
I hope I will get asolar system very soon befere the prices go up
1t is very good because you enlighten us
Can the solar people please quicken their project because we have problems with lirewood
We are poer
lt's Okay; weneed lor lighting and cooking
We want the solar system but most unfortunately we do net have the money; there is nothing we can do
We would like solar but yours is expensive; we are poer
lt's net that we don't want te have solar it's just that we are restricted by money and the eest of solar
Solar is toe expensive and I don't !hink that I can afford it. I would want te put asbestos on my house first
Thank you lor telling memoreabout the solar system
I really want te have solar installed in my house
11 possible could you reduce the total amount from 18000$
We would also wantsolar and we hope te purchase ene soon
I want te buy cash
We are tired of parallin lamps; we hope you will be quick te save us
l am afraid about your presence; I have te know really who you are because you may want te familiarise and steal my
solar system
When will we expect to get this scheme going?
My children want te buy it lor me and they are prepared since they wanled te conneet ZESA but it is taking toe long
Weneed progress and it's goed that the scheme be awarded earlier when we still have the savings. We must always
be in touch with ZESA lor developments
I don't want te hear about ZESA; I give them 0 out of 20 because I am basically renting the system . I want sernething
that belengs te me
lt would be efficient te have such things as the solar installed
Since you have come te interview us we would like te know when they are coming se that we can start keeping
{saving} the money
We can't buy on credit because we are self-employed. We can't produce pay-slips. But we have the money
Solar would help me a lot as a peultry farmer but I wish I could have a phone conneeled te it se I could reach my
buyers
Solar is a goed alternative but I just can't afford it
How long does a solar panel last?
I could never pay cash
Reduce the price of solar from 18000$ te about 15000$
Please hurry with the credit scheme, my parents will be greatly interestad
I definitely will have a solar installed in my house
I just wish I will have a solar panel ene day
Thank you lor telling more about solar systems
Solar is expensive
Solar is valuable but is rather expensive lor the average persen
I think solar is better than ZESA especially if you buy your own panels
I wish I could afford asolar panel
Solar is very goed it's only that I heard of it late
lt's expensive and I can't afford it
Would rather have a generator because solar has a limited power output
Are we going te give solar panels lor !ree?
We would love assistance in the way of transport in order te sell our erop in town because that is our biggast limiting
factor in allerding solar
I would be glad if you net only did a survey but would really try te help us
We have always wanled te haveasolar but the limiting thing is finance
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I am very much interested in the credit scheme
A!though he answered questions, cannot afford to buy a solar panel, complains that he has a lot of responsibilities
We hope that people will be encouraged to buy solars because it is good; was asking lor a quotatien lor a secend PVs
We want the solar; I would have liked my name to be written because I want the solar right now
We hope that these solars will come soon
Would rather buy my own {PV system} because it will always beleng to me
We are too poer to afford to buy solar
Everybody wants solar but we want an henest deal; 10000$ and 7-1 Oyears to pay
I am very much interested in solar and I am willir.g to try the scheme
Could you reduce the price to about 9000$
lf we could get solar energy at a reasanabie price I think most rural areas would start to develop
I think solar is a better alternative to ZESA
They have to consider some old people on their scheme if they are not able to pay
I think solar is cheaper than ZESA especially if you buy it
Could not answer the questions {on income} because she is only a daughter
Why can't I cook or iron with solar?
lf it rains tor a long time, what happens to the system?
Could not answer most financial questions {spouse}
lt is nice to have solar systems but when you have ZESA cables in your field it is better to suffer once and install ZESA
Is the solar power generaled affected by altitude?
Solar is sernething we hope to get later when our child is older and we have better harvests which {enables us to}
afford such a luxury
I love solar very much
Is this nota way of trying to get people's money lor nothing? Anyway, we hope this comes soon; had a quotatien from
town lor 9000$
! !:Jought a solar but returned it because it was not functioning well
lt {is} good lor development's sake to be able to offer us solar systems on a credit basis; please hurry, we are very
much interested
I am interested in solar because as a nurse I am very much concerned about hygiene; Would like to use fridge with
PVs, enabling to buy meat
What happens {to the price} when I want a3-light system solar panel insteadof a4-light system?
I would rather have electricity from ZESA
I would like to commend you lor this research; you uplilt people's lifestyles
We thank you that you have come to teach us; So many times people are lelt behind by progress due to ignorance;
you show the way forward.
We appreciate asolar because we can't afford electricity from ZESA
The survey is good
Prices should be reasonable and also educate people on how to maintain and use solar
I don't {think} solar would be viabie because ZESA is already installing their {electricity} grids so the marketability of
solar would be low
It's a good {credit}scheme, we hope it will succeed
I am too old to partake in credit schemes
Though l'm considering solar, it has got its limitations
I !hink Solar is a very good idea
I can't afford the solar system
Solar is a very good alternative to ZESA and I want to behavingit by 1999
I wish I could also get a solar panel
"The man was too old didn't want to co-operate; didn't want to discuss money, cause he doesn't have any; his children
provide him with basics"
"He was semi-deal and not very co-operative"
I wish we could have solar here because my father is getting old and my parents need to enjoy a comfortable
re! irement
lf we could get solar energy at a reasanabie price I think most rural areas would start to develop
11 we could get donors to help subsidise our payments lor the solar systems, we would be better able to afford
lnformation should be ready by july; I sell my crops in July so if the solar is available in July, I will buy
Can I conneet a solar system to a refrigerator? I would want that, how can it be possible?
lf I buy a solar system will the company do the connection? I! I buy a system and I am not satisfied, can 1 return it?
Is there a system that can be used lor a factory machine?
$18000 is too much to have to pay in three years si nee erop harvests are unpredictable; maybe in live years is better
We like the project and hope the solar will come soon
I really want the solar panel now-now!
I don't want anything; I am quite happy with what I already have
Questionnaire too long
Solar energy is sernething I definitely would want tor my home
Can I pay alter a year lor a solar system
Is there any guarantee lor the solar and lor how long is it due? We want the company that instalis the panel and make
a regular check on the functioning of the solar
Teil us in advance about your coming to sell to us. Let us know so that we can sort out our money (and I don't want to
hear about ZESA)
We need help so that we can all afford to buy solar panels some day
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Please hurry up, we desperately need to try out your solar
Group Jending should be encouraged
Questionnaire too long
I want more solars because my houses are too many
Have interest but l'd buy if I had money
The research is very infonnative
Please hurry, I need one desperately
Since we are so close to the main road and shops, we would opt for ZESA first
I would have ZESA, because it does notrestriet you when in comes to the number of things you can use
Your project would greatly help us, low income people
There are smal! panels, can you not loan us these, then we pay little by little
You should also look at pumping of water
When do you think this will be implemented?
Can I do my own connections since connecting seems to be expensive
$18000 is expensive
I would like one with inverters for a fridge. So I would like to hear from you if you have them or not
We cannot afford the so!ar systems and would wish for loans
We are having problems because it is forcing us to use radios, TV and lights. The battery is giving problems - I hope
your systems will not be like this
A very good programme Uplift our living conditions here in the rural areas
You should give feedback or else people will not be willing to answer questions
$18000 is not too much in three years as long as you have the money; buys solars for $200
We wish you would co-operate with us in near future giving feedback on the research study
Life is hard these days, things are costly. We can't afford luxuries, let alone basics
How soon can you bring them? Weneed them soon
{Prefer monthly rates} because if I have to pay $60 I can manage that every month, even during the drought. Which I
won't be able to do when I buy one
Some of the information was not readily available especially in the sectien of money
I hope you don't want to take anything away from us
We'd like a quotalion on the various types of solar and prices
Are we not going to be arrested?
"Wanted to know where to get asolar to buy"

Appendix D: Operationalisations for Survey "Confidential PV
Implementation Questionnaire"
Variabie

Indicator

Ûj)_erator

MM

General

External Factors

Initiative interview
Date interview
District
NumherofWard
# of years of education
Age category
Sex
Position in family
# of minutes walking to gravel road
# of minutes walkin_g_ to tarred road
# of minutes walking to water
souree
# of minutes walking to shops
# of memhers helonging to a family
# of non-family memhers sleeping
on homestead
#of memhers usually eating on
homestead
#of working people usually
residing in the city
# of huts on homestead
# of modern structures on
homestead
#of rooms in modern structure (s)
Type of roof on living/sleeping
structure
Distance sleeping-cooking structure
# of economically active memhers
# of memhers attending pre-school
# of memhers attending primary
# of memhers attending secondary
# of memhers attending university
# of economically dependent
memhers
Know what a PV system is
Know a family with PV system
Possihility to heat water with a PV
SHS
Possihility to iron with a PV SHS
Possihility to cook with a PV SHS
Possihility to light with a PV SHS
Possihility to refrigerate with a PV
SHS
Ahility to name a price

In iint
Datint
Distri
Wardnu
Higedu
Ageres
Sexres
Posfam
Gramin
Tarmin
Watmin

Respondent
positioning

1

Family Characteristics

I
I

Accessihility to
Services

Size

I

I

Housing
conditions

I

I
I

i

I
I

i
I
I

Structure

Awareness

General

I

Capahilities of PV
SHS

i
Price

Shomin
Famtot
Nonfam
Fameat
Famcit
Hutnum
Modnum
Totroo
Rootyp
Kitdis
Fameco
Edupre
Edupri
Edusec
Eduuni
Chedep
Pvskno
Fampvs
Heapos
Iropos
Coopos
Ligpos
Refpos

I Pripvs

Willingness to Pay

I

Price range for
credit scheme
Price range for
Fee for Service
Priority of
appliances

Priority of PV
appliances
Attitude towards
acquiring PV SHS

I

!

II

Price range cash

II

Ability to Pay

Attitude towards
PVSHS
Family assets

I

I
j

I

Family
expenditure
Family savings
Income souree

Indication of prieelpower
dependenee
No answer on doubtful price PV
SHS
Acceptable deposit
Acceptable monthly instaBment
Too expensive instaBment
Fair monthly rate
Too expensive conneetion fee
Priority indication for TV
Priority indication for Radio
Priority indication for Lighting
Priority indication for Clock
Priority indication for Telephone
Priority indication for Fan
Priority indication for Refrigerator
Priority indication for Lighting
Priority indication for TV
Priority indication for Refrigerator
Intention to buy next year
Reason for not in tending to buy
Preferenee of Credit/Fee for
Service
Price prepared to pay for a cash
system
Reason for not owning a PV SHS

Powdep

Aceede
Accein
Toexin
Famora
Toexcf
Pritvs
Prirad
Prilig
Priclo
Pritel
Prifan
Priref
Pvprli
Pvprtv
Pvprfe
Pvbuin
Npvrea
Prbumo

# of own cattie
Owning of car
Owning of radio
OwningofTV
Owning of refrigerator
Owning of PV system
# of other appliances
Monthly expenditure
Tax payed in 1997
Current savings
# of people in communal farming
# of people in stock farming
#of people in mining/construction
# of people in education
# of people in machine operation
#of people in secretary/clerk
# of people in director/manager
# of people in agriculture for others
# ofpeople in services
# of people in manufacturing
# of people in business/finance
#of people in law/security

Catnum
Carown
Radown
Tvsown
Friown
Pvsown
Appown
Monexp
Taxpay
Savind
EccaOl
Ecca02
Ecca03
Ecca04
Ecca05
Ecca06
Ecca07
Ecca08
Ecca09
EccalO
Eccall
Ecca12

Noanin

Pvscas
Nopvre

# of people in transport
# of people in govemment
Food supply

Energy alternatives

I

Energy
ex penditure

Energy souree
choice

Present PV systems

j Technica! features

Purebase features
I

IDiscarded indicators:

U ser satisfaction

Growing own food
Selling part of erop
Borrowed maize in 1997
Monthly expenditure on candles
Monthly expenditure on dry cells
Monthly expenditure on wood
Monthly expenditure on ZESA
Monthly expenditure on paraffin
Monthly expenditure on other
Mostly cooking souree
Sometimes cooking souree
Mostly heating souree
Mostly lighting souree
Sometimes lighting souree
Radio power souree
TV power souree
Refrigerator power souree
Power of panel
Suggested improvements
Year of purebase
Price paid for system
Bought under GEF
User satisfied with performance

Ecca13
Ecca14
Ownfoo
Selcro
Maibor
Canexp
Dryexp
Wooexp
Eleexp
Parexp
Othexp
Coomos
Coosom
Reamos
Ligmos
Ligsom
Radpow
Tvspow
Fripow
Panpow
Pvsimp
Puryea
Pvspri
Pvsgef
Satpv2

1) Level of instaBment that would cause people to doubt the quality of the system. Firstly, it
tumed out that such a level does not really exist in Zimbabwe; if somebody can supply a
system for a certain price, it will be OK. The results had to be discarded since the question
was often interpreted as being the price for a total system instead of installments for a system
supplied on a credit scheme.
2) Energy souree sometimes used for heating. Zimbabweans do not really feel they are using
wood to keep warm, since the hut in which usually is cooked, is also the place in which the
food is being consumed. This hut is generally very smoky and hot, caused by the fire that is
(mostly) used to cook the food. A source, used sometimes for heating was not named, and
thus the indicator has no empirica! value.

Appendix E: Sampling Details
Below, the details of sampling are given. As an example, In Nechavara, 7,019 people live, spread
over 1,345 households, consirlering an average size of 5.5 people per household. During the
survey, 33 households were interviewed, representing 2.45% of all households. Furthermore,
22.9% of all interviews were conducted in the district Buhera. An average of 1.93% of the
households in a ward were interviewed.

District
Mutasa
(10.8 %)

Mutare
(13.3 %)
!

Buhera
(13.3 %)

Wards Researched

Population
(1998 est.)
04: Mandeya
12,055
10: Sarnaringa
8,641
21: Penhalonga
3,513
11 ,524
24: Gonde/Nyakujara
21,265
02: Mutanda
12: Ngomasha
8,422
7,630
22: Mpudzi
30: Chiadzwa
7,263
09: Dorowa
I 6,333
14: Murambinda
9,954
I
16: Nechavara
7,019

Total
Total Manicaland
% of Manicaland represented

#ofHH

1,871,130

2621
1878
763
2505
4211
1668
1511
1438
1231
1907
1345
21,078
350,590

5.54

5.35

103~619

#of
interviews
37
35
38
39
68
42
37
18
30
30
33
407

Table XX: Representauon of areas m survey

• Calculated using the average household size per district from Census 1992

%
of %of
HH
interviews
1.41
1.86
4.98
36.6
1.56
1.61
2.52
2.45
40.5
1.25
2.44
1.57
22.9
2.45
1.93
100

Appendix F: Wealth Indicator
The Wealth Indicator (WI) has been introduced to aggregate data on family assets in a relative
way. lts unit is Z$, but no absolute relation with family assets is meant. Still, it is assumed it will
indicate the relative wealth of the interviewed households, since the Monthly expenditure of a
family, as well as the paid tax in 1997 is not a reliable indicator of family wealth.

I Table F.1 : Calculation of Wealth Indicator
!Indicator
Owning a PV svstem
Owning cattie
Owning car
Owning radio
Owning TV
Owning mise. appliances
Monthly_ ExQenditure
Total

I

Wealth Indicator Addition
Z$ 2,500
Z$ 2,000 each
Z$10,000
Z$ 500
Z$ 2,000
Z$ 500 each
2 * monthly expenditure

Sum of all indicators

The Wealth Indicator is expected to overestimate the wealth ofthe poor and underestimate the
wealth of the (very) rich. This is caused because the various assets used to calculate the WI
represent a price range, instead of the price used in the above table. For example, in a very rich
family, the (expensive) car might represent Z$50,000 in reality instead ofZ$10,000. On the other
hand, a family having a little radio might be misjudged when in reality their radio is only worth
Z$1 00 instead of Z$500.
The non-linearity between real wealth and the constructed WI is only a problem when trying to
estimate shares of households in a certain group. Consequently, for this purpose, other indicators
such as paid tax and the distribution of monthly expenditure will be used. The wealth indicator
can be an interesting aggregate measure for the distinguishing of people who have already
accumulated much wealth and those who have not, as the first group is more likely to be more
prosperous in the future.
Below (tigure F.l a and F.l b), the logarithmic dis tribution of the Monthly Expenditure is
depicted, with underneath the same distribution for the new Wealth Indicator. It can beseen that
the Monthly Expenditure is a linear logarithmic distribution, whereas the Wealth Indicator is not.
This character of income distribution was expected, as it is often found in Developing Countries.

Predictive power ofWealth Indicator
Using calculations with SPSS, the two economie indicators have been tested on the power to
'predict' the presence of a PV system. It turns out, as can beseen in tigure F.2a and F.2b, that the
Wealth indicator is a much better predietor than the monthly expenditure. It must, however, be
taken into account, that the WI includes the presence of a PV system. Still, the difference between
the confidence intervals for the two categories is large enough to account for that.
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Appendix G: Economie indices for the period 1985-1997
Below, some graphs have been constructed to get an overview of the economie past of Zimbabwe
with respect to inflation and devaluation. While printing this report, the Zimbabwe Dollar bas
lun ed to a low of about 20 to the US$.
Year
US$/ZIM$

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
Year

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

0.63
0.62

ZIM$ Exchange rate '75-'97

0.65
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Appendix H: Feasibility Study

ASSUMPTIONS
Prices in Zimbabwe $, 18 to the US$ I
Conneetion fee Credit Scheme
$
Monthly rate Fee for Service
$
$
Deposit Credit Scheme
$
Monthly instalment Credit Scheme:
Cash price large system:
$
Cast price large system:
$
$
Cash price small system:
$
Cast price small system:
Laan component credit system
$
Workers' wage [per hour]
$

2.000
100
5.000
500
16.000
10.650
10.000
5.400
8.000
100
12%
2%
3%
8%
35%
30%
17,5%
3,8%
8,0%
3,8%

Dividend Rate of net profit
Default rate
Provision rate
Social discount rate
Financial discount rate
Intlation rate
Sales Tax rate
Real interest rate
Long term credit
Short term credit (scheme)

traditional expenditures:
Paraffin
Candles
Battenes
Charging
Equipment

$
$
$
$

20
10
40
15
20

Total per month:

$

105

$

Marketing
System
Training
Labour
Tools/Labour
Acc. Ree/Sales
Acc. Pay/Stock

179.000
15.000
4000
160000
5%
8%
8%

Components:
Systemloan
45 W panels Poly
9 W panels Am
45 Ah battery
100 Ah battery
Controller
Charger
Lights
Spare tubes
Battery boxes
Module mounting
Electr. Access.L
Electr. Access.S

$ 2.000
$ 4.200
$ 1.100
900
$
$ 1.800
600
$
400
$
$
250
100
$
300
$
$
700
$ 1.250
700
$

lnstallation [hour]

8

Projected Sales

I
PV systems L
PV systems ~
Credit Scherr
Credit Scheme Cum.
Credit Scheme Main.
Needed Products
45 W panels Poly
9W panels Am
45 Ah battery
100 Ah battery
Controller
Charger
Lights
Spare tubes
Battery boxes
Module mounting
Electr. Access.L
Electr. Access.S

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008 Total

0
0
0
0
0

50
100
0
0
0

75
200
150
150
150

150
400
500
650
650

250
500
1000
1650
1650

250
600
1300
2950
2800

200
550
1000
3950
3300

150
500

150
450

100
400

100
350

3950
2300

3950
1000

3950
0

3950
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50
200
100
50
150
50
400
100
150
50
50
100

225
400
200
225
425
225
1300
425
425
225
225
200

650
800
400
650
1050
650
3400
1275
1050
650
650
400

1250
1000
500
1250
1750
1250
6000
2775
1750
1250
1250
500

1550
1200
600
1550
2150
1550
7400
4625
2150
1550
1550
600

1200
1100
550
1200
1750
1200
5900
6100
1750
1200
1200
550

150
1000
500
150
650
150
1600
6500
650
150
150
500

150
900
450
150
600
150
1500
6875
600
150
150
450

100
800
400
100
500
100
1200
7175
500
100
100
400

100
700
350
100
450
100
1100
7350
450
100
100
350

1475
4050
3950

5425
8100
4050
5425
9475
5425
29800
43200
9475
5425
5425
4050

Cash Flow Sheet PV SHS lrnplementatlon Project Manlesland
Fundo

To1al Cash lnftow

s

Total Equity

$

1999
1.1100.000

2000
6.5111.000

s

$

$

$

$

$

1.800.000 $

$
$

$

$

$

$

3.200.000 $
750.000 $
441 .000 $

To1al Cash Outflow
Fixed irwestments

s

s

4 .932.382

Pre-production exp.

Current Asacts

lncree.s e in ament ossets

Operating cos la
Corporate tax

Operating coats

Tax paid

lnWest

ln"'restpe.td

Loens
Divldends

Loan repayments
Divldends pald

CurnmulaUve Cash llalance

s

s

$

2.131.883

s

$
$
$
$
$

$

989.000
700.000

4.000.000
6.400.000
2.500.000
2.352.000

28.182.000

$

s

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

s

$
1.200.000 $

$

Other ineorne

;>oo.o

2001
15.252.000

$

$
$

Total3hort-term finanoe

Fixed Alsets

s

Cash
Credit Depos~
Credit lna\llment

Totallang-term Lott.na

Operaion Revenue

1994
2.000.000 !
2.000.000 $

8 .000.000
9.000.000
5.000.000
6.762.000

$

1!003
39.983.000

$
$

$
$

10.400.000
10.000.000
6 .600.000
13.083.000

$

s
$
$

2004
39.G:W.OOO $
$

$
$

8.000.000
8.700.000
6.000.000
17.934.000

$
$
$
$
$

2005
23.804.000

s

2006
1~.002.000

$

$

$

$
$

$
7.400.000 $
$
16.464.000 $

s

6.900.000 $

2001
6.540.000 $
$
$

$

$
2.940.000 $

14.457.800 $

27.711 .759 $

40.1 00.298

s

40.269.128 $

24.313.20!5

s

$
$
$
$
$
89.814 $

794.750 s
11 .438 .500 $
1.916.250 $
200.000 $
$
108.300 $

919.700
21 .429.500
3.613.750
469231
1.000.000
279.578

s
$
$
$
$
$

544.400
28.412.900
4 .800.250
676.923
5.000.000
665.823

$
$
$
$
$
$

-373.250
25.549.500
4.313.750
638.462
9.000.000
1.140.665

$
$
$
$
$
$

-1. 175.750
10.900.325
1.824.813
2 11 .538
11 .100.000
1.452.369

$
$
$
$
$
$

-215.950 $
7.457.550 $
1.239.875 $
$
5.500.000 $
974.463 $

s

3.182.417

s

3 .085.1 20

s

2.429.994

s

1.980.899

s

3.628.781

14.955.938

!

$
1.011.000

s

667250 $
1.274.975 $
189.438 $
$
$
$

-97.750
4 .206.613
687 .531
46.154

s

1.337.978

879.338

s

2.132.178

s

119.222.162
700.000
50.000
453.000
11UI611.238
19.909.01H

$
$

31.600.000

107.946 $

5.294.1123

4.308.398

-285.550 $
4.179.575 $
682.938 $
$
$
475.665 $

-369.850
3.929.800
640.500

7.114234

s
NPV:

31.600.000
CU. 100.000
19.1tl0.000

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

&0.000

50.000 $
189.000 $
$
$
$

1112.021l.OOO
2.000.000

$

6.100.000

s

5.052.527

s

's

$
5.600.000 $

9.702.000 $

s

2006 Tohl
5.100.000

s
7 .905.838- $
s

09.1<7rl.OOO

2.242.3011

34.-.553
10.233.637

Operational Rcvenue
1998

cash systems
Small System Reven ue
Large System Rovenue
Totat Rovenuo Cosh

$

s
$

CtedH achome s ystems
Revenues lnstalments
batch 2

Dopos n Credit ochome
Total Dlsbursemonts
DelauHina
Total Rovonue CredH

$

s
$

2000

1999

- $
$

- s
- s

200 1

?002

2003

1.000.000 $
800.000 s
1.800.000 s

2.000.000 $
1.200.000 s
3.200.000

4.000.000 $
2.400.000 $
8.400.000 $

5.000.000 $
4.000.000 $
9.000.000 $

$

450.000 $
$

900.000 $
1.500.000 $
$

900.000 $
3.000.000 $
3.000.000 $
$

- $
- $

- s

-s

s

750.000 $
450.000 $
9.000 s
441.000

s

2.500.000 $
2.400.000 $
48.000 $
2.352.000

s

5.000.000 $
6.900.000 $
138.000 $
8.782.000

s

6.000.000 s
4.000.000 $
10.000.000 s

2005

2004

5.500.000 s
3.200.000 s
8.700.000 s

2006

5.000.000 s
2.400.000
7.400.000 s

s

2008 Totat

2007

4.500.000 s
2.400.000 s
8.900.000 $

4.000.000 $
1.600.000 $
5.600.000 $

3.900.000
6.000.000
9.900.000
198.000
9.702.000

3.000.000
3.000.000
60.000
2.940.000

3.500.000 $
1.600.000 $
5.100.000 $

40.500.000
23.600.000
64. 100.000

- s

19.750.000
71.100.000
1.422.000
69.1S78.000

450.000

3.000.000 $
6.000.000 $
3.900.000 $
$
6.500.000 $
13.350.000 $
267.000 $
13.083.000 $

1.500.000
6.000.000
7.800.000
3.000.000
5.000.000
18.300.000
366.000
17.934.000

$
$

$
$

s
$
$

3.000.000
7.800.000
6.000.000
16.800.000
338.000
18.484.000

$

s
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

s

$
$
$

$

- $
- $
- $

loperatlonal Costs
1998

Components:
45 W panels Poly
9WpanelsAm
45 Ah ballery
100 Ah battery
Controller
Charger
Ughts
Spare tubes
Baltory boxes
Module mounting
Electric Accessarles

Tor.tl CotTf>Otlenls
!Labour:
lnstallalion
Technidan/Fee c:ollection
Overhead
Tor.tiLBbour
1Preparallons

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

945.000
440.000
180.000
405.000
255.000
90.000
325.000
42.500
127.500
157.500
421.250

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3.388.7~

$

$

2.730.000
880.000
360.000
1.170.000
630.000
260.000
850.000
127.500
315.000
455.000
1.092.500
8.870.000

2002

2004

21XX1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.250.000
1.100.000
450.000
2.250.000
1.050.000
500.000
1.500.000
277.500
525.000
875.000
1.912.500
15.890.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6.510.000
1.320.000
540.000
2.790.000
1.290.000
620.000
1.850.000
462.500
645.000
1.085.000
2 .357.500
19.470.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

1.240.000
6.720.000

$
$

&.040.000
1.210.000
495.000
2.160.000
1.050.000
480.000
1.475.000
610.000
525.000
840.000
1.885.000
15.770.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22.785.000
8.910.000
3.845.000
9.785.000
5.885.000
2.170.000
7.450.000
4.320.000
2.642.500
3.797.500
9.818.250
80.968.250

80.000

$
$

4.340.000
28.440.000

80.000 $
$
160.000 $
109.800 $

32.780.000
10.000
1.779.000
3.412.988

$
$

160.000 $
212.550 $

10.900.325 $

7.457.550 $

2.080.000 $

4.960.000 $

160.000 $
32.475 $

$
$

160.000 $
328.500 $

160.000
619.500

$
$

160.000 $
822.900 $

160.000 $
739.500 $

1.274.975 $

4.208.613 $

11.438.500 $

21 .429.500

$

26.412.900 $

25.549.500 $

189.000 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

80.000 $

f>40.000 $

$

420.000
770.000
315.000
180.000
270.000
40.000
275.000
735.000
135.000
70.000
370.000
3.560.000

2.520.000 $

40.000 $

Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.640.000 $

s

160.000
117.863

420.000
880.000
360.000
180.000
300.000
40.000
300.000
717.500
150.000
70.000
405.000
3.822.500

s

1.000.000
3.960.000

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

80.000 $
- $

520.000 $
1.560.000 $

$

s

630.000
990.000
405.000
270.000
360.000
60.000
375.000
687.500
180.000
105.000
502.500
4.565.000

120.000 $
2.400.000 $

180.000 $
360.000 $

Msrlcellng
Prov/8/one/Gusrsnree

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

120.000 $
5.520.000 $

40.000 $
$

7.980.000 $

630.000
1.100.000
450.000
270.000
390.000
60.000
400.000
650.000
195.000
105.000
537.500
4.787.500

2008 Total

2007

960.000 $
7.920.000 $

- $
$

$

2006

2005

$
$

- $
10.000
179.000 $
- $

I

210.000
220.000
90.000
90.000
90.000
20.000
100.000
10.000
45.000
35.000
132.500
1.042.500

2001

2000

1999

8.880.000

160.000
312.825

160.000
117.075

$
$

4.179.575 $

3.929.600

$

118.984.236

Stock lnventory
1998

Total inventory
Components in stock
45 W panels Poly
9WpanelsAm
45 Ah battery
100 Ah battery
Controller
Charger
Lights
Sparetubes
Battery boxes
Module mounting
Electr. Access.L
Electr. Access.S
1/2 yr

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

25
100
50
25
75
25
200
50
75
25
25
50

19
34
17
19
36
19
109
36
36
19
19
17

55
67
34
55
88
55
284
107
88
55
55
34

105
84
42
105
146
105
500
232
146
105
105
42

130
100
50
130
180
130
617
386
180
130
130
50

100
92
46
100
146
100
492
509
146
100
100
46

13
84
42
13
55
13
134
542
55
13
13
42

13
75
38
13
50
13
125
573
50
13
13
38

9
67
34
9
42
9
100
598
42
9
9
34

9
59
30
9
38
9
92
613
38
9
9
30

1 month

-

-----------

Net Worklng Capital

s

Totallnvenlo!l
Componcnts In stock
45 W panels Poly
9WpanelsAm
45 Ahbatlery
100 Ah battery
Controller
Charger
Lights
Sparetubes
Batlery boxes
Module mounting
Electr. Access.L
Electr. Access.S
Tools

• $

$

$

$
$
$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

2000

1999

1998

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

Accounts Recelvable
Cash in Hand
Total Current Assets
Accounts Payable
Totel Net Workina CepHal

s

50.000
50.000
50.000

lncrease in cunent assets

$

50.000 $

$
$
$

$

s

2001

2002

s

313.500

s

852.250 $

105.000 $
110.000 $
45.000 $
45.000 $
45.000 $
10.000 $
50.000 $
5.000 $
22.500 $
17.500 $
31.250 $
35.000 $
2.000 $

79.800
37.400
15.300
34.200
21.600
7.600
27.250
3.600
10.800
13.300
23.750
11 .900
27.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

231.000
73.700
30.600
99.000
52.800
22.000
71.000
10.700
26.400
38.500
68.750
23.800
104.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

441 .000
92.400
37.800
189.000
87.600
42.000
125.000
23.200
43.800
73.500
131 .250
29.400
248.000

256.000
50.000
619.500
271.100
348.400

$
$
$
$
$

512.000
50.000
1.414.250
709.600
704.650

$
$
$
$

720.000
50.000
2.333.950
1.255.200
1.078.750

523.250

144.000
50.000
717.250
83.400
633.850

$
$
$
$

s

667.250 $

-97.750 $

$

794.750 $

2004

2003

1.563.950 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.02R.350 $

687.350 t

511.400 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

54.600
92.400
37.800
23.400
33.000
5.200
33.500
54.200
16.500
9.100
16.250
29.400
282.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

54.600
82.500
34.200
23.400
30.000
5.200
31 .250
57.300
15.000
9.100
16.250
26.600
126.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

592.000
50.000
1.329.350
383.000
946.350

$
$
$
$

552.000
50.000
1.113.400
385.200
746.200

$
$
$
$
$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

800.000
50.000
2.878.350
1.557.600
1.320.750

$
$
$
$
$

696.000
50.000
2.505.100
1.261.600
1.243.500

544.400 $

$

-373.250 $

$

-1.175.750 $

2008 Totsl

2007

s

420.000
101.200
41.400
180.000
87.600
40.000
123.000
50.900
43.800
70.000
125.000
32.200
444.000

919.700 $

2006

1.759.100

546.000
110.000
45.000
234.000
108.000
52.000
154.250
38.600
54.000
91.000
162.500
35.000
398.000

s

$
$
$
$
$
$

2005

-215.950 $

$

8.569.000

37.800
64.900
27.000
16.200
22.800
3.600
23.000
61 .300
11.400
6.300
11 .250
21 .000
4.000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.007.600
838.200
344.700
660.400
513.600
191.200
663.250
364.600
256.800
334.600
597.500
268. 100
1.639.000

408.000
50.000
458.000
286.400
171.600

$
$
$
$
$

5. 128.000
550.000
14.247.000
6.478.900
7.768.100

-369.850 $

456.000

329.850
37.800 $
73.700 $
30.600 $
16.200 $
25.200 $
3.600 $
25.000 $
59.800 $
12.600 $
6.300 $
11 .250 $
23.800 $
4.000 $
448.000
50.000
827.850
305.800
522.050

$
$
$
$

$

-285.550 $

Capita I
Yea r

1999

19981

2001

2000

2002

2004

2003

2005

2007

2006

2008 Total

Long term loan
Loan outstandins
Repayment
Interest
Annuity
Credit Schema flnance
Pan <I

$

$
$

$
$
$

rota/

$

Loan outstanding
Interest
Annuity short term

$

- s

- $

$
$

- s

-

-

$

-

$

- s

-

-

$
$
$
$

-

$

-

$

- s
-

$

s

- s

- s

$
$

- $
- $

-

$
$

630.000
270.000
300.000
1200.000

$
$
$
$

s

1.200.000
46.154 $
1246.154 $

2.100.000
900.000
1.000.000

4.000.000

- $

- $

s

-

-

$

$
$

$
$

-

-

$

- $

-

$

s

-

-

$
$

$

$
$

$

-

$
$

s
s
s

- $
- $
- $

- s

s
- s

- $

1.200.000 $

- $

4&.154

$
$
$
$

4.200.000
1.800.000
2.000.000
8.000.000

$
$
$
$

s

5.460.000
2.340.000
2.600.000
10.400.000

$
$
$
$

4.200.000 $
1.800.000 $
2. 000.000 $
8.000.000

-

s
s
- s
s

$

-

$

-

$

- s

$

-

$

- $

$
- $

5.200.000 $
200.000 $
5.400.000 $

12.200.000
469.231 s
12.669.231 $

17.800.000 $
676.923 $
18.276.923 $

18.800.000
638.462
17.238.462

s

5.500.000
211.538
5.711.538

s

- s

- s

$
$

$
$

-

- $
- $

$

1.000.000 $

5.000.000 $

9.000.000

$

11 .100.000

$

5.500.000

200.000

s

-

$

4&8.231
1.000.000

s

5.200.000 $

12,~. 000

$

Repayment

Totall nierest
Total Repeyment
Total Outstanding

$

$

System

Battery

-

s

8711.823
5.000.000

s
s

1_7 . 800.000_~

1138.4&2 $
8 .000.000 $
18.1100.000 $

211 .531 $
11.100.000 $
5.500.000 s

$
$

- s
5.500.000 s

-

s

- s

s
s

$
$

-

111.6«1.000
7.110.000
7.fl00.000
31.1100.000

--

s
- s
- s
s

56.300.000

- $

31.1100.000

s
$

s

2.242.306
110.542.304

-

2.242./lN

31 .1100.000

SCENARIOS
1999

1998
Funds

Oparation Revenue

'r otal Cash fnflow
T otal Equity
Total Long-term Loans
Totnl short-term finance
Cash
Credit Depostt
Credit Instalment

$
$
$
$
$

Total Cash Out11ow
Fixed investments
Pre-production exp.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$

2001

2000

lncrease in current assets

Current Assets
Oparating casts
Corporale tax
Interest
Loans
Dividends

Oparating costs
Tax paid
Interest paid
Loan repayments
Dividands paid

Cummuislive cash Selanee

7% Raai Interest= 7%
1Oo/o Raai Interest= 1Oo/o
Normal
5% Devaluation = 5% p.a.
10% Devaluation = 1Oo/o p.a.

s

989.000 $ 2.131.663
700.000
50.000
50.000 $
667.250
189.000 $ 1.274.975
189.438
$
$
$
$
1.011.000 $

$1.011.000
$1 .011.000
$1.011.000
$1.011.000
$1 .011.000

39.983.000 $
$
$
10.400.000 $
10.000.000 $
6.500.000 $
13.083.000 $

$

4.932.362 $

14.457.800

s

27.711 .759 $

40.100.296

$
$
$

-97.750
4.206.613
687.531
46.1!>4

794.750
11 .438.500
1.916.250
200.000

919.700
21.429.500
3.613.750
469.231
1.000.000
279.578

$
$
$
$
$
$

3.182.417 $

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
89.814 $

1.337.978

$1 .253.976
$1.217.976
$ 1.337.976
$1.272.116
$ 1.206.256

s

$
$
$
$
$
108.300 $

2.132.178 $

$1.768.176
$1.612.176
$2.132.176
$1 .856.941
$1 .581.706

$2.328.417
$1.962.417
$3.182.417
$2.495.747
$1 .809.077

2005

2004

28.762.000 $
$
$
8.000.000 $
9.000.000 $
5.000.000 $
6.762.000 $

679.338 $

$679.338
$679.338
$679.338
$668.588
$657.838

2003

15.252.000 $
$
$
4.000.000 $
6.400.000 $
2.500.000 $
2.352.000 $

Other lncome
Fixed Assets

2002

5.591 .000 $
$
$
1.200.000 $
3.200.000 $
750.000 $
441.000 $

2.000.000 $ 1.800.000 $
$
2.000.000 $
$
$
$
$
$ 1.800.000 $
$
$
$
$

39.834.000 $
$

$

2007

2006

23.864.000 $
$
$

16.602.000 $
$
$
$
6.900.000 $
$
9.702.000 $

8.540.000 $
$
$
$
5.000.000 $

2008 Total
6.100.000 $ ïiiiöiiloöo2.000.000
$

8.000.000
0.700.000
5.000.000
17.934.000

$
$
$
$

7.400.000 $
$
16.464.000 $

s

40.269.126

s

24.313.295

s

14.955.938 $

5.052.527 $

4.308.396

544.400
28.412.900
4.000.250
676.923
5.000.000
665.823

$
$
$
$
$
$

-373.250
25.549.500
4.313.750
638.462
9.000.000
1.140.665

$
$

-1.175.750
10.900.325
1.824.813
211.538
11.100.000
1.452.369

$
$
$
$
$
$

-215.950 $
7.457.550 $
1.239.875 $
$
5.500.000 $
974.463 $

-285.550 $
4.179.575 $
682.938 $
$
$
475.565 $

-369.850
3.929.800
640.500

3.065.120

s

3.626.781

7.114.234

s

7.905.838

$1 .833.120
$1 .305.120
$3.065.120
$ 1.912.320
$ 759.520

$
$
$
$

2.429.994 $

$ 1.267.994
$ 769.994
$2.429.994
$1.083.934
$ -262.126

$

1.980.899 $

$1 .595.699
$1.430.699
$1 .980.699
$1.053.349
$ 125.999

$3.626.761
$3.626.761
$3.626.761
$3.219.906
$2.813.051

$

5.100.000

$

2.940.000 $

$7.114.234
$ 7.114.234
$7.114.234
$7.108.659
$7.103.084

107.946

$7.905.838
$7.905.838
$7.905.838
$7.900.703
$7.895.568

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

31.800.000
84.100.000
19.750.000
69.678.000
179.222.162
700.000
50.000
458.000
118.968.236
19.909.094
2.242.308
31.800.000
5.294.523
34.485.553

Appendix 1: Statistica! Calculations
- - De scription of Subpopulations - Target group:
pvsown > 1 and (ligmos < 8) and (dryexp > 1 or tvspow -1 or radpow -2) and (canexp > 1 or parexp > 1)
Credit Scheme:
savind > 4 and monexp > 1300
Fee for Service:
savind > 2 and (ecca02>0 or ecca03>0 or ecca04>0 or ecca05>0 or ecca06>0 or ecca07>0 or ecca08>0 or
ecca09>0 or eccalO>O or ecca11>0 or ecca12>0 or ecca13>0 or ecca14>0
Summaries of WEA4IND (Wealth Indicator)
By levels of PVSISY (Size ofPV system)
Variabie Value Label
For Entire Population
PVSISY
.00
PVSISY
1.00
PVSISY
2.00

Mean
9714.1032
8597.0308
13755.5556
19903.1250

Std Dev

Cases

8570.8406
7488.8954
11778.8056
10531.9019

407
357
181
32

Total Cases = 407
95% Confidence interval= mean +1- 1,96* (standard deviation/SQRT(N))
SO, intervals become:
PV
No
Small
Large

Minimal

Maximum

Meao
7,820
8,314
16,252

8,597
13755
19,903

9,374
19,197
23,552

Target group has been ranked by means of the wealth indicator.
Determination of Share from target group:

Small
Large

High (mean)
Rank: 130 I 235 : 24.7 %
Rank: 196 I 235: 10.6%

Low (Maximum)
Rank: 207 I 235 : 11.9 %
Rank: 224 I 235: 4.7%

Credit Scheme:
Price of PV system: $ 15,000; $ 5,000 deposit; interest rate 32%; pay-back in three (3) years
(Needed disbursements: $ 433 per month, maximum 33% of month1y expenditure; Needed savings $ 5,000)
Fee for Service:
Price of PV system: $ 15,000; $ 2000 installation/connection fee; interest rate 5%; pay-back time fifteen
(15) years.
(Needed disbursements: $173 per month -> regu1ar income in family (economically active apart from
communal farming) Needed savings $ 2,000.

Appendix J: Quotations from Suppliers in Mutare
Price/Wp

$275,47

$284,75
Zidecot

$292,10
Hupertz

$307,72
Candlelight

$318,15
S. E. Eng.

$330,13
S. Master

Company

Gistex

Address

70 H. Chit
93 H. Chit.
42 H. Chit
Church
41 1st St
68 2nd St
2317
744
1852
1468
1823

PO Box
#Pers.
Total

Solar Panel
Power Panel

1595
5

3
$14.600,00

$15.092,00

$17.526,00

$18.463,00

$16.862,00

$13.205,00

$4.611,00

$4.440,00

$5.373,00

$5.776,00

$4.563,00

53
$702,00

53

60
$882,00

60
$1.720,00

53
$1.720,00

$3.539,00
40
$882,00

Charge Controller
Battery

$1.954,00

$1.450,00
$1 .883,00

$2.600,00

$1.830,00

$2.076,00

$1.702,00

Lights

$1.522,00

$1.863,00

$2.080,00

$2.184,00

$1.872,00

$1.500,00

$85,00

$63,00

$85,00

$85,00

$90,00

$105,00

$230,00
$300,00
$1.100,00
$405,00

$150,00

$660,00

$380,00
$380,00
$1.600,00
$400,00

$240,00
$350,00
$1.650,00
$520,00

$490,00
$490,00
$1.250,00
$300,00

$350,00
$380,00
$1 .100,00
$360,00

$10.909,00

$11.659,00

$13.780,00

$14.355,00

$12.851,00

$9.918,00

$900,00
$616,00

$600,00
$560,00

$600,00
$600,00

$1 .200,00
$500,00

$800,00
$700,00

$900,00
$420,00

$12.425,00

$12.819,00

$14.980,00

$16.055,00

$14.351,00

$11.238,00

$2.174,00

$2.247,00

$2.546,00

$2.408,00

$2.511,00

$1.966,00

Voltage Dropper
Battery box
Module Mount
El. accessor.
Spare Tubes
Total Equipment
Instanation
Transport
Installed System
Sales Tax

$250,00
$900,00

